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CHAPTER ONE:  MICRONS AND PARAMECIA

 How do we measure really tiny things?  For example, how would you measure the dot 
underneath the question mark at this end of this sentence?  It’s pretty small.  If you put a ruler 
next to it, you’d find that centimeters or inches would be far too large. You’d have to estimate in 
fractions, making it very difficult to be accurate.
 The smallest lines on this ruler are millimeters. (A millimeter is 1/1000 of a meter.  A meter 
is about as tall as an adult’s waist.)  As you can see, there are ten millimeters in a centimeter.  
(In other words, a millimeter is a 1/10 of a centimeter.)  A millimeter would be a better measuring 
unit to use than a centimeter, but let’s be honest — even a millimeter is still pretty big in comparison 
to that little dot.  Is the dot half a millimeter?  A fourth?  A tenth?  It’s hard to tell.  You’d need a 
magnifier to get a good estimate.  And even then, you’d be taking a guess.
               ?

 
 Looks like we need a unit of measurement smaller than a millimeter.  How small should it 
be, and what should we call it?  We could divide a millimeter into even smaller units, like tenths 
or hundredths or thousandths.  Dividing it into tenths might allow us to measure that dot fairly 
accurately, but what about even smaller things?  What if we wanted to measure a bacteria? 
 Scientists decided to divide the millimeter into 1,000 smaller units called micrometers.  
This makes sense because you will need a microscope to see things that are measured in 
micrometers.  Now what about an abbreviation?  “Millimeters” is abbre-
viated as mm:  “m” for “milli” and “m” for “meter.”  If we used the same 
method for micrometers, we come up with... mm.  Oops. We can’t have 
two measurements with the same exact letters.  We won’t be able to 
keep them straight.  What to do?

             Zeus to the rescue!  (Well, not really. Just the ancient Greeks.)
The Greeks had basically the same alphabet as we do, but some of the 
letters looked just a little different.  For example, their letter “m” in the 
lower case looked like this: μ   (It might look a “u” but it is an “m” and 
they called it “mu.”)  If we use the Greek m, we can still use “mm” for 
micrometer, but it will look like this: μm.  That way we won’t get it mixed 
up with the mm that stands for millimeter.  When we see “μm” we’ll say “micrometer.”  Or, even 
better, we could use a shorter and easier word that means the same thing. How about micron?
 So, how big is a micrometer (a micron)?  To get your mind around how small these units 
are, put your finger and thumb so that they are almost touching, but don’t let them actually touch.  
That tiny space is a millimeter — one of those little increments on the ruler above. There are 
1,000 microns in that little space.  Many bacteria are only one micron in diameter.  That means that 
you could fit a string of 1,000 bacteria into that space!

Zeus was the king of all the mythological Greek gods 
and goddesses.  He has no connection to the words 
micrometer or micron. But he did know Poseidon.
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You, the reader, have a copy of their guide book, located after the last chapter of this book.  
 
Take a quick look at the guidebook.  You’ll see that it has basic information arranged in a very structured format.  The 
guidebook will come in handy when you need to find basic facts quickly.  For example, if you are doing an activity and 
need to compare sizes or feeding behaviors, the guidebook will be much easier to use than this text.  (If you have a 
hard copy of this book (instead of digital) and you would like to print additional copies of the guidebook, you can down-
load and print by going to www.ellenjmchenry.com and clicking on FREE DOWNLOADS, then on MICROBIOLOGY, 
then on PROTOZOA GUIDEBOOK.) 

          Joblot’s drawing of the “little slipper”

 The Paramecium was probably the very first protozoan to be discovered.  The Dutch 
scientist Antony van Leeuwenhoek saw these in his simple microscope in the late 1600s.  Then, 
in 1718, a French scientist named Louis Joblot (Zhoh-blo) 
published a description of a little “animal” he had found in 
a drop of water.  Joblot called this creature a “chausson”  
(sho-SOHN) meaning “slipper” because its shape does 
look a bit like a slipper.  The name stuck, and this creature 
was referred to as the “slipper animacule” for the next two 
hundred years.
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 The official name, “Paramecium,” was created in 1752 by English scientist John Hill, 
using the Greek word “paramekes” meaning “oblong.”  Hill used this term to describe any micro-
scopic creature that had no fins, legs, tails, or any other visible appendages.  Few people actual-
ly used this term, however, and continued to use the very cute nickname “little slipper.”  

  In 1773, a Danish scientist named Otto Müller changed the spelling to “Paramoecium.”   
Then, in 1838, a German scientist decided to change the spelling back to “Paramecium,” and 
that is what we still use today.   In future chapters, we will see other places 
where scientists have disagreed about how to spell words.  The fight about 
whether to use “oe” or just “e” will show up again soon.  Strangely, in some 
cases, the “oe” is still with us, though in very recent times there has been an 
effort to standardize spelling and get rid of “oe” once and for all.  But enough 
about that for right now... back to Paramecia.  (Paramecia is the plural form 
of Paramecium.  One Paramecium, two Paramecia.)

 What are these strange creatures?  Even though they look and act 
like little animals, they are not in the animal kingdom.  To be a part of the 
animal kingdom, you have to be multicellular, meaning made of many cells.  
The Paramecium is made of only one cell, so it is unicellular.  It doesn’t have skin cells or blood 
cells or neurons or any of the specialized cells that animals do.  It is just one cell.  However, this 
one cell is very much alive and does many things you do every day:  move, find food, eat, digest, 
take in oxgen, expel waste, move away from uncomfortable situations, defend itself, and even 
communicate with others of its species.  How does it accomplish all of these things without any 
organs such as muscles, stomach, heart, lungs, brain or kidneys?  

 Let’s take an up-close look at the anatomy of a Paramecium.  One nice thing about 
studying protozoa is that they are transparent.  You don’t have to cut them open to see inside.
 A Paramecium doesn’t have skin, but it does have an outer layer called a pellicle.  The 
word pellicle comes from the Latin word “pellicula” meaning “skin” or “husk.”  If you’ve ever 
“husked” corn, you’ve peeled off what the Latin-speaking 
Romans would have called a pellicle: a protective layer 
designed to cover something important inside.
 The pellicle is very thin (less than a micron) but has 
several layers.  The inner layers are made of a substance that 
is tough but flexible. The body of the Paramecium needs to 
hold its shape, but it must also be able to bend and twist so it 
can get out of tight spots.
 The outermost layer is an extremely thin membrane 
(only two molecules thick!) that acts like a fence, or screen, 
all around the cell.  It keeps large molecules from entering the 
cell, but will allow tiny molecules, such as water and oxygen, to leak through.  (Large molecules 
that are helpful can be brought in at places that act as gates.)  This type of membrane (often 
called a plasma membrane) is found not just in protozoa but in all living cells.  Every cell in your 
body is surrounded by a plasma membrane. 
 

 The Paramecium has openings in its pellicle, just like you 
have openings at various places in your body where there is a 
hole that leads to the interior: mouth, nose, ears, and... some 
“exits” at your posterior end.  Posterior means your bottom 
part.  Anterior means your top part.  (“Post” is Latin for “after” 
and “ante” is Latin for “before.”) Your head is located at the 
anterior region of your body. If you want a polite way to refer to 
your bottom, you can call it your posterior.  
 

     Muller’s drawing of Paramecia
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The Paramecium’s anterior isn’t a head.  It does not have eyes 
or ears or a brain or anything that you would recognize as part of 
a head.  What makes scientists consider one of its ends as the 
anterior is that when it swims, a Paramecium will generally move 
in the direction of its anterior end, as if it were a fish or snake or 
something that moves headfirst.  
 

 Another similarity between your skin and a Paramecium’s outer covering is that they both 
have hairs.  The Paramecium’s hairs are called cilia.  This word comes from Latin and means 
“small hairs or eyelashes.” (The singular is cilium.  One cilium, two cilia.  Just like Paramecium 
and Paramecia.)  The Paramecium can move its cilia like little arms or fins, propelling itself 
through the water.  The cilia are hard to see, though, unless you have a microscope with very 
high magnification.  If you are lucky enough to have an extremely powerful (and extremely 
expensive) kind of microscope called a scanning electron microscope (SEM), you can look at 
the surface texture and see all the cilia.  
 A scanning electron microscope (SEM) uses electrons to “see” instead of light.  You 
don’t look into an electron microscope; the chamber is all sealed up. The microscope bounces 
electrons off the sample, causing the electrons to go flying off at various angles.  The electrons 
then hit a screen where they are recorded.  The pattern of all these millions of hits on the screen 
eventually makes a picture that looks three-dimensional.  The drawback to this method is that 

you can’t see anything inside the Paramecium.  You only see 
the surface texture.  So it really takes both regular microscopes 
and electron microscopes to give us an accurate understanding 
of what a Paramecium is like.  If you see just one or the other, 
you miss important visual information. 

 The Paramecium moves its cilia using the same basic 
chemical process that your muscles use.  Movement is caused 
by chemical changes (usually a sudden increase in calcium). This 
chemical change causes protein chains in the cilia to contract.

 The motion of the cilia is surprisingly similar to how we use our arms to swim.  There is a 
forward “power” stroke that propels the body, then a weak “reset” stroke where the cilia (or arms) 
are brought back to their original position.  The Paramecium can swim backwards, too, if it needs 
to.  If it bumps into something it can back up, turn, then try going forward in a new direction.  
 A Paramecium’s swimming motion looks very smooth.  The cilia don’t all beat at once; 
they take turns in a very orderly fashion to create waves of motion.  Beating cilia might look a bit 
like a gust of wind blowing over a field of tall grass.  If you’d like to see Paramecia swimming, 
Activity 1.1 gives directions for accessing links to videos of Paramecia.

          An SEM image showing the surface texture

    Paramecia also spiral as they swim forward.

The world’s first microscopes, 
made by Antony van Leeuwenhoek
in the late 1600s.

This is the first microscope to use 
two lenses, at the top and bottom 
of the tube.  It is from the 1700s.

A modern SEM “electron microscope,” 
showing the chamber open.  The cham-
ber will be sealed and the air removed.
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 The Paramecium’s pellicle can’t feel things like 
your skin does.  Your skin is loaded with nerve cells 
that sense hot, cold, pain and pressure.  The 
Paramecium is just one cell so it can’t have nerve 
cells.  But even without nerve cells it is somehow 
able to sense things in its environment.  If the 
environment around it becomes too hot, cold, acidic, 
or toxic, it will try to move to a place that is safer.  
 A Paramecium also somehow knows 
how to search for food, even without a brain 
to give it hunger signals or to tell it what to eat.  
It “knows” what it can digest:  bacteria, algae, 
plant cells, and even other ciliated protozoa 
(smaller ones).  The place where it takes in food
 is called the oral groove.  (“Oral” comes from  
the Latin word root “or-,” meaning “mouth.”)  
 At the bottom of the oral groove is an 
opening which is sometimes referred to as its 
mouth.  The food goes through this opening into 
a short tube called the gullet.  The gullet is the 
rough equivalent to our throat (esophagus). 
 At the bottom of the gullet a bubble sort 
of thing starts to form, collecting the food.  The 
more technical word for a bubble inside a cell is a 
vacuole.  (You might notice the similarity of this word 
to the word “vacuum.”  Both words come from the Latin 
word “vacuus,” meaning “empty.”)  Once this vacuole fills 
up, it pinches off from the gullet and goes floating away into 
the interior of the cell. While it circulates around the cell, 
digestive enzymes will enter the vacuole and break down the food.  
This is exactly what happens in your stomach.  Your body makes chemicals that break down 
your food into tiny bits that your cells can absorb.  So the food vacuoles are sort of like little stomachs.  
 The digested nutrients leak out of the vacuoles into the cellular fluid, called the 
cytoplasm.  (“Cyto” comes from the Greek word “kytos” meaning “container,” while  “plasm” is 
from the Greek word “plasma” meaning “something molded or formed.”  The word plastic is also 
related to the word “plasma.”  Plastic is definitely able to be molded and formed into things.)  The 
cytoplasm is a jelly-like substance made mostly of water.  All cells, including every cell in your 
body, is filled with cytoplasm. Dissolved gases such as oxygen and carbon dioxide float around 
freely in the cytoplasm, as do small nutrients such as glucose (a sugar).

 Notice that the Paramecium has an exit pore where it can get rid of waste.  This is 
somewhat similar to the exit at the end of your digestive system, although not nearly as 
complicated.  The Paramecium’s exit is basically a vacuole that opens to the outside.
  A Paramecium is constantly taking in food.  As soon as one food vacuole fills up and 
pinches off from the gullet, a new one starts to form.  A Paramecium may have many food 
vacuoles floating around inside.  The cilia along the oral groove 
sweep food down toward the gullet.  Along with the food, water gets 
swept in, too.  This constant sweeping motion brings lots of extra 
water into the cell.  The Paramecium needs a way to get rid of the 
extra water.  It does not have kidneys or a bladder, but it does have 
two contractile vacuoles.  They are easy to spot because they are 
star-shaped, with arms radiating out from a central circle.  The arms 
gather the extra water and bring it to that central circle, which then 
acts like a pump, pushing the water back outside of the cell.  

 The Paramecium’s pellicle can’t feel things like 
your skin does.  Your skin is loaded with nerve cells 

Paramecium is just one cell so it can’t have nerve 
cells.  But even without nerve cells it is somehow 

environment around it becomes too hot, cold, acidic, 
or toxic, it will try to move to a place that is safer.  

more technical word for a bubble inside a cell is a 
.  (You might notice the similarity of this word 

to the word “vacuum.”  Both words come from the Latin 
word “vacuus,” meaning “empty.”)  Once this vacuole fills 
up, it pinches off from the gullet and goes floating away into 
the interior of the cell. While it circulates around the cell, 
digestive enzymes will enter the vacuole and break down the food.  

The contractile vaculole contracts (shrinks) suddenly, 
forcing water out the circular part in the middle.
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 A Paramecium needs oxygen, just like you do.  You require lungs to get oxygen 
from your environment.  A Paramecium can simply take oxygen right out of the water 
around it.  It doesn’t even need gills like a fish does. Oxygen molecules are so small 
that they can leak through the membrane and the pellicle.  (When tiny particles go  
across a barrier, this is called diffusion.)  Oxygen diffuses into the Paramecium and 
floats around in the cytoplasm.  Like all of our cells, the Paramecium makes carbon 
dioxide as a waste product.  We breathe out carbon dioxide when we exhale. In a 
Paramecium, the carbon dioxide goes right through the outer membrane, out into the 
surrounding water.
 A Paramecium does not need lungs, nor does it need a heart or a system of 

veins and arteries.  We need these things because we are large organisms and have many cells 
deep inside our bodies, far away from sources of oxygen. Oxygen must be transported to all 
of our cells. A Paramecium is so small that diffusion is good 
enough — no need for any transportation!
 
 Four other structures found in all animal, plant and 
protozoan cells are mitochondria, ribosomes, endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER) and Golgi bodies. The mitochondria are the 
energy-makers of the cell.  They take sugar and oxygen and 
turn them into energy in the form of ATPs.  Ribosomes are 
like little factories.  They assemble all the parts and products 
that the cell needs.  (Cell parts are made out of proteins.) 
Ribosomes are often found near networks of tubes called 
endoplasmic reticulum (ER).  These tubes can both make 
things and transport things.  Some ER looks “rough” because 
of the ribosomes all around it.  If the ER is not dotted with 
ribosomes, it looks “smooth.”  The Golgi bodies act like little 
packaging and sorting warehouses, or maybe post offices.  
They take the proteins made by the ribosomes and make sure 
they get delivered to places where they are needed.  

 If you want to learn a lot more about these cell parts, try the curriculum called Cells by the 
author of this book.  You can find it on Amazon.com, or by going to www.ellenjmchenry.com.  For those 
of you who have already read Cells, you may be wondering if the Paramecium has lysosomes and a 
cytoskeleton.  Yes, it does, but information about these is extremely difficult to find. You have to read post-
graduate-level research papers, and even these are very few and far between.  There just isn’t a lot of 
information about the normal organelles of a Paramecium.

          The endoplasmic reticulum is connected to the nucleus.  All cells 
have a nucleus.  This is where DNA is kept.  The DNA is like a library that 
contains all the information a cell needs. It has instructions for how to make 
and repair all the cell’s parts. Most cells, including yours, have only one large 
nucleus.   A Paramecium has two nuclei: a large macronucleus and a small 
micronucleus.  You can see them in this photograph as the large and small 
black ovals.  The macronucleus is absolutely stuffed full of DNA.  For unknown 
reasons, it has lots and lots of copies of the same information.  It’s like having 
multiple copies of the same book in a library.  In some cases a macronucleus 
can have as many as 800 copies of the same information.  Why?  There must 
be a reason, but researchers have not discovered it yet.  
 The micronucleus has all the same information as the macronucleus, 
but it does not have lots of extra copies, so it can be much smaller.  The 
micronucleus doesn’t seem to do anything while the cell is going about its 
normal daily life.  Its only job seems to be allowing the cell to exchange DNA 
with another Paramecium before it splits in half.  
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      Paramecia aren’t male or female.  They have 
no gender at all.  You can’t say “he” or “she” for a 
Paramecium; you have to say “it.”  They have no 
reproductive parts, so they don’t lay eggs or have 
babies. The methods they use for reproduction are 
very basic.

A Paramecium can reproduce in two ways:

1) It can simply split in half (making clones of itself), or
 
2) it can exchange DNA with another Paramecium 
before it divides, thus creating new Paramecia that 
are not identical to the original (a bit more like children 
instead of clones).  

 The first method — just splitting in half — is called binary fission.  (Binary 
comes from the Latin root word “bini” meaning “by twos.”  Fission is a Latin word 
that means “splitting.”  So binary fission means splitting in two.)  The Paramecium 
makes extras of its inner parts, then splits in half.  The two new cells are exact 
copies of the original one.  Then those two new Paramecia can each split in half.  
Now we have four.  Then those four can split in half, making eight.  Eight goes to 
sixteen, sixteen goes to thirty-two, and so on.  This process can go on for quite 
some time, but scientists have discovered that eventually the clones-of-clones-of-
clones-of-clones-of-clones-etc. become weaker and weaker until they are unable 
to continue dividing. The process of binary fission “wears out” after about 200 splits.

     
  Researchers guess that each time the 
macronucleus makes a copy of itself, tiny 
mistakes occur.  The mistakes are small, so 
it does not make a difference at first.  But after about 200 
duplications of the DNA, so many mistakes have occurred 
that the information starts to be affected.  The Paramecium’s 
instructions for how to make and fix cell parts are now hard 
to understand or are wrong.  The cells begin to be unable to 
do the processes that they must do to keep themselves alive, 
so they die.  (The picture to the left shows the molecular 
structure of DNA.  If those “beads” get mixed up, the 
information does, too.)
 

This is where the micronucleus comes in. The DNA 
must be fixed. The fixing process involves trading DNA 
with another Paramecium.  The Paramecium somehow 
knows how to find another Paramecium who also needs 
to trade DNA.  They line up next to each other, side 
by side, and at the place where they touch, their cell 
membranes and pellicles dissolve so that cytoplasm 
can stream back and forth.  (The technical term for this 
process is conjugation.)  Then the micronucleus of 
each Paramecium divides several times (using a process 
called meiosis which we are not going to explain right at 
this moment because it is a bit complicated).  

DNA is made of a ladder-shaped string 
of molecules.  Information is stored as 
a pattern in the rungs of the ladder. 

  Diagram of what happens             Actual photo
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These divisions create little “half nuclei.”  Each Paramecium gives a “half nucleus” to the other.  
Then the two “half nuclei” join together to form a new whole.  Now each Paramecium has a new 
micronucleus, half of which came from the other Paramecium.  
 Right after this happens, the Paramecium’s old macronucleus dissolves and disappears 
forever.  The new micronucleus divides and makes a new macronucleus.  Thus, the old, 
defective DNA is gone and the new combination takes over.  The new, revitalized Paramecium 
can then start using binary fission again until it wears out after several hundred divisions.

 Paramecia can’t bite, but they do have a secret weapon.  Attached 
to the inside of the pellicle are tiny structures called trichocysts. (“Tricho” 
is Greek for “hair” and “cyst” comes from the Greek word “kystis” meaning 
“bag or pouch.”  So it’s a hair in a bag.)  A trichocyst is a bit like a harpoon 
tied to a string, all curled up inside a hidden pouch, waiting to spring out 
and pierce whatever happens to be in its line of fire.  Scientists are still not 
totally sure they have figured out all the functions of the trichocysts, but 
the Paramecium does seem to use them as weapons.  They might also 
be used to anchor the Paramecium to something while it feeds.  But using 
them as weapons is a lot more interesting, so let’s investigate that use.
 If the Paramecium gets into a situation where it is threatened by a predator, a chemical 
signal (using calcium) can be released thoughout the cell, causing a very rapid chemical change 
inside the trichocysts, resulting in the harpoons being launched out at a very high speed.  How 

effective are these little weapons?  Well, to be honest, if the predator is at least as 
large as the Paramecium, the harpoons are far from deadly.  The predator will likely 
be back soon for a second try.  In the meantime, though, the Paramecium will have 
turned and started swimming as fast as it can in the opposite direction.  Retreat is 
one of the Paramecium’s primary survial strategies. 
 Unlike sailors on old-fashioned whaling boats, the Paramecium can’t reel in its 
harpoons and reuse them.  Once they are fired, that’s it.  It would take muscles 
to pull the harpoons back, and the Paramecium does not have msucles.  Instead, 
the cell machinery (the ribosomes, the endoplasmic reticulum, the Golgi bodies, 
and other parts) gets busy making a new batch of trichocysts.  The old ones are 
dissolved and the new ones take their place.  This process must go on continually for 
the Paramecium to stayed armed.
 Trichocysts are very small.  A Paramecium has hundreds, 
or perhaps thousands, of them, hiding among the cilia.  
Because they are so small, and so numerous, they were not 
shown on the big diagram on page 9.
 
 

Trichocysts can fire
on just one side.
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ACTIVITY 1.1    Watch some videos of real Paramecia

 Go to the special channel that was set up for this curriculum at: YouTube.com/TheBasementWorkshop.  
Click on “Playlists,” then on “Protozoa.”  The videos that go with this chapter will be labeled as Chapter 1.  
You’ll see Paramecia swimming, eating, and even firing off their trichocysts.

ACTIVITY 1.2    Comparative anatomy

Can you match the Paramecium part with its equivalent human part?  Draw a line between the matches.

Paramecium parts:    Human parts:
                   pellicle    mouth
                        cilia    head
            oral groove    throat
                     gullet    kidneys
                  anterior    stomach
contractile vacuole    lungs
          food vacuole    no equivalent
             trichocysts    arms and legs
         no equivalent    skin

ACTIVITY 1.3    Can you answer these questions?

1)  This word means “made of more than one cell.” __________________

2)  The Greek word “paramekes” means ___________________.

3)  For two hundred years, Paramecia were usually called little _______________.

4)  A Paramecium’s thick-yet-flexible outer layer is called the _____________.

5)  On top of the layer in the previous question, there is a very thin layer called the _________   ___________.

6)  Where are your eyes and nose located — on your anterior or your posterior? _______________

7)  A Paramecium does not need lungs because oxygen can simply ___________ through its outer layers.

8)  Which body part does the Paramecium use to swim? ______________

9)  Which body part does the Paramecium use to pump out excess water? _____________  ______________

10)  Which body part only becomes active during conjugation? ______________________

11)  Parameciua use this method of reproduction most of the time: ____________  ____________

12)  Approximately how many times can a Paramecium split in half before it must go through conjugation? ___  

13)  What does a Paramecium eat? __________________________________________________________

14)  The Latin word root “or-” means __________.

15)  The Greek word “tricho” means _________.  

BONUS QUESTION:  Which body part is responsible for generating energy? _________________
SECOND BONUS QUESTION:  Which body part sorts things like a post office does? _________________
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ACTIVITY 1.4    ZEUS versus JUPITER, round 1

 The Titans have fought over many things, but... vocabulary words?  Doubtful. Well, then, this will be a 
first for them!  The god with the most words wins.  (Actually, Zeus and Jupiter were the same deity because 
the Romans borrowed Zeus from the Greeks and changed his name to Jupiter, so it’s a “win-win” situation.  
The king of the pantheon wins, either way!)
 We have listed Greek and Latin word roots found in words in this chapter that are printed in bold italic 
type (the words that are darker than the others).  The Greek word roots are under Zeus, the king of the Greek 
gods, and the Latin word roots are under Jupiter, the king of the Roman gods. 
 In this first chapter, it looks like Jupiter wins by three words.

 Your job in this activity is to figure out which vocabulary words contain these word roots.  Look back 
through the chapter and find those words in bold type.  Write the appropriate vocabulary word (or words) on 
each line.  (For example, the word “microscope” contains two Greek words: “mikros” and “skopos.”  So write 
the word “microscope” on the line after “mikros,” and also on the line after “skopos.”) 

GREEK       
mikros (small) ___________________
makros  (large) ___________________    
metron (measure) _________________
protos (first) ________________
zoion (animal) _______________
skopos (to watch) ______________
paramekes (oblong) ______________
kystis (bag) ___________
kytos (container) _________________
tricho (hair) ________________
plasma (plastic) __________________
soma (body) ____________________
poros (passageway) ______________
endon (inside) _______________
mitos (thread) ____________________
chondrion (small grain) ___________________
     

LATIN
multus (many) _______________
uni (one) ________________
bi (two) _____________
ante (before) _______________ 
post (after) __________________
pellicula (husk) _________________
cilia (hair) ______________
or (mouth) ______________
vacuus (empty) _________________
ex (out) __________
porus (passageway) __________________
fissus (split) ____________
con (with) _________________
jugum (yoke) _______________
mille (1,000) _________________
nucula (little nut) ________________
diffusio (to spread out) _____________
gula (throat) _____________
membrana (thin parchment) ______________
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CHAPTER TWO:  MORE CILIATES

 

 Meet Didinium, the tiger of the protozoan world.  It’s a carnivore.  
(“Carn” comes from Latin and means “flesh or meat.”  “Vore” is from the Latin 
word “vorare,” meaning “ to eat.”)  Didinium kills and eats other ciliates, even 
some twice its size, and its favorite meal is a Paramecium.  Why it prefers 
Paramecium to other ciliates is unknown.  It can be forced to eat other things, 
but if Paramecia are around, it will go after them first.              
            Didinia (the plural of Didinium) might look very different from 
Paramecia, but they actually are quite similar.  Almost everything we learned 
about Paramecia is true for Didinia.  They have the same cells parts, they 
swim through the water using cilia, they reproduce using binary fission and 
conjugation, they have food vacuoles and exit pores, and they can fire little 
harpoon darts. Drawing by Otto Müller, 1786
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         The two biggest differences between Paramecia and Didinia are the 
arrangement of the cilia and the shape of the “mouth.”  The Didinium’s 
cilia are arranged in two neat rows, one along its “belt line” and one 
around the top rim.  When it beats these cilia, it spins through the water.  
The thing sticking out of the top of Didinium is called the cytostome and 
is equivalent to the Paramecium’s oral groove.  It is the opening where 
the food goes in.  (Cytostome is Greek for “cell mouth.”) Yes, that cytos-
tome really stretches!  Can you imagine it taking in an animal as large 
as the Didinium itself? 

  That dark “J” in the middle is the macronucleus.   All those other 
little dots are probably food vacuoles.  You can see the exit pore at the 
bottom.  When this picture was drawn, over 100 years ago, scientists 
had no idea what the organelles did.  They did not yet know about DNA, 
so they really had no clue what the role of the nucleus was. 

   The Didinium makes specialized trichocysts called toxicysts, 
which contain a toxic (poisonous) substance.  The toxic chemicals are 
capable of paralyzing the Didinium’s prey.  This is part of the reason 
Didinium is able to capture prey that is as large, or larger, than itself.  

A Didinium drawing from 1896

Didinium “stings” the Paramecium            After the Paramecium is still, Didinium                A cross section of a Didinium with a
with its toxicyst darts.                               is able to start ingesting it.                                  half-eaten Paramecium.  (Notice the line 
                                                                                                                                            that is 100 microns long.)

100 microns

These drawings are from 1909.
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 Meet Dileptus, the elephant of the protozo-
an world. (Killer elephant, that is.) Dileptus reminds 
many people of an elephant because it is large 
and has a long proboscis at its anterior end. (The 
word proboscis comes from the Greek words “pro” 
meaning “for,” and “boskein” meaning “to feed.”  The 
Greeks called an elephant’s trunk a “pro-boskis” 
meaning “for feeding.”)  But you may think Dileptus 
looks like something else — a plesiosaurus with no 
fins, a leg-less swan, a snake that ate a watermelon?

 Dileptus can’t use its proboscis for feeding 
in the same way an elephant does.  An elephant 
uses its trunk almost like we use our arms, hands 
and fingers.  Dileptus is not nearly as smart as an 
elephant, but it does pretty well for a single cell.  It 
uses its proboscis to injure its prey.  Just like Di-
dinium, Dileptus has toxicysts (tiny harpoons with 
poison tips).  These toxicysts are located primarily 
at the base of the proboscis.  A toxic smack from 
a Dileptus proboscis can completely rupture the 

pellicle of most ciliates.  As the prey’s cytoplasm and organelles ooze out into the water, Dileptus 
starts sucking them up with its “mouth” (cytostome) which is located at the base of the proboscis. 
Cilia help to sweep the particles toward the cytosome. 
 The Dileptus forms food vacuoles, just like Paramecia do. The food vacuoles float around 
the cell as digestive chemicals go to work breaking down the food particles into smaller and 
smaller pieces.  Eventually, the protein, fat, and carbohydrate molecules inside the food vacu-
oles are released into the cytoplasm where they can be used as raw ingredients for manufac-
turing new cell parts for the Dileptus.  (If the Dileptus then gets eaten by a larger predator, the 
Dileptus’ cell parts will be recycled and used by the animal that ate it.  And if that animal then 
gets eaten, its parts are recycled.  And so it goes, up the food chain, until it reaches the very 
largest predator who does not get eaten.  But that preda-
tor dies eventually, and then bacteria do the recycling.)
 There are about a dozen different types of Dilepti 
(one Dileptus, two Dilepti).  They are all similar in shape, 
but not identical.  This picture shows shapes from actual 
photographs. What animals to they remind you of?  We 
think the first one looks like a seahorse.  The second one 
(on top) looks like a seal, or maybe a baby bird with a 
long tail.  Seriously, though, can you tell which of these 
Dilepti just ate a big meal?  

      Drawing by Otto Muller, 1786.  He called them “vibrios.”
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 Dileptus looks as if it is filled with tiny circles, like marbles of various sizes.  Many of these 
circles are vacuoles of various types:  food vacuoles, storage vacuoles, and contractile vacuoles.  
Paramecium and Didinium had just a few contractile vacuoles.  Dileptus has many more.  Most 
of the contractile vacuoles are lined up in row, along what would be its back if it were a larger 
animal.  Since Dileptus is only a single cell and doesn’t really have a proper back, that side is 
simply called the dorsal side, meaning the side opposite the mouth opening.  (The word “dorsal” 
shows up a lot when you study animals and it always means something having to do with the 
back.  Dorsal comes from the Latin word “dorsum” meaning “back.”)

 

 Another notable difference between a Dileptus and a Paramecium is the number of 
nuclei.  A Paramecium has just one big macronucleus and one small micronucleus.  A Dileptus 
can have up to 60 or 70 macronuclei and hundreds of micronuclei.  Why it has so many is still 
a mystery.  Do all of the micronuclei play a role in conjugation (trading DNA), as we saw in the 
Paramecium?  We know that in some ciliates with multiple nuclei, more than one micronucleus is 
traded back and forth during conjugation.  But no one has ever been able to observe Dilepti for 
long enough to determine what happens to all of their micronuclei.  (It’s important to remember 
that scientists don’t know everything!)

 The Dileptus is not the largest ciliate in the pond.  There are several well-known ciliates 
that can grow to be much larger than a Dileptus.  In fact, they are so large that you can see them 
without a microscope if you have really good vision.  You won’t see any detail, of course.  They’ll 
just look like a little dot smaller than the head of a pin.  
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 Meet Spirostomum, the mammoth 
water snake of the protozoan world.  (Its 
name comes from the Greek words “spiros” 
meaning “spiral,” and “stomum” mean-
ing “mouth.”)   Actually, the Spirostomum 
doesn’t have much in common with snakes 
of any kind — it doesn’t bite, poison, or 
squeeze its prey.  It’s much less aggressive 
than Didinium or Dileptus and does not have trichocysts.  It’s more like a hungry swimming tree 
trunk.  Its lifestyle is fairly similar to that of the Paramecium; it wanders about taking in whatever 
bits of food it can find: bacteria, algae, tiny pieces of rotting plants, and small protozoa. 

           The most notable feature of the spirostomum is the 
stripy pattern on one end.  This is the posterior end (the 
“tail”).  The stripes are sort of like muscle fibers and they 
run the whole length of the animal even though you can 
only see them in this posterior region.  (They are called 
myonemes, for those of you who like to know the proper 
names for things.)  The reason you can see them here is 
that at the posterior end is a giant vacuole (a contractile 
vacuole that expels water).  This vacuole is fairly transpar-
ent (“see-through”) so you can see the myonemes.

 The cytostome (“mouth”) is very hard to see because it is simply a small slit in the ante-
rior end.  It is similar to the oral groove and gullet of the Paramecium.  The cytostome does not 
stretch like the Didinium’s, so the Spirostomum can’t possibly eat anything super large.
 
      A very noticeable feature inside the Spirostomum is the 

string of macronuclei, all joined together like a string of beads.  
Some scientists say it is just one really long nucleus pinched 
off into smaller pieces.  It makes sense for the Spirostomum 
to have a very long nucleus because, as you will remember, 
it is the DNA in the nucleus that provides information to the 
cell’s organelles.  If the nucleus was only at one end, the poor 
organelles at the other end would be far away from the source 
of information, making it very hard for them to do their jobs.

      The Spirostomum uses binary fission as its primary method of reproduction.  Like all 
ciliates, it also uses conjugation once in a while, whenever it feels its DNA is getting “worn out” 
and needs to be traded.  Trading DNA revitalizes and renews them.

 The Spirostomum does not usually wriggle back and forth like a 
snake.  It glides smoothly through the water using rows of cilia so small that 
you can’t see them without very high magnification.  It can change direction 
easily and quickly without turning around.  Spirostomum starts its cilia going 
in the opposite direction and it moves backwards.  Even though it usually 
stays straight, it can bend if it needs to and is capable of making a U shape.

 Spirostomum’s claim to fame is that it can contract its body down 
to about one fourth of its original size in a fraction of a second (1/200 of a 
second).  No other living cell can contract faster than a Spirostomum.  The 
contraction happens whenever the Spirostomum is startled.  In the lab, you 
can make them contract by gently tapping the microscope slide.  

 Is the Spirostomum the biggest protozoa in the pond?  Turn the page and find out.
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 Meet Loxodes (locks-OH-dees), the whale of the protozoan world.  It’s most similar to a 
baleen whale because although it is very large it eats small things.  Baleen whales eat a diet of 
microscopic plankton.  Loxodes eats bacteria, algae, and tiny protozoa.  Those large circles you 
see in the drawing of Loxodes are food vacuoles filled with tiny food particles.  Those guys in the 
boat aren’t in much danger of being eaten.  They’re probably too large.  
 Loxodes is a ciliate, just like the others we’ve met, so you already know all the basics 
about it — how it swims (cilia), how it digests (food vacuoles), and how it reproduces (binary 
fission and conjugation).  Loxodes is different from other ciliates in two respects, however.  The 
first is that it does not have any contractile vacuoles.  The second is that it has a special type of 
organelle that helps it know which way is “up.”  You can see a string of these organelles in the 
picture above.  They look like perfectly round fried eggs lined up in a row. They are called Müller 
bodies, named after Otto Müller, the guy from the 1800s that we met back on page 6 when he 
wanted to spell Paramecium with an “o” (paramoecium).  He also did the drawing of the Didinium 
on page 15 and the drawing of the Dilepti on page 17. 

         The Müller bodies allow the Loxodes to sense gravity.  They 
work a little bit like the cells in your inner ear, which let you sense 
the tilt of your head.  Even with your eyes closed, you know if your 
head is level or is tipped forward or backward.  The little inset pic-
ture shows how the dark blob in the middle of the organelle is sus-
pended by a thin protein thread.  It’s like a ball on a string.  Imagine 
rotating that circle clockwise.  What would happen to the position of 
the ball?  It would go toward one side, wouldn’t it?  When the inner 
part of the Müller body migrates toward one side of the circle, chem-
ical and electrical changes take place around it.  

 Why would Loxodes need to sense gravity?  The best guess so far is that it needs to mi-
grate to areas of less oxygen.  Loxodes doesn’t like too much oxygen.  When there is too much 
oxygen near the surface, Loxodes takes a dive.

  It’s easy to tell which end of Loxodes is the anterior end, since it is pointy-looking, 
sort of like a beak.  It is called the rostrum, which is Latin for “beak.”  It’s not really a 
beak, of course.  It just reminds us of one because of its general shape.  The mouth 
opening is very small and is located right under the rostrum, just where you would put  
the mouth if you were making a cartoon Loxodes.  (We added a cartoon eye, too!) 

So... is Loxodes the largest ciliate?  (Okay, you’ve already looked at the next page, right?)
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 Meet Stentor, the living trumpet.  It is named after an 
ancient Greek who was known for his loud voice.  He was a 
herald (announcer) in the Greek army.  Supposedly, the voice 
of Stentor was louder than the combined voices of 50 men.  
Things were fine as long as he remained humble about his 

ability.  However, as so often hap-
pened in these legends, the mortal got 
overly confident about his abilities and 
challenged one of the Olympian gods.  
Stentor foolishly agreed to a shouting 
contest with Hermes, the herald of the 
gods.  Stentor lost not only his voice, 
but his life. 

           A simple device that can be used to magnify the sound 
of your voice (to make you as loud as Stentor was) is a cone-
shaped device called a megaphone.  The protozoan Stentor is 
the same shape as a megaphone. 

 The Stentor is a ciliate, just like all the protozoa we’ve met so far.  In the next chapter, 
we will meet some protozoa who are not ciliates, but so far everyone we’ve met has cilia.  The 
Stentor has cilia on its body and also along the top rim of its “trumpet.”  The cilia along its body 
are shorter and are used for swimming.  The cilia on the rim are longer and are used for creating 
a vortex (whirlpool) in the water, which draws food down.  Most often you will find Stentor stand-
ing still.  (The fancy word for this is sessile (seh-sill), which means “attached to something and 
not swimming around”).  The Stentor can attach to any large piece of floating debris, like a twig 
or leaf, or a floating clump of algae.  It stays there while the supply of food lasts.  When it senses 
that the food supply is dwindling, it detaches itself and goes off to find a new place to attach.  
 You can see that Stentor has the same kind of nucleus as Spirostomum.  Its looks like 
a long string of oval beads.  Long protozoa need long nuclei!  The blank circle (with a long, thin 
tube running down from it) is a contractile vacuole.  The Stentor is continually taking in water 
and needs a way to pump it back out again.  Every few minutes the contractile vacuole reaches 
capacity and gives a sudden and strong “squeeze” to expel the water.  (The long tube part helps 
to collect water from the lower part of the cell.)   You can also see lots of food vacuoles.
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            The V-shaped thing in the middle of the top is the “mouth.”  The proper name for it 
is the buccal cavity.  (You say the word “buccal” exactly like the word “buckle.”  So next 
time you are required to think of homonyms for an English assignment, you can use this 
one and amaze everyone with your knowledge of biology!)  The word “buccal” comes 
from the Latin word “bucca” meaning “mouth” or “cheek.”  The muscle in your cheek 
(which lets you draw in your cheeks to make the silly “kissing fish” face) is called the buc-
cinator muscle (buck-sin-a-tor).  

 As we look at the buccal cavity on the top of Stentor, we need to 
understand something very important  about the overall shape of the 
Stentor.  It is very easy to misinterpret drawings and photographs.  Most 
students get the impression that Stentor is shaped like a hollow cone, 
like the drawing on the left.  We must assume that the organelles are 
somehow embedded in the walls.  In reality, the Stentor is not hollow, but 
has a top.  It is like a full ice cream cone, not an empty one. 

 This antique drawing (from over 100 years ago) is perhaps the best 
drawing you can find on the Internet.  It is the drawing that most clearly 
shows that the top is solid, not open.  Notice the buccal cavity going into 
the cell like a funnel.  The contractile vacuole and the macronucleus look 
very much like the ones in our cartoon picture on the previous page.  

 Again, don’t forget that protozoa are transparent (see-through).  
The nucleus (even in this very good picture) looks like it is pasted on the 
side.  It is actually inside the cell, not on the surface. 

 The skinny part at the bottom is called the peduncle (PED-uncle, 
or peh-DUNK-el, take your pick).  This word comes from the Latin root 
“ped” meaning “foot,” and the Latin ending “unculus” meaning “little.”  
(As a brief side note for those of you interested in Latin, this word end-
ing doesn’t mean “small” in the same way that “brevis” and “parvus” do.  
Rather, “unculus” is similar to what we do with “y” in English.  A grown 
man is “Bob,” and his little boy is “Bobby.”)  
 A Stentor attaches to things using the peduncle.  It can secrete a 
sticky substance that will hold it in place.

 Besides being the largest of the ciliates, the Stentor has 
two other characteristics that set it apart from most other protozoa.  
First, it can regenerate if it is chopped into pieces.  Each piece will 
grow into a new Stentor.  Some researches claim they have grown 
Stentors from pieces as small as 1/100 of an original cell.  This is 
not only amazing, but technically impossible.  Why?  Remember 
that the cell only “knows” what to do because of the information 
stored in its DNA in the nucleus.  If it needs new cell parts, the 
information for how to make them comes from the DNA.  A piece 
of Stentor that had a piece of nucleus would have the necessary 
information to be able to grow new organelles.  But even if you 
separate that string of macronuclei into individual beads and give 
one to each piece, you still would not have enough for 100 pieces.  
How do the pieces without any DNA know what to do?  Are there 
bits and pieces of DNA floating around in the cell?   (If you become 
a cell researcher someday, here is a puzzle for you to solve!)

  WRONG               RIGHT
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 The second somewhat unusual thing Stentor can do is to allow 
algae to live and grow inside its body without digesting them.  This is 
what gives green Stentors their color.  It’s the algae that are green, not 
the Stentor.  
 The Stentor takes in algae through the buccal cavity and puts 
them into food vacuoles.  But somehow or other the algae resist diges-
tion and eventually escape from the vacuoles.  They float around in the 
Stentor’s cytoplasm, like fish in an aquarium.  The Stentor doesn’t mind 
a bit; they don’t cause any harm.  In fact, they are somewhat helpful. The 
algae can take carbon dioxide, one of the waste products that all living 
cells make, and 
use it for photo-
synthesis, mak-
ing sugars that 
both the algae 
and the Stentor 
can eat.  So the 
algae sort of 
function as both 
housekeepers 
and cooks! 

 A protozoan that is very similar to Stentor is Vorticella (vort-i-SELL-ah).  If you stretched 
a Stentor’s peduncle so that it got very skinny, and you rounded the trumpet into more of a bell 
shape, you’d have a Vorticella.  They are considered to be closely related.
 As with Stentor, when you look at drawings of Vorticella you often get 
the wrong impression of its shape.  Though it is shaped like an upside down 
bell, it is not hollow.  The SEM photograph on the right shows the true shape 
of the top of the bell.  You can’t see this when you look at pictures taken with 
a regular light microscope  

 Vorticella’s claim to fame is its springy 
peduncle.  It is quite entertaining to watch a 
Vorticella under a microscope.  The slightest 
disturbance startles it, and it suddenly coils 
up.  A few seconds later, when the coast is 
clear, it begins to stretch out again.  It’s fun 
to tap the microscope slide again and again 
and watch Vorticella bounce up and down!   
The Stentor, also, can contract its peduncle 
quite quickly, but it is not as entertaining to 
watch as the Vorticella’s “spring.”  

  The mechanism that contracts both Stentor 
and Vorticella is very similar to the one found in 
Spirostomum.  It is called a spasmoneme because 
it causes a very fast contraction, or “spasm.”  The 
Vorticella’s spasmoneme is visible inside the stalk 
of the peduncle.  

    The Vorticella’s peduncle is a bit fragile; it 
doesn’t take much to rip it off.  The Vorticella can 
function well enough without it, though.  It can start 
swimming around, like Stentor can.  Then it can 
grow a new peduncle in less than an hour.
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 Several times we’ve mentioned “smaller protozoa” that get eaten (along with bacteria 
and algae) by the larger ciliates such as Spirostomum, Loxodes, and Stentor.  Let’s wrap up this 
chapter with a look at the smallest members of the ciliate family.  

 In descending size, our “Top Four” list is:

Euplotes (yu-PLOH-tees):  A unique ciliate that not only swims, but “walks.”  (“Eu” is Greek for 
“good” and “plos” is Greek for “swimmer.”)  It is also a picky eater and spends quite a bit of 
time sorting out the particles that come into its buccal cavity.  It spits out things it does not like.  

 About 150 μm  

Colpidium (cole-PID-ee-um):  A very common ciliate found in most ponds.  It looks like a 
junior version of Paramecium.   The name comes from the Greek “kolpos” meaning “gulf.”  
Perhaps Copidium’s oral groove area reminded early scientists of a gulf or bay. 
About 60 μm

Tetrahymena (tet-rah-HIE-men-ah):  Another extremely common ciliate found in many 
ponds.  This ciliate is a favorite of professional cell researchers.  Some major discoveries  
about how cells work were made by studying this ciliate.  (“Tetra” is Greek for “four,” and 
“hymen” is Greek for “membrane.”)

 About 50 μm

Halteria (hal-TARE-ee-ah):  Perhaps the smallest ciliate of all.  It is known for its swimming 
speed and its jumping motion.  It was named after the weights used by the Greeks in 
their version of the long jump event.  The weights were called “halteres” and were used to 
counterbalance body weight during the jump.  
About 30 μm
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 There’s one last type of ciliate we really must mention because they 
are so different from the others.  These ciliates form a group called the “Ses-
silida” because they are sessile.  (Remember meeting this word back on the 
page with the shouting Stentor?  It is pronounced (seh-sill) and it means “can’t 
move around.”)    
 The particular member of this group that our heroes have discovered 
here is called Epistylis.  You can pronounce it (ee-PIST-ill-is) or (EP-ee-STY-
liss).  It is almost impossible to find a book or website that tells you how to 
pronounce this word, so choose one of these and go with it.  Its name comes 
from two Greek words: “epi” meaning “upon,” and “stulos” meaning “pillar.”  
The cups are attached to “pillars” and can’t move.
 These ciliates are very much like Vorticella, except that they do not 
have myoneme fibers.  The myonemes are the muscle-like fibers that allow Vorticella, Stentor and Spirosto-
mum to contract quickly.  The Epistylis lacks these fibers, so it has to find another reason to be special.  
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 Epistylis is a single-celled organism so it is capable of living on its own.  Each cell is 
a complete unit, with its own gullet, nucleus (or nuclei), contractile vacuoles, food vacuoles, 
and other organelles.  Technically, it does not NEED other cells.  However, it displays colonial 
behavior.  This means forming protozoan “neighborhoods.”  The Epistylis cells permanently bond 
to each other, forming an overall tree-like shape.  Why they do this is unknown.  There must be 
an advantage to living this way or they would not do it. 
 These beautiful illustrations were drawn in the mid-1800s.  Scientists had named and 
classified thousands of protozoans before the year 1900.  Regular “light” microscopes were 
pretty good back in the 1800s!  At 100x or 400x, they were just as good as the microscopes we 
use today.  The scientists of the 1800s could see all the organelles and observe the contractile 
vacuoles squeezing and refilling.  They saw the cilia and the trichocysts. They watched the 
protozoa go through binary fission and conjugation.  They knew what each species ate, and 
what ate them.  What they could not possibly know was the structure and function of DNA, and 
the molecular processes that go on inside the organelles.  This knowledge would only come 
in the later part of the 1900s when electron microscopes were becoming widely available, 
allowing magnification as high as10,000x.  (The discovery of DNA took more than just higher 
magnification.  A type of imaging called x-ray diffraction was necessary, as well as some 
mathematical analysis.)  If you’d like to see more illustrations of protozoans from the 1800s, do a 
Google search using keywords: “protozoa, Haeckel.”

 

These illustrations were drawn in the mid-1800s.  They show ciliates in the group to which Stentor, Vorticella and Epistylis belong.
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ACTIVITY 2.1    Watch some videos of cilates in action!

 Go to the Protozoa playlist on YouTube.com/TheBasementWorkshop and watch all the videos that are 
listed for Chapter 2.  You will get to see most of the ciliates mentioned in this chapter.  There is even a video 
of a Didinium devouring a Paramecium!  

ACTIVITY 2.2    Comparative anatomy

Can you match the ciliate part with its equivalent human part?  Draw a line between the matches. If you 
don’t find what you think is an exact match, just choose the best answer available.

          Ciliate parts:    Human parts:
               peduncle    mouth
                        cilia    inner ear
             dorsal side    muscle
         buccal cavity    kidneys
              myoneme               fingers
contractile vacuole    nose
          food vacuole    foot
         Müller bodies    stomach
                  rostrum    back 

ACTIVITY 2.3             “Who am I?”

Guess which protozoan is giving you each clue.  You can use the same answer more than once.

1)  If I am cut up into dozens of pieces, I can grow each piece into a whole new body. ____________
2)  I can contract my body to 1/4 its normal size in only 1/200 of a second.   __________________
3)  Paramecia are my favorite snack.  ________________
4)  I am a good swimmer, but I can also “walk” along surfaces. ________________
5)  I am very tiny and jump about like crazy. _____________
6)  I bounce up and down on my very thin peduncle, which can look like a spring. ________________
7)  I am cup-shaped and colonial. _________________
8)  I know which way is “up.” _________________
9)  I have a proboscis. ___________________
10)  I have a rostrum.  _____________________
11)  I have two star-shaped contractile vacuoles, and one large macronucleus. __________________
12)  I often take in green algae cells which then live happily inside my body for a long time. _____________
13)  All my contractile vacuoles are lined up along my dorsal side. ________________
14)  I am a favorite of researchers.  Many discoveries about cells were made with me. _______________
15)  I am long and skinny and do not have any trichocysts.  ___________________

Possible answers:  Paramecium, Dileptus, Didinium, Loxodes, Spirostomum, Stentor, Vorticella, Epistylis, 
Euplotes, Tetrahymena, Halteria
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This is a Stentor 
going through 
binary fission.  
Ciliates always 
divide end to 
end, like this.



ACTIVITY 2.4    ZEUS versus JUPITER, round 2

 Here they are, back at it again.  Looks like Zeus has the longer list this time.  Fill in the blanks below 
with the English words that contain these Greek or Latin words.  In this round, you will also fill in a few of the 
meanings of the Greek and Latin words.  (Also, we tossed in a few extra words.)

 

GREEK       
boskein (to ______) ________________
di (two or twice) ___________,  _____________
dinos (whirling) _________________
epi (upon) ____________________
eu (______) ______________
halteres (jumping weights) _____________
hymen (membrane) ________________
kolpos (gulf) _________________
leptus (thin) __________________    
plos (swim/swimmer) _______________
pro (____) __________,  ______________
*speira (coil) _________________
stoma (_______) ___________, _______________
stulos (pillar) __________________
tetra (______) ___________________
toxon (bow that shoots arrows) _________ (pg 16)

* Notice that you can trace the word “spiral” back to both Latin and Greek.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Review:  Can you remember the meanings of these Greek words?
1) zoion _______   4) kystis ________  7) mitos __________  
2) skopos __________  5) tricho ________  8) kytos __________
3) soma _________   6) con ________  9) protos _________

Possible answers:  first, with, hair, animal, to watch, body, bag, thread, container

LATIN
bucca (mouth or cheek) ______________ 
carn (________) ________________
dorsum (_________) _____________
pedis (_______) _________________
rostrum (_______) _______________
sessilis (sitting, to be sat on) ___________
*spira (coil) ______________
vorare (to _____) _______________
vortex (vortex) ______________

Greek “halteres” jumping weight 
(carved from stone)
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CHAPTER THREE:  AUTOTROPHS

 Ciliates love to eat.  The basic “rule of thumb” is that they will eat anything smaller than 
themselves.  Didinium is a notable exception to this rule, as it engulfs Paramecia which are 
equal in size to itself.  Euplotes tends to be a little picky, but even Euplotes will eat a fairly wide 
range of prey, especially if food is scarce.  
 The ciliates act very much like little animals. They are not really true animals because 
they are made of only one cell, but they function as if they were tiny animals.  Some ciliates are 
predators (like tigers), some eat small particles (like baleen whales do), some eat whatever they 
can find (like bears or raccoons do), and some eat the microscopic equivalent of plants (grazing 
like rabbits or cows).  We often use special words to describe these eating behaviors: carnivore 
(meat eater), herbivore (plant eater), omnivore (eats anything), and detrivore (eats decaying stuff). 
 Notice that all of these “eaters” rely on sources of food outside of themselves, whether it 
be plants or animals.  Plants, of course, do not need to eat.  They get eaten, but they do not eat.  
Plants are the basis of all food webs (food chains).  Without grass for rabbits to eat, wolves and 
owls would go hungry.  

 

 How small do plants get?  Can they be microscopic?  We met a very 
tiny plant, perhaps the smallest plant in the world, back in the introduction.  
Our friends were surrounded by what looked like green icebergs.  These 
things turned out to be duckweed leaves, measuring only a few millimeters 
long.  That is not much bigger than the head of a pin.  Duckweed holds the 
world record for the smallest flower. It’s so small you can hardly see it!  The 
very largest forms of protozoa are smaller than a duckweed leaf.  So if the 
duckweed is the smallest plant in the world and it is still too large for protozoa 
to eat, then protozoa can’t possibly eat plants.  (They do eat tiny bits of dead, 
decaying plants, but not whole, living plants.)  
 The role of plants in our ecosystems is to turn the energy of the sun into food molecules.  
Plants have special organelles called chloroplasts which have the ability to turn light (along 
with water and carbon dioxide) into food.  The plant’s goal in making this food is primarily to feed 
itself. Because plants can make their own food, they are called autotrophs. The Greek word 
“auto” means “self,” and “trophe” means “food” or “nourishment.”  They nourish (feed) themselves.  
Autotrophs are self-sufficient as long as they have the ingredients they need (usually light, water, 
and carbon dioxide). They don’t need to eat.  
 Obviously, animals and humans can’t do this.  Organisms that can’t 
make their own food are called heterotrophs.  “Hetero” is Greek for “differ-
ent” or “apart from self.”  The heterotrophs have to get their nourishment from 
sources outside of themselves.  Heterotrophs eat autotrophs either directly, like 
rabbits nibbling grass, or indirectly, like an owl that eats the rabbit that ate the 
grass.  Without autotrophs like plants, even meat-eaters would starve.  
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 Another term that is often used to describe autotrophs is primary producers.  All plants 
are primary producers.  Animals that eat plants, such as rabbits, are called primary consum-
ers.  Larger animals, such as owls and wolves, that eat the smaller animals that ate the plants 
are called secondary consumers.  (Which organisms in our pond are secondary consumers?)  
Secondary consumers can be carnivores, omnivores or scavengers.  Omnivores eat a bit of 
everything, so they act like both primary and secondary consumers. 

 
 The primary producers (autotrophs) of the microscopic world are not plants because, as 
we said, plants are too large.  However, our microscopic primary producers act a lot like 
plants, so they are often called plant-like protozoa or, more correctly, plant-like protists.  
(The suffix “-zoa” means “life,” but particularly animal life.  Our plant-like producers don’t act 
like animals, so it’s better to use the more general word for single-celled creatures: protist.  
The word protist covers all single-celled life forms except for bacteria and bacteria-like or-
ganisms.)   Here in our pond, the primary producers are algae.  Algae come in many differ-
ent forms, but all of them can use the process of photosynthesis to turn sunlight into food, 
in the form of a simple sugar called glucose.  Since they need sunlight, you will always find 
them at or near the top of a body of water.   

 The most common way algae is classified is by color: green, blue-green, yellow-green, 
golden-brown, brown, and red.  Of course, scientists have created complicated names for these 
categories, like chrysophyceae, phaeophyceae, xanthophyceae, and chlorarachniophytes.  Since 
these words are Greek for “green algae,” “yellow algae,” etc., we’ll just use the English words.  
 
 Green algae is green for the same reason that plants are green.  Both have organelles 
called chloroplasts that contain chlorophyll.  “Chloro” is Greek for “green.”  Chlorophyll is the 
molecule that is able to “catch” light from the sun and use its energy.  Plant cells and algae cells 
have many other cell parts in common, too.  Let’s compare plant cells and algae cells:

               BASIC PLANT CELL                                                       BASIC ALGAE CELL

 First, note the word “basic.”  Most algae we’ll meet won’t be this simple.  Plant cells have 
a lot of variation, too.  However, over-simplifying things can be helpful when we’re just beginning 
to learn something.  Second, be advised that Golgi bodies are not blue and mitochondria are 
not red.  Cell parts don’t usually have any color.  (The added colors help the diagrams to be less 
boring.)  Chloroplasts, however, are an exception. They are indeed green.  

 Are there any cell parts you recognize from looking at ciliates?  Are you surprised to see 
how similar plant and animal cells are?  All animal, plant, and protist cells have nuclei with DNA, 
ER (endoplasmic reticulum), Golgi bodies, mitochondria, ribosomes, and cytoskeleton.  The 
biggest difference between plant and animal cells is the chloroplasts.  The only reason algae are 
not considered to be plants is because they are unicellular, made of only one cell.  To be in the 
plant kingdom you have to be multicellular, made of multiple cells.  Algae cells sometimes get 
together to form colonies, but they never develop true plant parts such as roots, stems and leaves.

Don’t confuse the 
words “protist” 
and “protest.”
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 Let’s meet our first type of green algae,  Our friends will need to use their net.

 The smallest and simplest member of the green algae family is 
called Chlorella.  It can be found just about anywhere — ponds, rivers, 
wet rocks, shady sidewalks, tree trunks, in your fish tank, and, as we 
see here... in a pet dove’s outdoor drinking bowl.  Okay, so you knew 
this chapter had to get gross eventually.  It’s about algae, after all.  
Pardon the feathers and hay in the bowl; doves are messy.  The green 
scum that grows inside outdoor water dishes and birdbaths is likely to 
be Chlorella.  (Probably other green protists, as well.)  Chlorella has a 
reputation for being tough and can exist in almost any climate.  It’s a 
survivor.  It reproduces very quickly, dividing every 12 hours.

   Chlorella cells are tiny, only 5 to 10 mi-
crons in diameter.  (Remember, a Paramecium 
is about 200 microns long.)  Their body struc-
ture is very much like the diagram of our basic 
algae cell on the previous page.  Chlorella is 
very simple.  However, Chlorella is amazing in 
its own way.  A few decades ago, it was discov-
ered that Chlorella is very nutritious.  It has lots 
of protein (more protein per ounce than steak!), 
a high concentration of vitamins A, C, D, E and 
B vitamins, minerals of all kinds, omega-3 fatty 

acids, fiber, and lots of other things you’ve probably not heard about but are good for you.  Some 
nutritionists call Chlorella a “super food.”  
 In the 1950s, there was great concern about the growing population in both the U.S. and 
the world.  There had been a “baby boom” after World War II, and many people believed that it 
would be impossible to grow enough food for this expanding population.  It was at this time that 
Chlorella was proposed as the solution to world hunger.  It could 
supply perfect nutrition, provided you processed it correctly so 
that the tough cell wall was broken apart allowing the contents to 
spill out.  As things turned out, the agricultural industry figured out 
ways to make farming more efficient (fertilizers, better insecticides, 
genetic modifications, etc.), so our ability to grow food increased 
along with the population.  This was fortunate because no one 
had discovered a way to make Chlorella truly appetizing.  It’s hard 
to disguise algae.  (Alage pancakes, anyone?)   People who eat 
Chlorella nowadays (and people do take it as a supplement) usual-
ly swallow it in pill form or drink it in green fruit smoothies.
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 Back to the question about two tails — yes, it is possible, and, in fact, very likely.  A com-
mon algae called Chlamydomonas (CLAM-i-do-MO-nas) has two flagella.  Flagella are very 
similar to cilia in structure.  They are both made of the same stuff that cytoskeleton is made of.  
(Look back at the cell drawings on page 30 and notice the little background lines labeled cyto-

skeleton.)  Cytoskeleton is a network of protein cables 
that cross the cell.  The end of each cable is anchored 
to the cell membrane just inside the cell wall.  The 
cables are made of a special protein, designed to do 
this job.  Many of these proteins are like long, 
skinny tubes, so they are called microtubules.  
Without cytoskeleton fibers, a cell would not be 
able to keep its shape.  It would be like a plas-
tic bag full of water, all floppy and saggy.  The 
cytoskeleton allows the cell to “bounce back” 
and maintain its shape. 

 Both flagella and cilia are made of these microtubules.  
Their structure is identical. The main difference between cilia 
and flagella is size and motion.  Cilia are much shorter and 
they beat in a back-and-forth way.  Flagella are very long and 
usually spin around at the base, a bit like a propeller. 
 

         On the left is a photograph (or “micrograph”) of a 
Chlamydomonas.  You can see the two flagella coming 
out the bottom side.  Scientists have cut off the flagella 
(don’t worry — they grew back!) and looked at them 
under an electron microscope.  The  picture on the right 
shows what the end of the cut-off flagella looked like.  
The black circles are the ends of microtubules.

         Chlamydomonas uses its flagella to propel itself through the water.  
Where does it want to go?  Somewhere that has the perfect amount of sun-
light so that it can do photosynthesis in its chloroplasts.  It’s like a tiny plant 
cell that can swim.  But the world of algae gets even weirder...

 Our adventurers have discovered Volvox, a colonial algae.  In human society, colonies 
are groups of people living together.  In microbiology, colonies are groups of microorganisms 
living together.  The Volvox is group of 50 to 50,000 cells that look a lot like Chlamydomonas. 
The cells are spherical and have two flagella.  They join together to make a hollow ball, with their 
flagella all pointing outwards.  In joining together, they actually form bonds so that cytoplasm can 
stream back and forth between all the cells.  This lets them communicate (using biochemicals).

    A CELL WITHOUT                   A CELL WITH
    CYTOSKELETON                 CYTOSKELETON

Chlamydomonas at 10,000 times 
normal size. This type of image 
can’t show you the inside.
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 Volvox was first seen in the year 1700 by Antoni van Leeuwenhoek (LAY-ven-hook), a 
Dutch scientist who is often given credit as being the “father of microscopy.”  He did not actually 
invent the microscope, but he perfected the design for the hand-held model shown at the bottom 
of page 8, and he was the first person in history to see many microorganisms, including bacteria. 

 Volvox cells arrange themselves into a hollow globe, using a gelatin-like substance to 
stick themselves together.  Then they somehow decide which end is up and which is down.  The 
top side is called the “anterior” and the bottom is the “posterior.” The cells cooperate when they 
beat their flagella so that the ball can move towards sunlight and away from things that might 
harm it.  The cells can sense sunlight using those little red dots.  
 Look at this close-up view of a Volvox cell (on right).  We could use this 
same drawing to represent Chlamydomonas, too.  (Remember, real cells aren’t col-
orful.)  Chloroplasts are green but that is about it. However, colors make diagrams 
so much nicer to look at.  In this picture, the one large chloroplast is two shades of 
green.  The darker green represents the areas that actually do the work of photosyn-
thesis. The red dot is a light sensor (sometimes called an “eye spot” but it’s not an 
eye). The nucleus and ER are in tan, the mitochondria are sort of pinkish, the Golgi 
body is orange, and the cell wall is gray.  There are two small contractile vacuoles 
(shown in blue) that help pump out extra water.   We saw contractile vacuoles in 
Paramecium and Stentor.  The extra bubbles are storage vacuoles of some kind.
 The purple thing is called a pyrenoid. (It’s not really purple.) It helps to 
collect carbon atoms for photosynthesis.  It might also help to make granules of 
starch (shown surrounding it, in tan).  A starch molecule is a long string of sugar 
molecules.  It’s the way sugar gets stored in a cell.  Before refrigeration and can-
ning, people used to store things like beans and peppers on long strings, hanging 
from the rafters on the ceiling.  In green protist cells, the chloroplasts make sugar (glucose) 
molecules and then put them into long strings for storage.  On days that the cell is unable to do 
photosynthesis, it can “eat” some of its stored starch.  (Plants store starch, too, and we often eat 
it.  Wheat, corn and rice contain a lot of starch.)

 When the time comes to make new Volvoxes, the colony must decide on one of two 
types of reproduction: sexual or asexual.  Sexual reproduction means making male and fe-
male cells that will join together to form a little baby cell called a zygote.  The zygote will then 
grow into a new adult organism.  Male cells, even in algae and plants, are called sperm, and 
female cells are called eggs.  Often, sperm have flagella so they can move.  Oddly enough, 
in Volvox, entire colonies become either male or female.  In male colonies, the cells start 
making sperm and in female colonies a few of the cells turn into egg cells.  The sperm swim 
over and find the egg cells and they join to make a zygote.  Zygotes are tough little cells.  
They can survive cold and drought, whereas regular colonies can’t.  When the Volvox senses 
that winter is coming, it starts doing sexual reproduction.

Leeuwenhoek’s drawing of Volvox.                A heavily tweaked micrograph.            An illustration showing the structure.
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           Asexual reproduction means without male and female cells.  (“A” means 
“without.”)  To reproduce asexually, a Volvox colony makes those little balls you see 
inside the large ball.  The little balls are called daughter colonies.  Sorry, no sons, 
just daughters!  Of course, they aren’t really daughters; they are neutral,  neither 
male nor female.  When cells divide to make new cells, the resulting cells are       
always called daughters.  It’s just a tradition, like ships being referred to as “she.” 

 Yes, it is possible, because the microscopic world has some really bizarre creatures.  
What they are seeing is Euglena (yu-GLEEN-ah), a flagellated green protist.  Euglena is very well 
known.  In fact, it would probably make the “top three” list if you asked a biologist to name three 
kinds of protists.  Paramecium would also make the top three list, as well as another protist we 
have not discussed yet. So Euglena is pretty famous. 

   The name Euglena comes from the Greek word “eu” 
(yu), meaning “good,” and the Greek word “glene” meaning 
eyeball.  Good eyeball?  Not really.  Euglena has what is com-
monly called an “eye spot.”  In the 1800s, they assumed this 
red spot was a real eye.  We now know that it is just a patch of 
red pigment that acts as a light filter.  The actual light sensor 
is under the red spot.  The sensor can only tell what direction 
light is coming from.  It can’t see shapes or colors or movement.  
It’s not a proper eye at all. However, it’s just what the Euglena 
needs.  Since it has chloroplasts and likes to do photosynthesis, 
it wants to be in a place with plenty of light.  A light sensor is a 
big help.
 Euglena has a flagella, though it is so long and thin that 
early scientists missed seeing it. It comes out of the anterior end, 

from an indented place that functions a bit like a mouth.  So it’s like having a tail (or a propeller) 
coming out your mouth.  If Euglena has chloroplasts and can do photosynthesis, why does it 
have a mouth?  If conditions are not good for photosynthesis, Euglena can take in small bits of 
food and digest them, just like a Paramecium can.  So here is an organism that is both an auto-
troph and a heterotroph.  There aren’t 
many of these on the planet . 
Euglena is pretty special!
 

        A drawing from the 1800s. (Ehrenberg)
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 If Euglena can be heterotrophic, then can it be classified as a green algae?  It can do 
photosynthesis and is unicellular, just like all the other green algae.  As we’ve seen, algae can 
have flagella.  Some algae, such as Volvox, have red eye spots.  Euglena is so similar to green 
algae that, in fact, some science books will classify it as such. However, Euglena has a feature 
that sets it apart from green algae: it does not have a cell wall.  The outer layer of Euglena is a 
flexible pellicle, more like what you find in ciliates.  Euglena is different enough from green algae 
that it gets to be in its own group, called the Euglenoids.
 Euglena’s outer pellicle has a very interesting pattern.  This picture was 
taken with a scanning electron microscope, or SEM.  The SEM can only show 
you outer surfaces, not interiors, so despite the fact that Euglena are trans-
parent, this SEM image shows only the surface texture.In this SEM, it looks 
like someone wound a string around and around and around the Euglena’s 
body. These strings are made of those microtubules we learned about on page 
32 (plus a few other proteins).  They are able to slide around without falling 
off.  This sliding action allows the Euglena to bend and stretch and change its 
shape.  (You can see how flexible Euglena are by watching the Euglena videos 
on the YouTube playlist.)

 Just one bit of trivia before we move on...  Recently, scientists have discovered that     
Euglena is an even better organism than Chlorella to use as an emergency food source.  The 
problem with Chlorella is the thick cell wall.  Breaking that cell wall involves an expensive proce-
dure.  Euglena doesn’t have a cell wall, so it is cheaper to process.  In 2005, a Japanese compa-
ny called Euglena Co. began producing Euglena-based food products.  They’ve also discovered 
that Euglena produces oil droplets that can be collected and refined into fuel for jet engines. 

 

(You can play your own version of Volvox Volleyball.  See the activity section!)
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 There’s a whole category of green algae that are filamentous.  The word filament comes 
from the Greek word “filum” meaning “thread.”  Filaments are like long threads.  The algae they 
found certainly does look like long threads.  Can a cell be this long and skinny?  Not in the algal 
world.  These strings are made of many cells attached end to end.  A close up view of Spirogyra 
looks like this:

 It’s beautiful, don’t you think?  The irony is that large colonies of Spirogyra (and other 
filamentous algae) are what make “pond scum.”  Yes, that icky stuff on the surface of ponds is 
actually beautiful Spirogyra!  It’s not disgusting at all when you look at it under the microscope.  
And it doesn’t smell.  If your pond scum smells, this is due to the presence of bacteria, not algae.
 
 As you might guess, the green things are 
chloroplasts, even though they don’t look anything like 
the chloroplasts we’ve seen so far.  These chloroplasts 
are long and skinny and are coiled up to make a spiral 
shape.  The spiral shape is where Spirogyra gets the 
“spiro” part of its name.  The “gyro” part means “turn.”  
The chloroplasts look like they are twisting and turning.  
(But they aren’t; they are sitting still.)  

 The little dots all along the cholorplast are 
called pyrenoids.  We saw a pyrenoid inside Chlam-
ydomonas.  The pyrenoids help to collect carbon 
atoms from the water so they can be used in photosyn-
thesis.  The pyrenoids may also help to store glucose 
sugars as grains of starch.  The stored starch can be 
used by the cell on days where there is reduced sun-
light and therefore reduced photosynthesis.
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 The nucleus of Spirogyra isn’t visible in the photograph on the 
opposite page. It is transparent and therefore very hard to see.  In this 
drawing, the nucleus has been colored yellow so you can see it.  (The 
chloroplast has also been removed.)  The blob around the nucleus is 
cytoplasm, the gel-like goop that usually fills cells.  The central cytoplasm 
has “arms” extending out to the edge of the cell.  These “arms” keep 
the nucleus “floating” in the center.  The space around becomes a very 
strangely shaped vacuole filled with water.  What a weird cell!

 Spirogyra’s reproductive cycle is a bit more normal — for an algae.  Like other algae, it 
can reproduce sexually or asexually.  Remember, sexual reproduction just means that there is 
DNA being traded back and forth.  Trading DNA increases the variety of information an organism 
has.  If you collect trading cards of some kind, or participate in a role-playing game that involves 
cards, you understand the value of trading.  If you’ve got a lot of similar cards it limits what you 
can do.  Usually, you want to trade so that you have a large variety.  Living organisms are the 
same way with their DNA.  DNA has information that helps them to survive things like diseases 
or harsh conditions.  Swapping DNA increases their chances of survival.
 To reproduce asexually (no DNA trading) a cell simply splits in half.  The cells divide end 
to end, making those long strings our friends saw in the water.  A cell can reproduce itself in a 
matter of hours if conditions are right.  This is the primary mode of reproduction for Spirogyra.  
The cells divide and divide and divide and divide.  If a strand of Spirogyra gets cut into pieces, 
each piece will start growing into a new long strand.  When a piece (fragment) of an organism 
can grow into a whole new organism, this is called fragmentation.  
 The Spirogyra can also reproduce sexually (combining the DNA of two 
cells). Two strands line up so their cells are side by side.  Then little tubes start 
to grow out from each cell.  When they touch, they fuse to form a connecting 
tube (1).  Then one cell (we don’t know how they decide which one) will empty 
its contents into the other one (2).  This is called conjugation.  “Con” is Latin 
for “with,” and “jugo” is Latin for “join.”  Conjugation means “joining with.”
  Now we have an empty cell, and a cell with two of everything (3).  The 
cell with double everything will change to become a zygote (3).  A zygote is 
what you get when two reproductive cells join together.  In most animals and 
plants, the cells that join to form a zygote are an egg and a sperm.  However, 
Spirogyra doesn’t make eggs or sperm (like Volvox does).  After the cells join,  
Spirogyra’s zygote turns into a spore called a zygospore (4).  Spores (of any 
species) have durable outer coatings and are able to survive harsh conditions 
such as very hot, very cold, or very dry.  The Spirogyra zygospores often sink 
to the bottom of the pond and wait until spring to start growing.  This process 
of going through conjugation to form zygospores is commonly used not only 
by filamentous green algae but by other protists, as well. 

 Another filamentous green algae with a cool name (that is closely related to Spirogyra) is 
Zygnema (zig-NEE-ma).  Zygnema has star-shaped chloroplasts.  There are hundreds of other 
species of filamentous green algae, but these two types are the 
most famous ones.  Some of the other types produce branches 
and are harder to identify as filamentous algae.
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 Before we leave the fascinating topic of green algae, there are two organisms that we 
absolutely must mention. One of them looks very much like a filamentous green algae, but isn’t, 
and the other doesn’t look like algae, but is.  

 In your bucket of pond scum you might find something that 
looks very much like filamentous green algae except that the 
cells are more round, looking a bit like a pearl necklace.  These 
are often called blue-green algae, but they are really a type of 
bacteria called cyanobacteria.  The Greek word “cyan” means 
“blue.”  The reason that they have been confused with algae is 
because they do photosynthesis.  
 Most bacteria don’t do photosynthesis, so at first it was 
assumed they must be a type of algae.  However, when elec-
tron microscopes got powerful enough that scientists could look 
inside these blue-green cells, they discovered that there were 
no chloroplasts.  Not only that, there was no nucleus and no or-
ganelles such as Golgi bodies and mitochondria.  These were 
not eukaryotic (yu-care-ee-ot-ik) cells. Animals, plants, fungi 
and protists all have eukaryotic cells with a true nucleus and 
organelles like mitochondria, ER and Golgi bodies.  “Eu” means 
“good” (though in this case the meaning is more like “true”), 
and “karyo” means “kernel” or “nut,” referring to the nucleus. 

 If a cell isn’t eukaryotic, it must be prokaryotic  
(pro-care-ee-ot-ik).  “Pro” means “before,” referring to the 
belief that prokaryotic cells existed before eukaryotic cells.  
Prokaryotic cells don’t have a true nucleus.  They have 
DNA, but it isn’t inside a nucleus; it just floats around as 
a tangled blob.  Since prokaryotic cells don’t have organ-
elles, either, they seem much simpler than eukaryotes.  
Blue-green algae cells were found to have no true nucleus 
so they had to be prokaryotic bacteria cells, not eukaryotic 
algae.  Since they are not really algae, let’s call these cells 
by their proper name: cyanobacteria. 
 This picture shows how simple a cyanobacteria is 
on the inside. The only organelles it has are ribosomes.  
Ribosomes are the little factories that make proteins.

  Cyanobacteria are Olympians when it comes to photosynthesis.  They crank out tons of 
oxygen that ends up being released into the air, replenishing the atmosphere.  The story of how 
they manage to do photosynthesis without all the usual cellular equipment that plant and algae 
cells have is a long one, and we can’t go into it here.  However, they do have a bluish-green 
pigment that is similar to chlorophyll and a few other important molecules for photosynthesis.  
Somehow they manage to get the job done!

This type of cyanobacteria is called Nostoc.  
It can be found not only in fresh water ponds,but 
also in soil.  The tan circles are special cells 
where nitrogen is processed into a form that 
plants and algae can use. The bluish-green 
circles are cells that do photosynthesis.

                A basic cyanobacteria cell.
              Notice the lack of organelles.
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 Cyanobacteria are also important because they have the ability to collect nitrogen from 
their environment and put it into molecules that plants (or algae) can use.  Plants and algae 
need nitrogen in order to make protein and DNA.  Even though there is plenty of nitrogen in the 
air or water all around them, plants and algae can’t use it.  Cyanobacteria (and other “nitrogen 
fi xing” bacteria) can grab nitrogen atoms and put them into a form that plants and algae can use.  
 Some plants, such as beans and peas, have this type of bacteria living in their roots all 
the time.  Lucky them!  In the old days, farmers would rotate their crops so that each fi eld got 
a chance to grow beans or peas which would replenish the nitrogen in the soil.  Most farmers 
nowadays just put nitrogen-rich fertilizers onto their fi elds.  Very recently, another option has 
become available: “bio-fertilizer.”  Bio-fertilizers are alive!  They contain living bacteria, such as 
cyanobacteria, that will hopefully become a permanent part of the soil, replenishing the nitrogen 
continually (saving the farmer a lot of time and money).  [Azospirillum by Criyagen® shown here.]

 What doesn’t look like algae, but is?  All types of seaweed.  Since this pond adventure 
takes place in a fresh water pond and seaweed is mostly found in ocean (marine) environments, 
we’ll make this very brief. 
 This a topic that makes many students want to yell, “No fair! No fair!”  You’ve learned that 
algae is unicellular (made of single cells).  We’ve seen that sometimes the single cells can live 
together in a colony, such as Volvox and Spirogyra.  In both these cases, all the cells are pretty 
much the same.  When you look at some types of seaweed, however, 
you see cells specializing and acting like roots, stems and leaves. How 
can the giant kelp, shown in this picture, be in the protist kingdom?
 To understand why the kelp is classifi ed as a brown algae and 
not a plant, you must have a microscope and a lot of knowledge about 
plants.  When you look at the microscopic structure of these “leaves,” 
they aren’t like plant leaves at all.  (We must call them “blades” instead 
of leaves.)  Kelp’s “roots” don’t take in water and nutrients like a plant’s 
roots do. (We must call them “holdfasts” instead of roots.)  Kelp doesn’t 
make fl owers or seeds, and it doesn’t have proper stems with xylem 
and phloem tubes.  However...
 If you’ve studied botany you might be thinking, “But moss 
doesn’t have true roots and leaves, and it doesn’t have xylem and 
phloem tubes, and yet it is classifi ed as a plant.  Kelp is very similar to 
moss.  Why can’t kelp be a moss-like plant?”  Good point.  Yes, kelp 
has a lot of similarities to moss.  Even the reproductive cycle is similar.  We’re “splitting hairs” 
here, exploring some very technical defi nitions.  The best explanation you are likely to fi nd is that 
the cells in all types of algae must nourish themselves, whereas plants have some kind of distri-
bution system for sharing water and nutrients (with moss as the exception).  Also, algae rely on 
fragmentation as a primary reproductive method, whereas plants do not.  (Although it is true that 
some plant leaves, such as those of the Jade plant, are capable of growing into a new plant.)  

        This brown seaweed is called sargassum.  
Those round things that look like berries are actually 
fi lled with air.  They act like fl otation devices, keeping 
the leaves (oops  — “blades”) at the surface of the 
ocean where there is sunlight for photosynthesis.  
Air-fi lled “bladders” are common in brown algae.  

         As we end our discussion of seaweed, it is good 
to bear in mind that the classifi cation system is not 
set in stone.  It is not unusual for scientists to rethink 
the classifi cation of an organism and switch it to a 
new category.  Perhaps the classifi cation of seaweed 
and algae will change in your lifetime.  (And the kelp 
will go on being kelp no matter what we think about it!)

A bio-fertilizer

         How can these not be leaves?!
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ACTIVITY 3.1    ZEUS versus JUPITER, round 3

 What? Zeus gets the longer list again?  This must be rigged.  Wait till Juno hears about this.  Let’s hope 
she doesn’t send her sons Mars and Vulcan to get revenge.  Especially Vulcan, since he contols volcanoes!

 

As usual, write the meaning of the word root inside the parentheses, then write a word that contains that root.

LATIN
con (          ) ______________ 
filum  (________) ________________
jugo (________) ________________
pro ( _________) __________________

GREEK       
auto  (_____) ________________
trophe  (nourishment) ________________
hetero  (________) ________________
chloro  (_______) ________________
eu (good/well/true) __________, _____________
glene  (________) ________________
gyro  (________) ________________
pro (_________) _________________
zygo (yoke) _______________

Don’t confuse the word YOKE, which is a 
wooden bar used to keep two cows together, 
with the word YOLK, which is the yellow part 
of an egg.  Notice the difference in spelling.

Cows wearing a yoke.

ACTIVITY 3.2    A FEW “THINKING” QUESTIONS

1)   Why is the Greek word for “yoke” appropriate for naming the zygote? _____________________________
______________________________________________________

2)  Which protist in this chapter is both a primary producer and a primary consumer? ________________ 

3)  Chlorella does not have an oral groove like a Paramecium does.  Why not? ________________________
_______________________________________________________

4) If  a pond is classified as “eutrophic” what might that mean? _____________________________________

5)  Make a food chain by putting these words into the blanks:  Didinium, Stentor, Paramecium, Chlorella

___________ is eaten by ____________ which is eaten by ____________ which is eaten by ____________
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ACTIVITY 3.3    MS. EUGLENA’S “EU” CHALLENGE

 Ms. Euglena has a puzzle for you.  Can you match these “eu” words with their meaning?    
Figure out as many as you can on your own before you ask for help  Do the ones you are most 
certain of fi rst, saving the mysteries for last.  Think about what word stems such as “photo,” 
“phonic,” “logos,” “thermic,” or “rhythm,” might mean.  What other words contain these stems?  
When you get stumped, you can ask Google what a word stem means, or ask an adult for a hint.

1) ___ Eubacteria
2) ___ Eugene
3) ___ Euglena
4) ___ Eulogy
5) ___ Euphemism
6) ___ Euphonic
7) ___ Euphotic
8) ___ Euplotes
9) ___ Eucalyptus
10) ___ Eurythmics
11) ___ Euthanasia
12) ___ Euthermic

ACTIVITY 3.4    VIDEOS

 Check out the Chapter 3 videos on green and brown algae on the Protozoa playlist at 
YouTube.com/TheBasementWorkshop. 

ACTIVITY 3.5    “I’M SEEING PROTISTS EVERYWHERE!”

 Have you been studying protists so much that ordinary objects are starting to remind you 
of protists? Just for fun, what protist does each of these objects remind you of?  

A)  sounds pleasant
B)  not too hot, not too cold
C)  good eye
D)  true bacteria
E)  saying good words about someone
F)  well bred  (good genetics)
G)  good swimmer
H)  a good name for something that isn’t so good
I)  ending an animal’s life for its own good
J)  a good amount of light
K)  well covered (referring to fl ower buds)
L)  music education using body movements

green peascelery

yam

yellow squash

eggplant

necklace
paper fastener slipper

lollipop

ice cream 
cone

soccer ball

string of tickets

ribbon
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ACTIVITY 3.6:    REVIEW PUZZLE

ACROSS:

2) A tiny sac that contains a sharp “harpoon.”  (12)
3) This organelle is like a packaging warehouse.  (10)
4) This word means “for feeding” and refers to a long, skin-
ny nose-like appendage. (17)
7) An organism that can’t make its own food.  (34)
8) This organelle is a tiny version of the bigger one, and is 
used only during reproduction.  (11)
9) This is the outer “skin” of protists like Paramecium.  (9)
12) An organism that eats meat (fl esh). (15)
18) A tiny protist that moves with sudden jumps. (24)
19) A protist that looks like it is having a bad hair day, but 
is a “good swimmer.”  (24)
21) Means “joining with.”  It’s how protists trade DNA. (37)
22) This type of cell does not have a true nucleus. (38)
23) This ancient Greek had a very loud voice.  (21)
24) This type of organism can make its own food.  (29)
25) Chlamydomonas has two of these (tail-like).  (32)
27) Organelle where photosynthesis takes place. (29)
28) When an egg and sperm join, they form a ___. (33)
29) This type of vacuole expels extra water.  (9)
30) These little organelles make proteins.  (10)

If you have trouble fi guring out these clues, the 
number in parentheses is the page where you 
can fi nd the answer.

DOWN:

1) These organelles produce energy for the cell. (10)
5) This process is how Paramecia split in half. (11)
6) This long, thin protein is a bit like a muscle.  It is 
what allows Vorticella to contract quickly.  (23)
10) This protist has tiny dots called Müller bodies that 
help it sense gravity and know which way is up. (20)
11) Protists that lives together in groups are c___. (26)
12) An organism that eats producers is a ____. (30)
13) Seaweed is not a plant, it is a ____. (39)
14) This green algae was proposed as a solution to 
world hunger after World War II.  (31)
15) There are 1000 of these in a millimeter.  (5)
16) This means “not moving.”  (21)
17) The watery gel that fi lls a cell.  (9)
20) This word means “bottom.”  (7)
22) This is Didinium’s favorite meal.  (16)
26) This word means “top.”  (7)

ACTIVITY 3.6:    REVIEW PUZZLE
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 There’s an old proverb that says, “People who live in glass houses shouldn’t throw 
stones.”  What the proverb means, of course, is that people who are vulnerable to criticism 
shouldn’t go around criticizing others.  No one would really live in a glass house.  However, in 
the world of protists, there are creatures that DO live in glass houses!  They are called diatoms 
and they are one of the most numerous organisms on the planet.  Diatoms live in every pond, 
stream, river, lake and ocean of the world.  

 Indeed, diatoms look very much like little glass boxes. They have finely 
detailed geometric features.  If they were a thousand times larger, we would 
clean them out and sell them as novelty items in gift shops.  On the next page, 
you will see a poster of diatoms drawn back in the 1800s.
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CHAPTER FOUR:  DIATOMS, DESMIDS, and DINOFLAGELLATES



 As our friends said, it’s hard to believe these things are 
alive. Yet each one is a living cell and contains most of the      
organelles we saw inside the ciliates and the algae.

 Diatoms are photosynthetic.  Just like plants, they use sun-
light to make their own food.  But they aren’t green. So far we’ve 
been able to use color as a really good clue as to whether or not 
an organism has chloroplasts and does photosynthesis.  Dia-
toms fool us.  Most are brown or yellow-brown. In fact, another 
name for diatoms is the “yellow-brown algae.” Their yellows and 
browns come from extra molecules that help chlorophyll collect 
sunlight.  Diatoms do have some chlorophyll, but not enough 
to make them look green (although some ocean diatoms can 
look bluish-green). These other molecules, called “accessory 
pigments,” are far more abundant so they are the ones we see.  
Plants that have red or yellow leaves have lots of accessory pig-
ments.  They do still have green chlorophyll in their chloroplasts, 
but the bright red and yellow pigments drown out the greens.  
Tree leaves that turn colors in the fall do this because the green 
chlorophyll starts disappearing, letting you see the reds and 
yellows that were there all along.

 We know that plants play a very important role in the environment as they take in carbon 
dioxide and produce oxygen.  For animals, carbon dioxide (CO2) is a waste product. If there was 
no way to recycle carbon dioxide, we’d be in big trouble.  Plants do play an important role, yes, 
but diatoms and other protists play an even larger role.  Most of our atmo-
spheric oxygen comes from the protist kingdom.  Diatoms alone produce at 
least 25% of the earth’s oxygen.  Green algae and cyanobacteria add anoth-
er 40 to 50%.  All the grass and trees in the world produce only a fraction of 
our oxygen.  (Three cheers for the protist kingdom!)

 Let’s take a look at the anatomy of a diatom.  As we’ve already said, it has an outer shell 
made of SiO2, silicon dioxide, the same stuff that sand and glass are made of.  The diatom has 
the ability to take the mineral silicon out of the water and use it to build its house. (Clams and 
snails have a similar ability do to this, but with the mineral calcium.)  The glass shell is called 
a frustule and is made of two halves called valves.  The valves fit together like the lid and the 
bottom of dish.  Diatoms come in some weird shapes, but let’s take a look at a very simple one.

 Diatoms have a nucleus with the usual surrounding endoplasmic reticula, plus Golgi 
bodies, mitochondria, chloroplasts, and big empty spaces called vacuoles.  You will notice that 
they also have oil droplets.  Diatoms prefer to store their food as oil, not sugars.  This is handy 
because oil happens to be less dense than water so it floats in water. If you are an organism that 
lives in water but would like to stay at the surface, you need all the buoyancy you can get. The oill 
droplets help the diatoms to float.  The vacuoles would also help with buoyancy.  

Imagine a dish with a lid that comes 
down over the sides.  If you’ve ever 
seen a petri dish (used for bacteria 
experiments) this shape is very similar.
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 The oil is also a very rich source of calories.  If you want to eat a meal that 
will keep you going a long time, make it high in fat.  Oils and fats can store more 
energy than sugars.  Diatoms are important producers in both freshwater and 
marine ecosystems.  In the cold ocean waters around Antarctica, tiny lobster-like 
crustaceans called krill eat diatoms as their primary food. (A krill might eat as 
many as 100,000 diatoms a day!) Krill are then eaten by whales.  

 Diatoms that live in the ocean (marine diatoms) tend to be circular or triangular in shape.  
They are called centric diatoms.  The poster on the opposite page shows mostly centric dia-
toms.  Freshwater diatoms tend to be longer and thinner and are called pennate diatoms. If you 
look at a drop of pond water under a microscope you will almost certainly see diatoms that look 
similar to these:

 
 

 These are all pennate diatoms. They have scientific names, of course. You don’t need 
to learn their names, but for those of you who like words and names, the long oval shapes are 
Navicula, the fan-shaped ones are Meridon, and the skinny one is Synedra.  

 Sometimes diatoms live as 
colonies, like Tabellaria, shown on the 
left, and Fragilaria, on the right. As 
the diatoms duplicate themselves, the 
chain grows longer.  If cells break off, 
they grow into new chains.

 As with other protists, diatoms use asexual reproduction most of the time.  The top and 
bottom valves are held together by connective tissue that can allow them to separate.  The 
organelles all duplicate themselves and migrate towards either the top or the bottom.  Then the 
two halves separate and each half grows a new valve.  The lid grows a new bottom, and the 
bottom turns into a lid and then grows a new bottom.  The original bottom was smaller than its 

lid, so when the bottom turns into a lid, this new diatom 
is going to be smaller than the original.  Imagine this 
happening over and over again, with the bottom always 
turning into a lid.  One of the duplicates always end up 
smaller than the original.  We are going to end up with 
some very small diatoms.  In fact, they will be too small 

to be able to hold the nucleus and all the organelles.  Now what can be done?  Sexual reproduc-
tion to the rescue!  When the diatoms get too small, they know it is time to swap DNA with anoth-
er diatom and make gametes (eggs and sperm).  The egg and sperm cells will join together and 
make a brand new diatom that can grow to maximum size.  Then the shrinking starts again...

 Pennate diatoms can do something that centric ones cannot.  See all 
those holes in the frustule?  Those are the diatom’s connection with the outside 
world.  No organism could live in a tightly sealed glass container , not even a 
protist.  All diatoms have holes, but pennates also have a slit down the mid-
dle called a raphe.  In a manner not yet fully understood by scientists, these 
diatoms can push some of their cytoplasm out through the slit and use the cytoplasm to propel 
themselves.  The pennates can glide along through the water at a pace similar to walking.
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 Desmids are very easy to confuse with diatoms.  They have symmetric shapes and they 
are about the same size — from 50 to 200 microns.  They do look like they might be diatoms.  
However, their outer covering is not made of glass and they don’t make oil droplets so they can’t 
be diatoms. Though they may not look like it, desmids are actually very similar to Spirogyra.  This 
makes them a green algae.  (So they’re in the wrong chapter, aren’t they?  Sorry.)
 Here is another poster by Ernest Haeckel, who lived in the late 1800s.  Can you find our 
green banana?  Its name is Closterium.  The thing in the middle is the nucleus. The strings of 

dots are pyrenoids, which 
help the chloroplasts get 
carbon atoms from the CO2 
in the water. Carbon is nec-
essary for making glucose 
sugar.  Diatoms and other 
kinds of alge can have 
pyrenoids, too.

    This is a photograph 
of Cosmarium, another very 
common desmid.  Those 
circles are its pyrenoids.
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 We’ve discovered another protist that begins with the letter D!  This is a dinoflagellate.  
Unlike the word “dinosaur,” which means “terrifying lizard.” the word “dinoflagellate” does not 
mean “terrifying flagellate.”  The word “dinos” is actually Greek for “whirling.”  (The “dino” in “di-
nosaur” comes from “deinos,” meaning “terrifying.”)  Dinoflagellates have two flagella that propel 
them around in such a manner that they look like they are whirling and spinning.  Well, most 
dinoflagellates.  Or maybe at least some of them.  
 There are so many different kinds that you can hardly say one thing that is true about all 
of them.  Some are autotrophs, some are heterotrophs and some do both.  Some are covered 
with armored plates, some are not.  Some have spikes, some do not.  Some are triangular, some 
are spheres.  The characteristic they all seem to have in common is that they have two flagella 
and a certain type of outer wall.  What they are best known for is their bizarre shapes. 

 The cell wall of most dinoflagellates is not made of 
glass like diatoms, nor cellulose like desmids and algae.  
It’s not a pellicle like a paramecium or euglena. The wall 
is made of something hard to describe.  Imagine taking a 
bunch of vacuoles (empty vacuoles, with no food in them), 
squashing them flat, and then drying them out a bit.  Put 
these into layers and stick them together.  Basically, they 
are complicated.  All our friends need to know is that they 
are not made of glass, so it won’t do them any good to 
take them home.  They won’t make beautiful glass dishes.  

 This poster shows some of the shapes that had 
been cataloged by the end of the 1800s.  We’ve discov-
ered many more since then.  Scientists estimate that there 
are about 2,000 species of dinoflagellates.  Most live in the 
ocean, but a few do live in fresh water.  

 Some dinoflagellates do something really nasty.  
They make toxic chemicals that attack the nervous system 
of many animals, including humans, causing severe illness 
or even death. No one has been able to figure out why 
they do this. Usually when organisms make toxins it is to 
help them catch and kill prey.   But this doesn’t seem to be 
what is going on here.  At any rate, as long as there aren’t 
too many of them in the water, they aren’t a serious threat.  
Eating a few dinoflagellates isn’t going to cause a problem.  
However, they have a second nasty trait—their population can explode practically overnight.         
When conditions are right, they can reproduce unbelievably fast.  Soon the water is saturated 

                        Another poster by Haeckel



with them.  Some species can make the water look red.  
When this happens, it is called a red tide.  (The “red” 
part is okay, but the “tide” part is a bit misleading be-
cause it doesn’t really have anything to do with the tide 
going in and out.  The correct name for this phenome-
non is harmful algal bloom.  Some blooms are green 
or brown, not red.) The state of Florida has red tides 
off its southwest coast almost every summer.  In 2004, 
many dolphins died.  Baleen whales and loggerhead 
turtles have washed up on the shore.
 While the red tide is occurring, fishermen have to 
be careful not to catch any fish or other sea life from 
that area.  Fish and crabs don’t understand that the red 
stuff is polluting their food supply and they go on eating 
as they normally do.  Many of them don’t die right away 

and the toxins begin to build up in their bodies.  If they are caught and sent 
to a restaurant or grocery, the humans consuming them will get a high dose 
of toxins and begin having neurological symptoms. This is called neurotoxic 
shellfish poisoning.  
 Here is the little villain who causes the red tides of Florida: Karenia brevis.  
This image was taken by an SEM (scanning electron microscope).  Remem-
ber, this type of microscope can only show you the outside shape and texture, 
nothing else.  Can you find its two flagella?  The one around its middle is easy 
to see.  It also has one coming out the top, but it is folded down in this picture.  
We’ll need to take a look at a diagram that is more clear.

 Let’s take an up-close look at the 
armored mouse with no legs and an extra 
tail.  (Or a turtle with two shells and two 
tails?)  The flagella around the middle is 
the one it uses primarily to power itself 
forward.  The one sticking out the bottom 
seems to be used  mostly for steering.  
 Look at the diagram of the inside. 
(Remember, those colors aren’t real; they 
are just to make the diagram look nicer.) 
How many things does the dinoflagellate 
have in common with a diatom or a par-
amecium?  We see oil droplets, a Golgi 
body, a chloroplast, some mitochondria, 
and something called a “pusule.”  The    
pusules seem to function a bit like contractile vacuoles, helping to regulate how much water is 
inside. However, they seem to be different enough from contractile vacuoles that scientists think 
they need a separate name.  We also see something labeled “dinokaryon.”  This is the nucleus, 
but notice how the DNA is stuck to the walls. No other creature has its chromosomes stuck to the 
insides of the nucleus. So, of course, they had to think up a new name for the nucleus, calling it 
the “dinokaryon.”  We saw the root word “karyo” in the last chapter when we learned about pro-
karyotes and eukaryotes.  It means “kernel or nut,” sort of a nickname for the nucleus.  Lastly, we 
see those flattened, dried-out vesicles at the edges that make the armored plates.  

 And now... we can end with something really fun.  Some dinoflagellates have a spectacu-
lar talent—they glow in the dark!  Marine dinoflagellates exhibit “bioluminescence” when dis-
turbed by a passing boat or fish. They produce light in a manner similar to fireflies.  So red tides 
can be fun at night.  You can see this phenomenon for yourself by watching the YouTube playlist.
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ACTIVITY 4.1    Thrilling videos of diatoms and dinoflagellates!

 Once again, go to the Protozoa playlist on YouTube.com/TheBasementWorkshop.  You will see 
gliding diatoms and glowing dinoflagellates.  

 Two of the videos on the playlist are about algal blooms 
in Lake Erie (Pennsylvania, Ohio and Ontario) and Lake 
Champlain (New York, Vermont and Quebec).  The University 
of Ohio put together a very nice 7-minute video explaining the 
history of Lake Erie’s blooms.  They interview researchers and 
farmers who are working to solve the problems (and generally 
succeeding). The big issue seems to be too many nutrients in 
the water, primarily phosphates and nitrates from farms.  The 
farmers need to add these nutrients to the soil in order to have 
their crops produce enough food.  However, when it rains, the 
rainwater washes a lot of these nutrients out of the soil and into 
the lakes.  The nutrients feed the algae and they reproduce too 
quickly, creating massive blooms.  The blooms disrupt life in and 
on the lake, causing fish to die and tourists to stay away. Lake Erie had a severe bloom problem back in the 
1970s, caused by sewage run-off.  They fixed the sewage problem and the lake went back to being clear 
and healthy.  So hopefully, things will turn out well once again.
 The video on Lake Champlain is longer, but is worth watching.  The same issues plague this lake, 
threatening the health of the ecosystem and the economies of lakeside communities.
 If these videos happen to be missing from the playlist, such use the search feature with the names 
of the lakes and the words “algal bloom.”

***********************************************

  This is Noctiluca, one of the bioluminescent dinoflagellates you will see in 
the videos.  (“Nocti” means “night” and “luca” means “light.”)  Believe it or not, this 
spherical (not flat) dinoflagellate is actually a predator.  It is large enough to catch and 
eat fish eggs, diatoms, other dinoflagellates, and many other types of algae.   
  Noctiluca ranges in size from 200 to 2000 microns.  (That would be up to 2 
millimeters, easily visible with the naked eye.)  It eats its prey by taking them in and 
putting them into food vacuoles, just like paramecium does. The thing that looks like a 
flagella is actually a tentacle for gathering food.  The real flagella is so small you can’t 
see it; it is practically useless. So this dinoflagellate breaks our rule that dinoflagellates 
have two flagella.  However, if we count the tentacle as a flagella-like structure, we can 

still permit the Noctiluca to be a dinoflagellate.  Someone needs to let these difficult protists know they are 
messing up our classification system!  
 One of Noctiluca’s favorite meals is diatoms. Often, the diatoms will survive for long time, even 
reproducing inside.  Since Noctiluca is a heterotroph and does not have chloroplasts, it is helpful to develop 
a symbiotic relationship with a photosynthesizing protist.  
 Noctiluca can be found worldwide, in both warm and cold seas and oceans, and is capable of 
causing harmful algal blooms. 

***********************************************

 Diatoms are occasionally to blame for harmful algal blooms.  The 
diatoms shown here are known to be harmful.  Like dinoflagellates, they 
make a toxin that harms the nervous system, causing seizures and amnesia 
(loss of memory).  Amnesia is easy to diagnose in humans, but a bit trickier 
in a sea lion or a pelican!  If it is treated right away, victims make a good 
recovery.  However, the toxin is indeed dangerous and people have died of it.

         A satellite map showing the green algal 
         blooms along the coastlines of Lake Erie.

Noctiluca scintillans, 
one of the biolumin-
escent dinoflagellates 
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ACTIVITY 4.2      ZEUS versus JUPITER, round 4

 The gods are disgruntled. This chapter was a big disappointment because it had so few new words in 
it. They will have to think of something else to fight over.  As usual, fill in the meanings of the words and the 
words that contain those roots. 

ACTIVITY 4.3     Comparing the D’s

 Diatoms, desmids and dinoflagellates.  How are they the same and how are they different?  Put a 
checkmark in each box that applies. 

                                                     DIATOMS     DESMIDS    DINOFLAGELLATES

LATIN
luca (_________) ______________ 
nocti (________) ________________
pustula (blister)  __________________

GREEK
dinos (_________) ______________ 
deinos (________) ________________
saur ( _________) __________________
karyo (kernel or nut) __________________
pyro (fire) ___________________
We did not formally introduce this one.

1) Produces oxygen for the earth’s atmosphere

2) Cells can join together to make long colonies

3) Has a nucleus with DNA

4) Has an outer shell made of glass

5) Has flagella

6) Are green, so they belong to the green algae group

7) Come in two basic patterns: centric and pennate

8) Some members can move or can glide

9) Has Golgi bodies and mitochondria

10) Makes oil droplets

11) Has chloroplasts and does photosynthesis

12) Has beautiful geometric shapes

13) Has top and bottom that can come apart

14) Can cause harmful algal blooms

15) Reproduces by splitting in half 

16) Has very visible pyrenoids 

17) Can be both autotrophic and heterotrophic

18) Can glow in the dark
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CHAPTER FIVE:  AMEBOIDS

 

 We’ve discovered a protist called Amoeba proteus.  Both these words means “change.”  
It’s like calling it “the changeable changer.”  What it changes is its shape.  But before we launch 
into a discussion of its anatomy (or lack thereof), we need to briefly discuss spelling.
 We are going to call this creature an “ameba.” This word began its history in the 1700s 
as “Amiba,” taken from the Greek “amoibe,” meaning “change.”  Later, the spelling was changed 
to “Amoeba.”  During the 1800s, scientists liked to use ligatures—two letters stuck together, 
like  “æ” or “œ” to emphasize the fact that these science words had come from Greek or Latin. 
(Notice that the Greek is “amoibe.”)  You might remember that Paramecium used to be Paramoe-
cium.  Other science words had “œ,” too.  Esophagus used to be œsophagus, and diarrhea 
used to be diarrhœa. Then someone started a campaign to get rid of the “o’s.”  In general, it 
worked, at least in America, but for some unknown reason, the “o” in Amoeba stayed there, right 
up until the present day.  Currently, some American scientists are trying again to get rid of the “o” 
in Amoeba. The word “Ameba” looks easier to spell and pronounce than the word “Amoeba.”  So 
now some books write “Amoeba” and others write “Ameba.”  Both are considered to be correct 
and you can use either one.  We are going to choose the less scary-looking version and go with 
“Ameba.”  
 As long as we are talking about spelling and grammar, we’ll just go ahead and mention 
that if we use the term “ameboid,” we don’t have to use a capital “A” because we are not talking 
about a particular organism, just a type of organism.  And, unlike Paramecium and Stentor, the 
word ameba is often not capitalized. (The bright side is that it’s hard to be wrong!)  

 Ameboid protists are unlike any we’ve seen so far.  
They are in their own phylum group, called the Amoebo-
zoa.  All ameboid organisms are soft, squishy lumps that 
ooze around. Some ameboids are “naked” (eek!) and others 
are more decent and make a shell covering for themselves.  
The ameba clinging to the boat is a naked ameba. 
 The ameba was discovered back in the 1700s. This 
drawing was done in 1755.  (What was going on in your 
country in 1755?)  These early microbiologists noticed that 
their amebas did not seem to have mouths. They took in food 
by surrounding it with their oozy pseudopods. (“Pseudo” 
is Greek for “false,” and “pod” is Greek for “foot.”)  They 
watched their amebas eat just about anything.  The ame-
bas could even catch ciliates and flagellates.
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 You wouldn’t think that such a slow-moving creature could capture anything fast, but 
somehow it captures enough of them to stay alive. (Perhaps the ameba is like tortoise in the    
famous story by Aesop, where the tortoise wins the race against the rabbit. The ameba is slow 
but steady, and persistence pays off in the end.)  Some species of amebas will also eat bits of 
decaying plants.  Cyanobacteria and single-cell algae are nutritious and easy to catch, too.  
 So what kind of anatomy do we have here?  An ameba pretty much looks like a blob.  
Basically, that is exactly what it is—a blob that constantly changes shape.  It has a nucleus and 
other cell parts, but they aren’t in any particular place.  Amebas do have a contractile vacuole, 
but it can be hard to see.  What you mostly see are food vacuoles.  Like most other protists, it is 
transparent so you can see what it has been eating.  

 Amebas have a “granular” texture.  The inside is not clear and 
smooth, except around the edges. (Scientists make a big deal about 
this clear outer edge, since it is one of the very few anatomical features 
an ameba has. They call it the ectoplasm.)  Mostly it is full of blobs and 
dots.  It’s hard to explain the granular texture.  Some of the blobs are 
probably small food particles, others would be waste particles. There 
would be mitochondria and Golgi bodies floating around, too.  There 
could be storage vesicles filled with oil or starch.  It’s a big, goopy, mixed 
up mess inside, but it works for the ameba.
 The pseudopods (those blobby “arms”) are extended when the 
ameba wants to move or to capture prey.  There are tiny sensors on the 
ameba’s outer membrane.  These sensors can catch chemical particles 
drifting by and bring them inside.  If one part of the membrane is bring-

ing in a lot of particles that “smell” like food, the ameba will move in that direction.  To move, an 
ameba uses its cytoskeleton.  Look back at page 32.  We learned that every cell has a network 
of little “strings” running all through it (the cytoskeleton), which helps the cell to keep its shape.  
These strings can be dissolved and rebuilt very quickly. The ameba dissolves the strings in the 
areas that it wants to flow. Once the flowing is over, the string network is rebuilt within seconds. 

 What has our ameba eaten?  A fishing net, for one thing, 
but what are those other things?  You’ll have no trouble recogniz-
ing the Paramecium.  The other one is a rotifer.  Rotifers are not 
protozoans and are not part of the protist kingdom.  Though they 
are the size of a protozoan, they are tiny multicellular animals.  
Here we have a single cell that ate a multicellular animal!  Rotifers 
range in size from 100 to 500 microns.  Amebas can grow as large 
as 3000 microns, but are usually more like 200-500 microns.  The 
ameba shown here is a very large one.
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 Even though they don’t properly belong in a currculum about protists, let’s sidetrack just 
a bit and see some micro-animals. We’ll look at rotifers, gastrotrichs, and ostracods.

 The name rotifer means “wheel-bearer.”  The cilia beats in such a way 
that those two circles on the top look like they are going around like wheels. (It’s 
an optical illusion.)  You don’t have to become an expert on rotifer anatomy—just 
notice how different rotifers are from protists.  Rotifers have a proper stomach, not 
just a food vacuole.  They have a brain, although it is extremely small and simple.  
They have a throat called the mastax, which has teeth-like grinders for chewing 
food. There are salivary and digestive glands, too. 
 Rotifers have a simple waste collection system that might remind us a bit 
of our own kidneys.  They have muscles, too, for moving and for chewing.  Some 
rotifers have feet and use cement glands to stick themselves in place.  This rotifer 
is a female with ovaries and eggs. (Males don’t occur very often, but when they do 
they are small and don’t live very long.)
 Rotifers are made of hundreds of cells, even though they are the same 
size as large single-celled protozoans.  Rotifers range from 200-500 microns and 
come in all kinds of bizarre shapes.  Some make tubes to live in.

 Gastrotrichs are not as well-known as rotifers.  (“Gastro” is Greek for “stomach,” 
and you already know that “tricho” means “hair.”) They are smaller than rotifers, often 
less than 300 microns, and they like to live in stagnant (not moving) water or in sedi-
ment at the bottom of a pond.  They have hair on their bodies, funny tufts of hair on their 
heads, and long pointed “feet.”  The bottom is covered with cilia that beat in unison allow-
ing them to glide smoothly along.  They have many of the same body parts as rotifers, 
such as stomach, waste collectors, digestive glands, and a simple brain.
 Unlike rotifers, they have no males and females.  They are both male and female 
at the same time.  Animals that make both eggs and sperm are called hermaphrodites.  
In ancient Greek mythology, Hermaphroditus was the son of Hermes (the messenger 
god with wings on his feet) and Aphrodite (the goddess of love and beauty).  When Her-
maphroditus was 15 years old, a nymph (water goodess) fell in love with him.  He did not 
want to have anything to do with her, so she had to trick him.  One day she began hug-
ging him and praying to the gods that they would never be parted.  The gods decided to 
answer the nymph’s request and merged the two bodies into one, making it impossible to 
ever part.  So poor Hermaphroditus was both male and female from that time on.

 Ostracods are microscopic crustaceans.  “Crustacea” is 
the group (class) that lobsters and crabs belong to.  Ostracods are 
sometimes called “seed shrimp” because the shape of the shell looks 
similar to a flat seed, such as a squash or cucumber.  Their diet 
consists mostly of algae; they gobble down desmids and diatoms like 
candy.  Some species will eat other things, too, such as cyanobacte-
ria, pollen grains, and tiny ciliates.  
 There are tens of thousands of species of ostracods.  You’ll 
find some type of ostracod living in nearly every pond, river, lake and 
ocean of the world.  They range in size from 200 to 1000 microns.  
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 Ostracods are by far the most complicated creatures you will meet in this book. They really 
are little animals.  They have 5 to 8 pairs of legs that they keep inside their shell most of the time.  
They’ve got antennae, a digestive tract, muscles, a tiny brain and a simple eye.  They have no 
need of a heart or lungs, though, as they are so small they can absorb oxygen from the water.  

             Ostracods have males and females, but females are much more 
common.  Males are generally produced only when environmental condi-
tion start to get difficult.  This is true for many microscopic animals.  When 
the pond starts to dry up, or they sense that winter is coming, microscopic 
animals will begin to produce males that can fertilize eggs.  These fer-
tilized eggs will be much tougher than regular eggs, and will be able to 
survive harsh conditions.  So wait a minute—their regular, every-day eggs 
are produced without any males?  How can this be?  If chickens lay eggs 

without a rooster around, they won’t hatch.  The hens will still lay, but the eggs won’t have baby 
chicks inside of them.  (Eggs that you buy at grocery stores were never capable of producing 
baby chicks.  The egg farmers don’t keep roosters around; they sell them to meat stores.  Some 
people think that by eating eggs you are killing baby chicks.  This is not true.  If you want “fertile” 
eggs that will make chicks, you have to go to stores where organic, all-natural products are sold 
and look for eggs that are specifically labeled “fertile.”)   
 Ostracod eggs are very different from chicken eggs.  They will develop and hatch without 
any ostracod males around.  When eggs hatch without having been 
fertilized by male sperm, it is called parthenogenesis.  This word is 
related to the Greek word Parthenon, the temple built for the goddess 
Athena.  Athena was the virgin goddess who never married.  These 
unfertilized eggs will grow into normal adult females.  They only need 
males when they want to make eggs that will survive cold and drought.

 And now, back to protists...
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 Some ameboid creatures build shells to live in, just like clams and snails 
do.  How can a single-celled creature with almost no anatomy construct a house 
for itself?  Nature is full of deep mysteries!  Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of 
species of ameboid protists collect tiny particles of sand, dirt or even diatoms, and 
glue them together to make a shell.  They keep their nucleus inside the shell and 
just extend pseudopods for feeding.  They make little cytoplasm strings on their 
interior portion and connect these strings to the shell so they can’t be pulled out of 
the shell.  Whatever eats them must eat shell and all.  Some creatures will still eat 
them, but others will decide the shell is too hard and will leave them alone.  Ame-
bas like the one pictured here are simply called shelled amebas.

 Other ameboid creatures have more complicated body and shell shapes, 
and they also have more complicated names.  The Heliozoans were discovered 
centuries ago and were called “sun animacules” because they looked like they 
had rays going out from them, like sunshine rays. (“Helios” is Greek for “sun.”)  
We now know that these rays are actually very long, skinny pseudopods (called 
axopods).  In order to maintain this long, skinny shape, the axopods have 
stiffening rods made of cytoskeleton filaments.   The heliozoans are predators, 
capturing small protozoans. (Notice the small protozoan stuck to one of the top 
axopods.)  They use the axopods to grab them and move them closer to the 
main body.  When they touch the main body, a food vacuole is formed right there 
at the edge; then it is brought inside.  (Notice the food vacuole at the bottom 
edge.)  As with regular amebas, the body has a granular endoplasm, and clear 
ectoplasm.  Some heliozoans make scaly shells at the edge of their ectoplasm.

 The Foraminiferans (for-AM-in-IF-er-ans) have a complicated name 
that simply means “hole bearers.”  “Foramin” means “hole” and “fer” means 
“bear.”  This is the word “bear” as in “to bear a burden,” or “to bear a load.”  
It is one of the oldest words in the English language.  The most well-known 
word that uses “fer” is the name Christopher, which means “Christ bearer.” 
An ancient legend tells of a saint who carried the Christ child across a rush-
ing river.  He became known as the “Christ bearer,” or “Christopher.”  The 
root word “fer” is a good one to know; you will meet it from time to time as 
you study science.  (Example: rotifer)
 The “forams” are similar to the heliozoans, except that they build solid 
shells, called tests, made of calcium carbonate, the same stuff that clam 
shells are made of.  They can take these minerals out of the water around 
them. They leave little holes in their tests (like diatoms do) so that they have 
contact with the outside world. Like all living things, they have to be able to 
get oxygen and fresh water.  How do they eat?  Apparently, in a similar way 
to the Heliozoans, though it’s hard to imagine.
 When forams die, their tests pile up at the bottom of the ocean or 
lake.  At some point in earth’s past, many were fossilized, becoming embed-
ded in sedimentary rocks in various part of the world.  It is said that the lime-
stone that was used to build the pyramids 
of Egypt is full of fossilized forams.  Some 
tropical beaches are made primarily of 
foram tests.  Fossilized forams can give 
clues to petroleum engineers as to where 
to dig oil wells.  Experts on microscopic 
fossils have correlated certain forams with 
rocks that are likely to have oil under them.

2085f Japon Hatoma_ by Psammophile 
- Microphotographie personnelle 
(From Wikipedia)
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    Lastly, we have the Radiolarians (RAY-dee-o--LARE-ee-ans).  If our little friends hadn’t 
lost their net and had been able catch some of these and bring them back, just imagine how 
much they could have sold them for!  Are these awesome or what?  It’s hard to believe they are 
living creatures.  Many of these were first discovered on a famous scientific voyage, the Chal-
lenger Expedition, in 1873-6.  Most were dredged up from the ocean floor, with only their skele-
tons remaining.  Radiolarian skeletons and foraminiferan tests are found by the billions in ocean 
floor sediments (ofen called “ooze”).  
 Radiolarians are unique among the ameboids in that they share something in common 
with the diatoms: they can take silicon out of the water. The diatoms use the silicon to build 
outer shells, with their cytoplasm completely inside.  The radiolarians, on the other hand, use the 
silicon to build glass skeletons as a framework for their ectoplasm to ooze around on.  All those 
fancy spiky things have a thin layer of cytoplasm around them.  Hard to imagine, yes.  Seems 
more like science fiction than science.  In other respects, radiolarians function pretty much the 
same as the other ameboids.  Same organelles (nucleus, Golgi bodies, mitochondria, etc.) and 
same method of eating (catching things with the pseudopods then bringing them inside). 
 Radiolarians like to be at the surface of the water, unlike forams who don’t mind being 
at the bottom.  (Although there are a few species of radiolarians that are found at great depths.)
To keep themselves afloat, the radiolarians make tiny air bubbles and oil droplets in their ecto-
plasm.  One reason they like to be at the surface is that they often have algae cells living inside 
of them.  The algae cells are called endosymbionts, from the words “endo” and “symbiosis.”  It 
is not unusual to find dinoflagellates living inside radiolarians.  The species of dinoflagellates that 
become endosymbionts are called zooxanthellae (ZOO-zan-THELL-ee). These zooxanthellae are 
also found living in coral polyps in coral reefs.  They help to give corals their intense colors.
 Radiolarians show up in great abundance in the fossil record.  It is estimated that 90% of 
all radiolarians are now extinct.  As with forams, radiolarians are used by oil prospectors to help 
them determine where to drill for oil.  Certain types of oil-bearing rocks contain certain species of 
extinct radiolarians.
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  What is bright yellow, looks like a disgusting clump of something unmentionable, and slowly 
creeps across the ground?  Okay, probably an alien from someone’s science fiction story, but 
besides that, what they have discovered here is a slime mold.  It got this name before its cellular 
structure was known.  It can make spores like a mold, so it was originally classified as a mold.  In 
recent years we have learned a lot about this form of life, and it is now classified as an ameboid.
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 You can see why our friends thought they had 
found a very strange clump of poop.  Back in the Middle 
Ages, when even less was known about science, people 
used names like “witch’s butter” or “wolf milk.”  
 Slime molds start out as individual ameboids.  
When observed as individuals, they have no problem 
being classified as ameboids.  All the things we learned 
about amebas would apply.  It’s when they get overfed 
that they get strange.  Give them an abundant food supply 
(bacteria is a favorite) and they morph into a blob.  The in-
dividual cells send out signals to each other to swarm and 
they all join together to make a mega-cell.  They actually 
fuse together so that the mega-cell, called the slug, is one 
giant cell with thousands or millions of nuclei.  The slug 
moves along, gobbling up all food in its path.  
 Slime molds can move at a rate of about 1 mm 
per hour (although there are claims that some have been 
clocked at 1 mm per second).  The giant ameboid “slug” 
moves in the same way an ameba does, by changing the 
arrangement of the fibers of its cytoskeleton.  Once the 
cytoskeleton changes shape, the cytoplasm just goes 
along for the ride.
 It doesn’t take long for the slime mold slug to 
decide to reproduce.  Some parts of it begin to make 
spore-producing stalks, like mushrooms and molds do.  
This poster shows some different types of stalks. The tip 
releases millions of spores that go flying off into the air.  If 
a spore lands in a suitable place, it will grow into an indi-
vidual ameboid cell.  In some species, the individual cells 
can grow super large, making thousands of copies of their 
nuclei.
 Slime molds can exhibit surprisingly animal-like 
behavior.  Researchers say they have a very basic type of 
memory that allows them to avoid places that they found 
unpleasant.  If you cut them up, the pieces will find each 
other and reunite.  They may even be able to anticipate 
environmental changes and prepare accordingly.  (As you 
might guess, preparation would likely start with individuals 
trading DNA in order to make tough zygotes.)
 Next time you take a walk in a forest, see if you 
can find a slime mold.  (Do an Internet search ahead of 
time and look at some photos.)
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Yet another poster by Ernest Haeckel

The scientific name for this protist is Fuligo septica.

Slime molds come in many colors and shapes.



ACTIVITY 5.1    ZEUS versus JUPITER, finale

 Jupiter left the book in the middle of this chapter, probably right after that bit about the Parthenon.  In his 
opinion, this chapter had way too many Greek stories.  Well, as long as Jupiter isn’t around, we might as well 
give you another piece of Greek trivia:
 The word “ostrakon” is Greek for “shell.”  The English word “ostracize” means to ignore someone so 
that they feel socially abandoned.  In ancient Greece, the citizens had the right to vote to banish any politi-
cian or leading citizen who got too powerful or dangerous.  They would cast their votes by writing on pieces 
of shell or pottery.  (Paper had not been invented yet.)  So the shells (ostrakons) were used to vote some-
one out of town.  They were “ostra-cized.”  

 Let’s go ahead and finish the word roots, even though Zeus wins by default.

ACTIVITY 5.2    Review questions

1)  Things that don’t have a definite shape are called amorphous (“a” means “without,” and “morph” means 
“shape.”)  Which of these is amorphous?          a) ameba     b) rotifer      c) gastrotrich      d) radiolarian
2)  Which of these carries eggs on her back?     a) rotifer      b) gastrotrich     c) ostracod      d) foraminiferan
3)  Which of these was called the “little sun animal” when first discovered?     
      a) ameboids      b) rotifers        c) ostracods     d) heliozoans     e) radiolarians
4)  Which of these words came from Greek?       a) ameba     b) Stentor    c) heliozoan    d) all of these
5)  Which of these is found in abundance in the fossil record?     a) ameba    b) rotifer     c) radiolarian
6)  What is a “test”?   (Hint: look  on page 55)     a) hard shell     b)  food grinder    c) egg that survives winter
7)  Some ameboids build shells.  What do they use?
     a) silicon taken from the water     b) sand and dirt      c) microscopic sea shells    
8)  Ostracods are almost always:   a) male     b) female     c) hermaphrodites     d) none of these
9)  Only one of these is a protist.  Which one?   a) ostracod     b) rotifer    c) gastrotrich    d) slime mold
10)  What is an “endosymbiont”?    a) an animal that does photosynthesis     b) an animal that eats algae
      c) an animal that lives inside another animal but does not harm it     d) an animal that makes a hard shell
11) Which of these has a glass shell?   a) diatoms     b) foraminiferans    c) heliozoans   d) both a and b
12)  Which of these does NOT have pseudopods?   a) ameba     b) heliozoan    c) rotifer    d) shelled ameba
13)  Which of these is an ostracod most similar to?   a) octopus    b) crab    c) worm     d) coral    e) insect
14)  A heliozoan is a:     a) herbivore, eating algae      b) predator, eating other protists    
       c) scavenger, eating dead things       d) photosynthesizer, using sunlight to make its food
15)  What does an ameba eat?      a) algae     b) protists     c) bacteria     d) rotifers     e) all of these   

GREEK
amoibe (__________) __ameba___ 
(am-o-ee-buh)

gaster/gastro (________) _____________
helios ( ____) _______________
ostrakon (_______) ______________
pseudes (_______) __pseudopod___
podos (_______)  ___pseudopod___
pherein (to bear)  ________, and _______________

LATIN
rota/roti (_________) ______________ 
foramen (________) __Foraminiferans___

Greek tends to be 
more common than 
Latin in the world 
of biology.  Latin 
might be used more 
frequently in other 
sciences, but Greek 
seems to be pre-
ferred by biologists.
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ACTIVITY 5.3    Silly nicknames 

 If protists gave each other nicknames, what would they be?  Can you figure out which nickname 
might go with which protist?  The possible answers are:
a) ameba     b) shelled ameba     c) rotifer      d) gastrotrich         e) ostracod     
f) heliozoan   g) foraminiferan    h) radiolarian     i) slime mold

1) “Sunny” ___  2) “Crabby” ___      3) “Helmet” ___         4)  “Gutsy” ___       5) “Slugger”
6) “Rocky” ___   7)  “Wheely” ___      8)  “Blobby” ___         9)  “Oozy” ___

ACTIVITY 5.4    Decipher these riddles

 Here are a few protist riddles.  Fill in the answers to these questions, then put the correct letters into 
the numbered spaces in the answers to the riddles. 

1) An organism that has both male and female features is a  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
                                17                 6                         15   

2) Females hatching eggs without any male contribution is:   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
                    1                                             18         

3) This little animal has a foot, stomach, throat (mastax), mouth, muscles and brain.     __ __ __ __ __ __ __
                                                                                                                                                                                                      11                 5

4) An organism that lives inside another organism is called a  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
                                                                                                                                                                           9                                       2

5) Slime molds reproduce using these.    __ __ __ __ __ __
                                                                     4 

6) In the Greek story about Hermaphroditus, the nymph used a  __ __ __ __ __   to accomplish her goal.
                                                                                                                                                 7                  12

7) Amebas move using  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __.
                                                                   3                                      8

8) Ostracods belong to the class of animals called   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __.
                                                                                                                             16                       10

9) Both diatoms and radiolarians can take this element out of the water.   S __ __ __ __ __ __
                                                                                                                                                                        13                       14

*****************************************************************************************************************************

RIDDLE #1:      What did the foram teacher give his students?  __    __ __ __ __
                                             1          2    3     4     2   
RIDDLE #2:      What holiday can ostracods never celebrate?   __ __ __ __ __ __’ __     __ __ __
                                              5     1    2     6     3    7      4          8     1     9

RIDDLE #3:      What do amebas use to decorate for Halloween?   __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
                                                      10    9   2     11    4    12    3    13   3     2    11   14   4

RIDDLE #4:      Why don’t diatoms throw stones?   
 __ __ __ __ __     __ __ __ __ __ __     __ __ __      __ __ __ __      __ __     __ __ __ __ __.
   2    6     3    15    7         6    11   16    4     3    4          1     7     3          17    1     8     3          11    5         18   13    1     4    4
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EPILOGUE:  THE DARK SIDE OF PROTOZOA

 Epilogue comes from “epi” meaning “outside,” and “logos” meaning “word.”  So an epi-
logue, by definition, is “outside (or apart from) the words (the book).”  Epilogues are little extra 
bits that the author thought might be interesting to the reader, but did not want to include as part 
of the main text. Since epilogues are not really part of the main book, this section is optional.  If 
you don’t want to read about yucky protists that make you sick, you can quit reading right now.  

 Our fingerprint friends ran into some protists armed with weapons, but no one really got 
hurt.  In real life there some protists that can make you very sick, or even kill you.  The protozo-
an that makes the largest number of people sick is the one that causes malaria.  In 2013, 198 
million people came down with malaria and 584,000 of them died.  Most of these cases were in 
Africa, but malaria is also a problem in India, southern Asia and northern South America.  These 
places are relatively close to the equator.  Because malaria is transmitted by a mosquito, it only 
occurs in areas that are warm year round.  Cold weather helps to keep mosquito populations low.
 The scientific name for this deadly protozoan Plasmodium falciparum.  The Plasmodia, 
as we will call them (since there are several species besides the falciparum) used to be classi-
fied in a phylum called the Sporozoans.  Many books still use this term, and many scientists still 
use it, too.  However, officially, this phylum has been erased and replaced by several other new 
phyla with terribly difficult names and hard-to-understand definitions.  Everything was fine until 
they started learning too much about these creatures.  Worse yet, they probed into their DNA 
and started doing DNA comparisons.  Details that might not sound like a big difference to us are 
a huge deal to these taxonomists (people who classify), and they felt they had to reclassify lots 

of organisms.  In the process, they even got rid of king-
dom Protista.  

 Yes, we’ve been using that term all through this 
book, knowing it was “wrong” according to the “highest 
experts” on classification.  Also, there’s no animal king-
dom anymore.  Or fungi.  Or plants. In fact, they don’t 
like the word “kingdom” and have abolished it completely.  
And worse yet,  here’s a sample of the words they’ve cho-
sen as replacements:  Chromalveolata, Opisthokonta and 
Archaeplastida.  No wonder most textbooks still use the 
old categories!  Classification is a human invention, and in 
the end it doesn’t really matter what names you use; the 
organisms don’t care what we call them.  
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 So back to Protists and Sporozoans...

 Plasmodia are still called Sporozoans in many textbooks.  On Wikipedia they are listed as 
kingdom Chromalveolata, phylum Apicomplexa.  So we should really call them Apicomplexans.  

The organisms in this group don’t have cilia or fl agella or pseudo-
pods. They move by doing something called “gliding” but it’s not 
the same kind of gliding that diatoms do. How the Apicomplexans 
glide is hard to understand, and researchers are still learning 
about it. Their limited ability to move is mostly directed towards 
the goal of getting into cells.  They are smaller than cells and can 
live inside of them like houses.  They are able to “glide” right in 
and make themselves at home inside a blood cell or liver cell.  
Once inside, they are terrible house guests.  Not only do they 
not help with chores, but they start making hundreds of copies of 
themselves, fi lling the house to the brim.  Finally, the cell bursts 
and all the new little nasties go off to the next part of their parasit-

ic adventure.  Sometimes they need to spend time inside two different types of animals in order to 
complete their life cycle. 

 The most famous disease caused by a Plasmodian is malaria.  Malaria is spread by mos-
quitoes.  The Plasmodia are in the female 
mosquito’s saliva; when she bites you, some 
of her infected salvia goes into your skin.  It 
gets into your blood and travels through the 
bloodstream until it reaches the liver.  The 
Plasmodia cells know to get out of the blood 
at this point and look for a nice liver cell 
house.  They stay in their liver houses for 
about two weeks, dividing asexually many 
times to make thousands of copies of them-
selves.  The liver cells explode and release 
all the new Plasmodia into the blood.  The 
Plasmodia then get into your red blood cells.  
They live there for a while and reproduce not 
only asexually, but sexually as well, making 
male and female reproductive cells called 
gametes.  When the red blood cells explode 
and release all the Plasmodia and their gam-
etes, you experience the high fevers and chills that are the main symptoms of malaria.  At this 
point, the gametes have to wait, and hope the sick person attracts another mosquito.  If a female 
mosquito comes along and bites the sick person, the mosquito will draw up blood that contains 
the gametes.  
 Once inside the mosquito, the gametes procede with the next step.  They fuse to form a 
zygote-type-thing.  This cell makes a home in the mosquito’s gut and starts producing hundreds 
of Plasmodia that will then travel to the mosquito’s salivary glands, ready to be injected into a 
new human victim.  Round and round the cycle goes, year after year, century after century.
 Parts of North America used to have malaria, but intensive use of insecticides in the 
1900s managed to put an end to malaria in that part of the world.  Why can’t we just do the same 
thing in other parts of the world? Those insecticidal chemicals have been banned, never to be 
used again.  So now it’s up to scientists to come up with another way to fi ght malaria.  Perhaps 
you will fi nd things you can do in your lifetime to help the fi ght against malaria.

       There’s one other member of the Apicomplexa group that you need to know about.  
It’s kind of a “cousin” to malaria and is called Babesia (Bab-EE-zee-ah).  It was named after a    

An Apicomplexan:  5 and 6 are the nucleus, 7 is a 
mitochondria, and 10 is a Golgi body.  Parts 1 to 4 
help the parasite get into a host cell.  

                        Illustration credit: Wikipedia “Plasmodium malariae”  
       Graphics by La Roche Lab, UC Riverside (http://ucrtoday.ucr.edu/19520)
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Romanian scientist named Victor Babes.  (Would you like to have a disease named after you?)  
Babesia gets into your red blood cells, just like malaria does.  In North America, it most often 
occurs as a coinfection along with Lyme Disease (which is caused by bacteria).  A coinfection is 
something you catch along with the main thing you catch.  It’s a bad bonus.  
       Both the Lyme bacteria and the Babesia protozoan are transmitted by ticks.  One 
tick can carry as many as five or six different infections!  Most doctors are not yet aware of how 
common (and how dangerous) Babesia is.  The number of cases is 
growing at an alarming rate, and the symptoms don’t always look 
like malaria symptoms.  Anyone who suspects they have Lyme 
Disease should also be tested for Babesia and other coinfections.  

 The next villain on our list is a member of the euglenoid 
group.  The euglena we met in chapter 3 was a very nice one.  It 
was a photosynthesizing protist that helpfully turned sunlight and 
carbon dioxide into sugars that other organisms, including humans, 
could use for food.  The euglenoid called Trypanosoma doesn’t 
do photosynthesis.  It survives by living inside other organisms as 
a parasite.  Living inside another organism doesn’t automatically 
make you bad; endosymbionts such as the dinoflagellates (zooxanthellae) that live in coral are 
beneficial and help to keep the corals healthy.  The word “symbio” indicates a beneficial rela-
tionship between the organisms.  The word parasite indicates that the host organism is being 
harmed in some way.  Parasites don’t always kill their hosts, and, in fact, it is to their advantage 
to keep their host alive so they can continue to have a place to live.  However, parasites can do 
a lot of damage and sometimes end up killing the host.  
 The Trypanosoma is a harmful parasite that causes a disease called “sleeping sickness” 
which kills thousands of people in Africa every year, especially in the Congo region. (A similar 
disease called Chagas disease afflicts people in Central and South America.)  The name of 
the disease comes from the fact that after you have the initial fever, chills, aches and swollen 
lymph glands, you begin to have neurological symptoms that affect the brain and spine.  One 
of the brain areas affected is the area that regulates the sleep cycle, and you begin having very 
strange sleep patterns, often being too sleepy during the day.  
 The Trypanosoma parasite is similar to malaria in that it is transmitted by an insect.  
African sleeping sickness is carried by the Tsetse (tzee-tzee) fly.  The Trypanosoma lives in the 
fly’s digestive system and makes its way up to the saliva glands, just like the malaria Plasmo-
dium does.  When the fly bites someone, the parasite is injected along with the fly’s saliva.  If 
the disease is diagnosed early, it can be treated with medicines, but many people don’t have 
adequate medical care available.
 The name “Trypanosoma” has an interesting story attached to it. The word “trypano” is 
Greek and means “to drill a hole.”  In ancient times, doctors did something called trepanning.  
They drilled a hole in the skull as a treatment for various head ailments including headaches 
and seizures.  They mistakenly believed that the cause of these problems was too much pres-
sure on the brain.  Opening the skull to reveal the brain was a terrible idea, but surprisingly, 
many people survived this operation.  Trepanning continued to be popular in the Middle Ages 
and Renaissance.  Its popularity tapered off after that, but there are still recorded trepanning 
surgeries as late as the 1800s.  
 The Trypanosoma doesn’t drill into people’s heads.  It drills into cells.  Sometimes it 
doesn’t even have to drill— it can simply touch molecules on the outside of the cell 
that act like doorbells.  The Plasmodium knows how to “ring the doorbell” so that the 
cell will let it come in.  Once inside, the Trypanosoma begins to reproduce itself, even-
tually bursting the cell.  

 A parasite called Giardia (gee-AR-de-ah) is one of the main reasons you need 
to use a water filter if you are out hiking and want to drink from a stream or pond.  
Giardia is a flagellated protist but is not a euglenoid; it’s in its own phylum group.  (The 

     Trypanosomas swimming around blood cells
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name of which is not well known, 
and not worth bothering you with.)  
It has eight flagella; some of them 
are visible in this photograph.  The 
place it likes to call home is the 
small intestine of many mammals, 
including humans.  When not in an 
intestine, it can be found in ponds, 
streams, puddles, drainage ditches, and sewers.  
 The first picture, on the left, is what Giardia 
looks like when it is floating around in ponds and 
streams. This form is called a cyst and is about 5-10 
microns long, about the size of a red blood cell. You 
can see a protective layer all around it.  The cyst often has four nuclei visible.  It can wait for 
months or years until it is swallowed by a mammal.  Giardia has been found in dogs, cats, sheep, 
horses, cows, deer and beavers.  The middle picture shows what Giardia looks like 
while it is living in a small intestine. It is about 20 microns long.  Not many protists are that small.  
The things that look like eyes are two nuclei.  It is unusual for a cell of any kind to have more 
than one nucleus.  Diagnosing Giardia using a microscope is very easy because they look like 
smiley faces!  No one is exactly sure what those “mouth” lines are.  The last picture shows the 
suction cup on the bottom side of the cell.  The suction cup helps the Giardia to stick to the cells 
that line the intestines and not get washed out by all the food and water that passes through. 
  
 Giardia was first discovered by Antoni von Leeuwenhoek in 1681.  He was having diarrhea 
and wondered if some microorganism might be causing it.  He put a drop of diarrhea on his micro-
scope and saw what we now call Giardia.  Leeuwenhoek did not have a name for this organism and it 
remained nameless until 1895 when Alfred Giard began researching it.  Since then it has been found 
to be the most common intestinal parasite in the world.  
 Giardia attaches to the wall of the small intestine.  It is never found anywhere else in the body, 
not even in the large intestine.  It can cause nausea, vomiting, and fever, and always causes chronic 
(long-lasting) diarrhea.  Viruses that attack the intestines are usually gone in a few days or maybe a 
week.  If you have diarrhea that lasts several weeks or longer, a doctor can take a “stool sample” (a 
tiny bit of poop) and have a lab technician put it on a microscope slide and look for Giardia.  If Giardia 
is found, the doctor can prescribe medicines that will kill the parasite.  Before modern times, people 
often treated parasites of the intestines with herbs such as artemesia (“wormwood”) or goldenseal.  
 To avoid catching Giardia, don’t ever drink unsafe water.  Giardia can survive chlorine (bleach) 
so water treatment tablets (which are basically chlorine tablets) won’t kill Giardia.  You must either boil 
the water for 20 minutes, or use a filter that catches particles as small as 5 microns. Filters should 
come with a label that tells the smallest particle size they can catch.

 Our last nasty beast is called Entameba histolytica (HIST-o-LIT-i-cah).  “Histo” means “tis-
sue,” and “lytic” means “destroying.”  This is an ameba that likes to destroy your intestines and then, 
if possible, bore its way through the intestinal wall and get into your other organs.  It can end up in the 

liver where it creates an pocket of disease called an abscess.  When your own 
immune system cells come to fight off the ameba, they also get destroyed and 
release their powerful chemicals into the area, causing even further damage.  
This sounds terrible, and it is, but amazingly, Entameba infections can be so mild 
that the host human doesn’t know that anything is wrong.  An estimated 50 million 
people worldwide are infected with Entameba histolytica.

        You can prevent an E. histolytica infection by making sure your drinking water 
and food are clean.  If you suspect the water might have Entameba in it, boil it for 
20 minutes and then the water will be safe to drink.  Freezing can also destroy 
this ameba, which means that this parasite tends to be found in warm climates.
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ACTIVITY  E.1    Parasite puzzle

ACROSS
3) Giardia has 8 of these.
4) A tough egg-like form that can survive harsh conditions.
5) The euglenoid that causes African sleeping sickness.
7) This word is very hard to spell and means watery feces.
10) An organism that lives on or inside another 
organism and causes damage to its host.
11) When a mosquito or a fl y bites you, some of this liquid
gets transfered into your skin.
13) This insect is the “vector” for malaria.
16) The phylum Sporozoa is now called ___________.
19) This fl y is the “vector” for African sleeping sickness.
22) An organism that lives inside another organism but
provides a benefi t to its host.
23) This is what you have to do to pond or stream water for 
20 minutes to make sure it does not contain any parasites.

DOWN
1) The malaria parasite’s correct name is
Plasmodium ________.
2) Most common infection carried by ticks: ____ Disease.
4) Long-lasting (pg. 64)
6) The ancient practice of drilling into a skull.
8) Giardia likes to live in the small _______.
9) A malaria-like parasite that is found in N. America.
12) An infection that you get along with the main one.
14) “Mal” means “bad.”  This disease was once thought 
to be caused by “bad air.”
15) “Histo” means ____.   (pg. 64)
17) A tiny bit of poop is called a _____ sample.  (pg. 64)
18) Male and female cells (egg, sperm) are called ____.
20) Many people in the world have used (and still use) 
plants called ______ to get rid of parasites.  (Examples:
wormwood and goldenseal)
21) This relative of the spider can carry more than one 
type of infection, including bacteria and protozoans.
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ACTIVITY  E.2    Visual quiz

 How well do you know your protozoans?  Try to match the pictures with the names.  These drawings are 
“not too scale,” meaning that large things look the same size as small things.

1)  Ameba ____
2)  Paramecium ____
3)  Plasmodium ____
4)  Epistylis ____
5)  Volvox ____
6)  Ostracod ____
7)  Rotifer (Philodina) ____
8)  Gastrotrich ____
9)  Didinium ____

10)  Foraminiferan ____
11)  Desmid ____
12)  Spirogyra ____
13)  Shelled ameba ____
14)  Chlamydomonas ____
15)  Diatom ____
16)  Loxodes ____
17)  Radiolarian ____
18)  Coleps ____

19)  Cyanobacteria ____
20)  Dinoflagellate ____
21)  Giardia ____
22)  Euplotes ____
23)  Stentor ____
24)  Dileptus ____
25)  Euglena ____
26)  Vorticella ____



INDEX

               The index can help you find something if you can’t remember where it was in the book.

algae    30
Amoeba proteus  51
African sleeping sickness 63
anterior   7
Apicomplexa   62
autotroph   29
axopod   55
Babesia   62
baleen whales   20
binary fission   11
bio-fertilizer   39
buccal cavity   22
carnivore   15
Chagas disease  63
Challenger Expedition  56
Chlamydomonas  31, 32
Chlorella   31
chlorophyll   30
Closterium   46
cilia    8
colonial behavior  26
Colpidium   24
conjugation   11, 37
contractile vacuole  9
coral    56
Cosmarium   46
crustaceans   53
cyanobacteria   38
cytoplasm   9
cytoskeleton   52
cytostome   16, 19
diatoms   44, 45
Didinium   15
diffusion   10
Dileptus   17
dinoflagellates   47
dinokaryon   48
DNA    10
dorsal    18
ectoplasm   52
endoplasmic reticulum 10
endosymbiont   56
Entameba histolytica  64
Epistylis   25
Euglena   34, 35
eukaryotic   38
Euplotes   24

filamentous   36
flagella    32
Foramininferan  55
fragmentation   37
frustula   44
gametes   62
gastrotrich   53
Giardia    63
gullet    9
Halteria   24
harmful algal bloom  48
Heliozoan   55
hermaphrodite   53
heterotroph   29
Jablot, Louis   6
kelp    39
Leeuwenhoek, Antoni  6, 64
Loxodes   20
Lyme disease   62
macronucleus   10
malaria   62
mastax    53
membrane   7
micron     5
micronucleus   10
microtubules   32
millimeter   5
mitochondria   10
Muller, Otto   7, 20
Muller bodies   20
myoneme   19
multicellular   7, 30
Navilcula   45
Noctiluca   49
ooze    56
oral groove   9
ostracod   53
Paramecium   6-12
parasite   63
parthenogenesis  54
peduncle   22
Plasmodium   61, 62
posterior   7
pellicle    7
primary consumer  30
primary producer  30
proboscis   17
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prokaryotic   38
protist    30
pseudopods   51
pyrenoid   33, 46
Radiolarian   56
red tide   48
ribosomes   10
rostrum   20
rotifer    53
sargassum   39
seaweed   39
SEM microscope  8, 35
sessile    21
shelled ameba   55
slime mold   58
spasmoneme   23
Spirogyra   36
Spirostomum   19
Stentor    21
Tabellaria   45
test (shell)   55
Tetrahymena   24
toxicyst   16
trepanning   63
trichocyst   12
unicelllular   7, 30
vacuole   9
valves (diatom shells)  44
Volvox    32, 33
Vorticella   23
Zooxanthellae   56
Zygnema   37
zygospore   37
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GENERAL NOTES ABOUT PROTOZOANS

 Protozoa are also called protists.  The word “protist” is the more general term and includes all types of 
single-celled eukaryotes, whereas “protozoa” is more often used to describe the protists that are animal-like (as 
opposed to plant-like or fungi-like).  

 Protists are measured using units called microns.  There are 1000 microns in one millimeter.  A millimeter is 
the smallest unit on a metric ruler and can be estimated with your fingers:

 The traditional way of classifying protists is by the way they look (morphology), by the way they move (mo-
tility), and how and what they eat.  This gives us terms such as ciliates, flagellates, ameboids, and all those colors 
of algae.  Recently, the classification system has been overhauled and has become immensely complicated. (Infor-
mation about DNA is now the primary consideration for classification, rather than how a creature looks or acts.)  If 
you research these creatures on Wikipedia, you will see this new system being used.  Bear in mind, however, that 
the categories are constantly shifting as we learn more and more about protist DNA.
 Here is a visual overview that might help you understand the wide range of similarities and differences.  
Some organisms fit into more than one category and some don’t fit well into any category.  Always remember that 
classification is an artificial construct made by humans.  The organisms don’t know anything about it and they don’t 
care what we think!

 



Blepharisma

150-200 μm

Eats anything smaller than 
itself, even smaller Bleph-
arismas.  (Cannibalism 
causes them to double 
their normal size. The rea-
son for this is unknown.)

Blepharisma looks slightly pink because it 
makes a red pigment that senses light (simi-
lar to the pigment in Euglena’s red eye spot). 
Blepharisma hides from light.
The cilia are much longer on one side, as you 
can tell from the picture.

Bursaria

500-800 μm

Eats smaller ciliates, and 
particularly enjoys eating 
the Paramecium species
Paramecium bursaria.

Has a huge gullet opening, large enough to 
swallow Paramecia.  When environmental 
conditions are bad, Bursaria can form a tough 
cyst and “hibernate” in this form until condi-
tions are good again.

Coleps

50-80 μm

Will try to eat just about 
anything.  Is equipped with 
trichocyst darts that it can 
use to paralyze prey.  Will 
take “bites” out of large 
prey (even ostracods).

Has armor plates made of calcium carbonate, 
the same material that clam shells are made 
of.  Has thick barbs at one end. 

Colpidium

50-70 μm

Eats bacteria. Can reproduce by binary fission every 4-6 
hours.  Often used for experiments in labs.  
Colpidium can survive in polluted water so the 
presence of many Colpidium might indicate 
poor water quality.

Didinium

100-200 μm

Eats other ciliates, espe-
cially Paramecia. (Didinia 
can digest 2 Paramecia 
per hour.)  

Didinia have trichocysts to help it capture prey. 
Like Blepharisma, a Didinium can “hibernate” 
by making itself into a cyst (a tough little lump 
that will not dry out).

Dileptus

200-400 μm

Eats other ciliates and 
also rotifers.

Dileptus has a proboscis lined with toxins.  It 
can stun its prey by hitting it with the probos-
cis.  The mouth of a Diletpus is located at the 
base of the proboscis.

Epistylis

50-150 μm

Eats small particles and 
bacteria that it sweeps in 
with its top ring of cilia.

Lives in colonies.
It might look like Vorticella, but Epistylis can’t 
spring up and down because it does not have 
myonemes, the fibers that act like muscles.  
Epistlylis doesn’t move much.  Colonies are 
often attached to plants, shells or insects.

Euplotes

80-100 μm

Eats anything smaller than 
itself.

Euplotes has long cirri on its “bottom” end, 
which it can use not only for swimming but for 
walking along surfaces.

CILIATES 
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Halteria

25-50 μm

Eats bacteria, algae and tiny 
protists.

Halteria looks like it is jumping around as it 
moves.  This jumping motion is caused by 
the groups of long cilia on the middle of its 
body.

Loxodes

700 μm

Eats bacteria, algae and 
small protists.

Loxodes is known for its ability to sense 
which way is “up.”  This ability comes from 
the “Müller body” structures along its dorsal 
(back) side.  (The Müller bodies contain a 
crystal of barium sulfate.)  
Loxodes has a rostrum (beak-like structure).

Paramecium
bursaria

100-200 μm

Eats mostly bacteria and 
algae, but also gets some 
nutrition from the algae that 
live in its cytoplasm as endo-
symbionts.

Paramecium bursaria is the only species 
of paramecium that has a symbiotic rela-
tionship with algae.  It takes in Zoöchlorella 
algae cells that then live in its cytoplasm, 
doing photosynthesis.  Both organisms   
benefit from the sugars the algae makes.

Paramecium
caudatum

200-250 μm

Eats bacteria, algae and 
small protists.

Paramecia have weapons called trichocysts 
that function like tiny harpoons.  The darts 
contain a toxin that can stun or partially 
paralyze attackers or prey.

Podophyra

10-30 μm

Sucks cytoplasm out of other 
protists, especially ciliates.

The “hairs” sticking out are actually sucking 
tentacles that can suck cytoplasm out the 
ciliates it preys upon.  Often, Podophrya will 
not take all the cytoplasm and will release 
the ciliate alive.
Podophrya is sessile (does not swim).

Spirostomum

800-1000 μm

Eats bacteria, single-cell 
algae and tiny bits of debris.
The mouth is very small.

When startled, Spirostomum contracts 
quickly to less than half its length.  The 
contraction is caused by myonemes, fibers 
that act like muscles.  This contraction is the 
fastest cell movement in the world, as far as 
we know.  (Vorticella does it, too.)

Stentor

500-2000 μm

Eats anything it can sweep 
into its gullet. 

The ring of cilia on the top moves to create 
a current that will bring food particles in 
toward the gullet opening (mouth).  Stentor 
can attach itself to a surface, or it can swim 
around freely.  They often look green, due 
to symbiotic algae living inside them.

Stylonychia

150 μm

Eats anything smaller than 
itself.

One of the most common ciliates, as com-
mon as Paramecium.  The long, thick, cirri 
help it to move along surfaces, similar to the 
way Euplotes moves.

CILIATES, continued
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Tetrahymena

40-80 μm

Eats bacteria and tiny parti-
cles.

This is one of the most studied ciliates.  It is 
commonly used in labs to do genetics stud-
ies and physiology experiments because it 
is easy to grow and won’t die easily.

Vorticella

50-150 μm

Eats anything small enough 
to get swept into its gullet by 
the ring of cilia.

Feeds in a manner similar to Stentor.  When 
startled, it contracts its stalk.  The stalk con-
tains myonemes that act like muscles fibers 
(similar to those you find in Spirostomum).
Vorticella like to live in groups, but they 
don’t actually connect like Epistylis.

CILIATES, continued

AMEBOIDS

Amoeba proteus

300-600 μm

Eats anything it can catch. Feeds by using pseudopods, which are long 
extensions that it “oozes” out.  The pseu-
dopods close around the food, creating a 
vacuole that it brings inside. The ameba has 
no definite shape and changes all the time.  
Its name means “changeable changer.” 

Entamoeba 
histolytica
(hist-o-LIT-i-cah)

l5-60 μm

Lives inside the intestines 
of humans and other mam-
mals.  Eats bacteria and 
small food particles.

One of the most common parasites in the 
world. Infections can be so mild that people 
are even unaware they have it.  Symptoms 
include diarrhea, weight loss and fatigue. 
The parasite is most often contracted by 
drinking dirty water.

Heliozoan

200-300 μm

Eats anything it can catch 
with its long axopods.  (Prey 
is usually small.)

When first discovered, they were called 
“sun animacules” because they looked so 
much like a little sun with rays shining out. 
Their axopods are used not only for captur-
ing food but also for sensing the environ-
ment and for attachment to surfaces.

Foraminiferan

l00-1000 μm

Eats anything it can capture 
with its long axopods. (Prey 
is usually small.)

Foraminiferans (or “forams”) make shells 
out of calcium carbonate, the way clams do.  
There are thousands of different kinds of 
forams, some large enough to see without a 
microscope.  Some species live in the deep-
est part of the ocean (the Mariana Trench).

Radiolarian

l50-300 μm

Eats anything it can capture 
with its pseuodopods and 
and/or axopods (depending 
on species).  Prey is usually 
small. Some speciers have 
dinoflagellates living inside.

Radiolarians can take the element silicon 
out of the water and use it to make complex 
“skeletons” made of silicon dioxide (glass).  
There is a thin layer of cytoplasm that flows 
around the outside of the glass skeleton. 
Radiolarians come in many different shapes.
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AMEBOIDS, continued

Arcella
(Ar-SELL-ah)

30-100 μm

Eats anything it can catch 
with its pseudopods, usual-
ly diatoms, algae, and tiny 
protists.

Arcella is a shelled ameba.  The shell is 
called a “test” and is made out of a protein 
called chitin.

Difflugia
(Dif-FLU-gee-ah)

100-150 μm

Eats anything it can catch 
with its pseudopods          

This is a shelled ameba.
Makes a shell (“test”) out of grains of sand 
and tiny bits of debris and dirt.

Fuligo
(yellow slime mold)
Colonies can be 
the size of a plate. 

In its cellular form, the indi-
vidual amebas eat mostly 
bacteria.  In its “slug” from, 
it gobbles any small organic 
particles in its path.

Fuligo septica is a bright yellow slime mold. 
In its “slug” form (millions of individuals all 
joined together) it can slowly creep along.

Physarum
(Fi-SARE-um)

Colonies can be 
the size of a plate.

Eats bacteria, fungal spores, 
and other microorganisms.

Physarum is a large group of slime molds, 
with many different species.  They are found 
in cool, moist places like damp forests that 
have many decaying logs.

Chilomonas

20-40 μm

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Chilomonas is a very common algae, found 
in fresh water and ocean water.  Chilo-
monas is a member of the “cryptomonads” 
group, who have special structures near 
the flagella that allow them to jet away from 
irritants very quickly.

Chlamydomonas

10-30 μm

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Chlamydomonas is found in many places 
including fresh water, ocean water and in 
damp soils.
Chloroplast is bowl-shaped.

Phacus

40  μm
. 

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Is flat and leaf-shaped.  Has small chloro-
plasts (unlike Chilomonas and Chlamydo-
monas which have a very large one). 
Found in fresh water ponds.
Has a red eye spot.

SINGLE-CELL FLAGELLATED GREEN PROTISTS 
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Euglena gracilis

100-200 μm

Can make its own food using 
photosynthesis.  However, 
if conditions are poor for 
photosynthesis, it can also 
catch and eat bacteria and 
small protists.

Has a red eye spot that helps it go toward 
sunlight.  The red spot itself does not detect 
light, but filters light onto a light sensitive 
spot.  The end of the body with the flagella 
can also engulf prey and bring it inside.
This species is often used in laboratories.

Euglena acus

50-175 μm

Can make its own food using 
photosynthesis.  However, 
if conditions are poor for 
photosynthesis, it can also 
catch and eat bacteria and 
small protists.

Euglena do not have a cell wall like algae 
do.  They have a flexible pellicle. Euglena 
are very nutritious and can be used as a 
powdered food supplement.

Peranema

20-70 μm

Eats bacteria, algae and 
small protists.  (It captures 
and eats its prey in a man-
ner similar to Euglena.)

Though it is similar to Euglena in some 
ways, Peranema does not have chloro-
plasts and can’t do photosynthesis. It is 
easy to identify because it keeps its flagella 
very straight and only wiggles the very end.

SINGLE-CELL FLAGELLATED PROTISTS (not necessarily green)

Closterium

100-400 μm

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Has a vacuole at each end. (The lines of 
dots are not vacuoles but are involved in 
photosynthesis.)  Movement is restricted to 
slowly pivoting, by pushing fluid out of pores 
(similar to diatom movement).
It usually green or yellowish-green.

Cosmarium

30-70 μm

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis..

Looks like two cells, but is actually just one 
cell with two halves.  The narrow middle 
part is often called the isthmus.  Other spe-
cies of desmids have more intricate shapes.

DESMIDS (single-cell green protists that look like diatoms but are actually green algae)

SINGLE-CELL GREEN PROTISTS 

Chlorella

5-10 μm

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Is one of the smallest but most common 
types of algae.  Can be found anywhere 
there is moisture, even on damp trees and 
rocks.  It is very nutritious and is used as a 
powdered food supplement.
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Oedogonium
(Oh-do-GO-nee-um)

10-20 μm wide

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Specialized Oedogonium cells swell up and 
produced an egg.  Other cells make sperm. 
The eggs and sperm fuse to form zygotes.

Spirogyra

35-45 μm wide

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Known for its spiral-shaped chloroplasts.  
The nucleus is suspended in the middle of 
the cell.  
In ponds, mats of green scum are often 
made of Spirogyra.

Vaucheria
(Vow-chair-ee-ah)

40 μm wide

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Life cycle is similar to Oedogonium.  Very 
large bumps are clearly visible when viewed 
under the microscope.

Zygnema

20-70 μm wide

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Chloroplasts are star-shaped.
Life cycle is similar to Spirogyra.

FILAMENTOUS GREEN PROTISTS

Gonium

(Colonies can be 
up to100 μm.)

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Colonies stay small, only 4-16 cells.  The 
colony is flat (unlike Volvox).  A thick gel 
keeps the cells together.  Colonies can 
reproduce by splitting in half, or some cells 
can specialize to make eggs and sperm that 
will form a zygote to start a new colony.

Pandorina

(Colonies can be
50-250 μm.)

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Colonies stay fairly small, usually no more 
than about 32 cells.  Each cell has two 
flagella and an eye spot for detecting light.  
Colonies can split in half to form a new col-
ony, but can also use sexual reproduction 
with eggs and sperm.

Volvox

(Colonies can be 
up to 1000 μm.)

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

Volvox colonies can grow very large, with 
hundreds of cells.  The colony forms a 
sphere.  Each cell has two flagella and the 
cells cooperate to move the colony around. 
Some cells specialize to make eggs or 
sperm. 

COLONIAL GREEN PROTISTS that live in spherical colonies
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Asterionella

Each cell is 
40-80 μm long

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

Their name means “little star.”  Each arm of 
the star is one cell, and they are all joined at 
the center.  Colonies consist of 8-20 cells.

Fragilaria

Each cell is 
40-60 μm long 
(width of colony)

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

Cells are joined in the middle to form long 
colonies that look like a row of books on 
a shelf.  There are many different kinds of 
Fragilaria, living in both fresh water and 
ocean water.

Gomphonema

20-80 μm

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

Has H-shaped chloroplast.  Can tolerate 
water rich is nitrates and phosphates (con-
sidered to be pollution), so the presence of 
many Gomphonema might be an indication 
that the water is becoming polluted.

Meridon

Each cell is 
40-50 μm long
(width of colony)

Uses sunlight 
for photosynthesis.

To the naked eye, Meridon would look like 
a brown scum on the bottom of a ditch or 
puddle.  Meridon is often found in water that 
contains many cyanobacteria.

Navicula

100-200 μm

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

The name means “small boat.”  You can 
see that the shape resembles the hull of a 
boat. There are over 1,000 different species 
of Navicula diatoms.

Stephanodiscus

60-70 μm dia.

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

Very common.  Found floating freely, not 
attached to anything.  The view here is 
from the top.  The actual shape is a very 
short cylinder, like a petri dish used in a lab.  
Sometimes they look like they have little 
threads hanging of the edges.

Synedra

100-120 μm

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

These diatoms are similar to Fragilaria 
except that they do not join together to form 
colonies.

Tabellaria

Each cell is
40-50 μm long.

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

The name means “little tablets.”  A small 
group of cells makes a tablet, then these 
tablets stay joined at one corner.  Often 
sticks to plants or rocks, and does not mind 
slightly acidic water.

DIATOMS (yellow-brown protists)     Note: They can do photosynthesis even though they are not green.
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Anabaena
(An-ah-BANE-ah)

Filaments are 
8-10 μm wide.

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

Not only can this bacteria do photosynthe-
sis, it can also “fix” nitrogen, which makes 
it important for nearby plant life. (Those cir-
cles are where the nitrogen is processed.) 
Unfortunately, it also makes a toxic chemi-
cal that is harmful to people and animals. 

Nostoc

Filaments are 
5-10 μm wide.

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

This species looks very much like Anabaena, 
and is a member of the same family.  How-
ever, Nostoc can grow colonies so large 
they can be seen without magnification. The 
colonies look like leaves and hollow berries 
lying on the ground.  

Merismopedia

Cells are 1-3 μm.

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

These bacteria are found in both fresh 
water and salty water.  They produce mild 
toxins that can irritate skin.  The cells 
reproduce in such a way that they form 
flat sheets held together by a gelatinous 
substance.

Gloeocapsa
(Glo-ee-o-cap-sa)

Cells are 10 μm

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

The name means “glue box.”  This bacte-
ria is responsible for all those black streak 
stains you see on shingled roofs.  The 
bacteria feed on the limestone that is used to 
make fiberglass shingles.  The black color is 
the bacteria’s protection against UV rays.

CYANOBACTERIA  (do photosynthesis, fix nitrogen, and used to be called blue-green aglae)

DINOFLAGELATES  

Ceratium
(Sare-ah-SHE-um)

100-500 μm

Can do photosynthesis or 
capture small particles of 
food (similar to Euglena).

Found in both fresh water and ocean water.  
They have two flagella but move slowly 
because of their long “arms.”  They can 
reproduce quickly to form “blooms” but 
are not nearly as toxic as other species of 
dinoflagellates.

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

30-50 μm

Uses sunlight for 
photosynthesis.

Mostly found in ocean, with only a few fresh 
water species.  These are the nasties that 
cause the toxic red tides.  Their toxins can 
accumulate in ocean animals, causing hu-
mans to get sick if they eat them.
The name means “knee with a furrow/rut.”

Noctiluca

200-2000 μm

Eats anything it can catch, 
including bacteria, diatoms, 
small protists, fish eggs and 
other dinoflagellates.

Many dinoflagellates glow in the dark to 
some degree, but this is the one that is 
famous for it.  Noctiluca means “night light.”
The thing that looks like a flagella is actually 
a tentacle used for feeding.  It does have a 
flagella but it is hard to see.
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Activity 1.3:Activity 1.3:      
1) multicellular   2) oblong  3) slippers  4) pellicle 
5) plasma membrane     6) anterior  7) diffuse  8) cilia
9) contractile vacuole     10) micronucleus 11) binary fission 12) 200
13) bacteria, algae, yeast cells, rotting debris, small ciliates  14) mouth
15) hair   BONUS: mitochondria  SECOND BONUS:  Golgi body

Chapter 2
Activity 2.2:Activity 2.2:      
The peduncle is like a foot.      
The cilia can function as fingers because they gather food.  (Previously we matched them with hair.)
The dorsal side is like our back.
The buccal cavity is like a mouth.
A myoneme functions like a muscle fiber.
A contractile vacuole is like a kidney because it filters and expels water.
A food vacuole is like a stomach because it stores and digests food.
The Müller bodies function like the balance sensor in the inner ear.
The rostrum looks like a nose. 

Activity 2.3:Activity 2.3: (“Who Am I?”)     
1) Stentor  2) Spirostomum  3) Didinium  4) Euplotes  5) Halteria
6) Vorticella  7) Epistylis  8) Loxodes  9) Dileptus  10) Loxodes
11) Paramecium 12) Stentor  13) Dileptus  14) Tetrahymena 15) Spirostomum

Activity 2.4:Activity 2.4:      
GREEK:      LATIN:
boskein (to feed): proboscis    bucca: buccal
di: dileptus, didinium     carn (flesh): carnivore
dinos: didinium      dorsum (back): dorsal
epi: Epistylis      pedis (foot): peduncle
eu (good): Euplotes     rostrum (beak): rostrum
halteres: Halteria     sessilis: sessile
hymen: Tetrahymena     spira: Spirostomum
kolpos: Colpidium     vorare (to eat):  carnivore
pro (for): protozoa, proboscis    vortex:  Vorticella
speira: Spirostomum
stoma (mouth): Spirostomum, cytostome
stulos:  Epistylis
tetra (four): Tetrahymena
toxon: toxicysts
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Activity 1.4:Activity 1.4:     
GREEK:   
mikros: micron, micronucleus
makros: macronucleus
metron: millimeter
protos: protozoa
zoion: protozoa
skopos: microscope
paramekes: paramecium
kystis: trichocyst
kytos: cytoplasm
tricho: trichocyst
plasma: cytoplasm
soma: ribosome
poros: pore
endon: endoplasmic
mitos: mitochondrion
chondrion: mitochondrion

LATIN:
multus: multicellular
uni: unicelluular
bi: binary
ante: anterior
post: posterior
pellicula: pellicle
cilia: cilia, ciliate
or: oral
vacuus: vacuole
ex: out
porus: pore
fissus: fission
con: conjugation
jugum: conjugation
mille: millimeter
nucula: nucleus
diffusio: diffusion
gula: gullet
membrana: membrane

Chapter 1
Activity 1.2:      
Pellicle  is like skin.    
Cilia is like hair.     
The oral groove is like a mouth.   
The gullet is like a throat.   
The anterior is the head.   
The contractile vacuole is like a kidney, 
getting rid of excess water.   
A food vacuole is like a stomach, holding 
food that is being digested.  
Trichocysts have no equivalent in the human body. 
The trichocyst launching mechanism is similar to
contraction of muscles because it uses calcium. 
The lungs have no equivalent. 



Chapter 3
Activity 3.1:          
Note:  We’ve only listed the words from this chapter.  Adding other words (such as gyroscope) is fine!
GREEK:      LATIN:
auto: (self) autotroph                             con: (with) conjugation
trophe: (nourishment) autotroph, heterotroph                    filum: (thread) filamentous
hetero: (different) heterotroph                                            jugo (join) conjugation
chloro: (green) chlorophyll, chloroplast                              pro: (before) protist, prokaryotic
eu: (good/well/true) Euglena, eukaryotic
glene: (eye) Euglena
gyro: (turn) Spirogyra
pro: (before) protist, prokaryotic
zygo: (yoke) zygote, zygospore

Activity 3.2:      
1) A zygote is the joining of egg and sperm.  It’s like they are yoked (held tightly) together as a team.  Only this team 
is more permanent than a ox team!  Once joined, the egg and sperm never separate but actually lose their individual 
identity and form a new cell that will grow into a unique organism.      
2) Euglena
3) Chlorella does not need to eat like a Paramecium does because Chlorella does photosynthesis with its chloroplasts.
4) Eutrophic means “good nutrition” or “plenty of nutrients.”  It sounds like a good thing, right? Plenty of food for things 
that live in the pond.  However, the word eutrophic is usually used to describe a situation in which there are too many 
nutrients.  Algae and plants grow like crazy, then die.  Then the decomposers (bacteria and fungi) go to work.  In their 
work of decomposition, oxygen is used up.  So in the end, the pond or lake ends up being very low in oxygen, causing 
animals such as fish to die.  A common cause of eutrophication is fertilizer containing phosphorus running off farm 
fields and into ponds and rivers. 
5) Chlorella (which is an autotroph) is eaten by Paramecium (which loves to eat algae) which is eaten by Didinium 
(which loves to eat Paramecia) which is eaten by Stentor (one of the few protists large enough to eat Didinium).

Activity 3.3:      
1) D      2) F     3) C        4) E         5) H       6) A        7) J       8) G      9) K     10) L      11) I      12) B

Activity 3.4:      
Technically, there are no “right” answers to this activity.   However, here are some suggestions:
yam: Dileptus, Euglena, Loxodes                  eggplant: Didinium                     necklace: cyanobacteria       
paper fastener: Chlamydomonas                  celery: Spirostomum                  green peas: Chlorella      
yellow squash:  Dileptus                                slipper: Paramecium                  ribbon: Spirpgyra
lollipop: Vorticella                                           tickets: filamentous algae          soccer ball: Volvox
ice cream cone: Stentor

Activity 3.5:      
DOWN: 
1) mitochondria         5) binary fission            6) spasmoneme              10) Loxodes            11) colonial
12) consumer           13) protist                     14) Chlorella                      15) micron              16) sessile
17) cytoplasm           20) posterior                 22) Paramecium               26) anterior
ACROSS:
2) trichocyst               3) Golgi body                4) proboscis                    7) heterotroph           8) micronucleus
9) pellicle                   12) carnivore                18) Halteria                     19) Euplotes              21) conjugation
22) prokarayotic         23) Stentor                   24) autotroph                   25) flagella                27) chloroplast
28) zygote                  29) contractile              30) ribosomes
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Chapter 4
Activity 4.2:          
GREEK:      LATIN:
dinos: (whirling) dinoflagellate                luca: (light) Noctiluca   (“luca” is similar to “lux”)
deinos: (terrifying) dinosaur                     nocti: (night) Noctiluca
saur: (lizard) dinosaur                                      pustula: (blister) pusules  (We had to give poor Zeus another word!)
pyro: (fire) pyrenoid  (The reason for this name is unknown.)

Activity 4.3:          
1) all three    7) diatoms    13) diatoms
2) diatoms    8) diatoms, dinoflagellates  14) diatoms, dinoflagellates
3) all three    9) all three    15) all three
4) diatoms    10) diatoms, dinoflagellates  16) desmids
5) dinoflagellates   11) all three    17) dinoflagellates
6) desmids    12) all three    18) dinoflagellates

Chapter 5
Activity 5.1:          
GREEK:      LATIN:
amoibe: (change) ameba                                                   roto/roti (wheel) rotifer
gaster/gastro (stomach) gastrotrich                                   foramen (hole) foraminiferan
helios (sun) heliozoan
ostrakon (shell) ostracod
pseudes (false) pseudopod
podos (foot) pseudopod
pherein (to bear) rotifer and foraminiferan

Activity 5.2: 
1) a    2) c    3) d    4) d    5) c     6) a     7) b     8) b     9) d     10) c     11) d      12) c     13) b     14) b      15) e

Activity 5.3: 
1) Heliozoan because “helio” is Greek for “sun.”      
2) Ostracod because they are in class Crustacea, which also contains crabs and lobsters.
3) Shelled ameba because their shells look like helmets and protect the closest thing they have to a head-- a nucleus.
4) Gastrotrich because “gastro” is Greek for “stomach” or “gut.” 
5) Slime mold because lots of them swarm together to form a large “slug.”
6) Foraminiferan because lots of them are found in the limestone that was used to build the pyramids.
7) Rotifer because “roti” is Latin for “wheel.”
8) Ameba because they are amorphous and do look like blobs.
9) Radiolarians because billions of them are found in the ooze at the bottom of the ocean.

Activity 5.4: 
1) hermaphrodite              2) parthenogenesis               3) rotifer                    4) endosymbiont             5) spores
6) trick                               7) pseudopods                      8) crustaceans         9) silicon
Riddle #1: A test       Riddle #2: Father’s Day      Riddle #3:  Cytoskeletons       Riddle #4:  Their houses are made of glass.

Epilogue
Activity E.1:          
ACROSS:  1) flagella    4) cyst     5) Trypanosoma    7) diarrhea     10) parasite     11) saliva     13) mosquito
16) Apicomplexa     19) Tsetse     22) endosymbiont     23) boil
DOWN:   1) falciparum     2) Lyme     4) chronic     6) trepanning     9) intestine     12) coinfection     14) malaria
15) tissue     17) stool     18) gametes     20) herbs     21) tick

Activity E.2:  
1) N        2) W        3) V        4) P        5) J        6) O        7) F        8) T        9) S        10) L        11) Z        12) G
13) C     14) I         15) A      16) M      17) E     18) X       19) Q     20) B      21) K       22) D       23) H       24) Y
25) R      26) U
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CHAPTER 1

NOTE:  All of these activities are optional.  Choose the ones that are most appropriate for your student(s). 

ACTIVITY 1.1:     Make a Paramecium puzzle

 This activity is very flexible.  It can be art-intensive with a lot of drawing and coloring, or you can use a 
pre-printed picture that requires no coloring at all.  (A pre-printed design is available in the CONSUMABLE section at 
the back of this book.  You also have the option of going online and downloading an image.  In this book we are under 
copyright restrictions when it comes to providing images, but for you to download an image for personal use is fine.)  
 Ideally, your puzzle design should be glued to cardboard to make the pieces thick and durable, but if that is not 
an option you could just use heavy card stock. (If you are really ambitious and have the right equipment, you can make 
the puzzle out of wood and paint it with acrylic paints.)  You can cut the pieces as squiggly shapes or you can cut the 
picture into squares (which would actually be harder to put together). 
 If making the puzzle from scratch won’t work for you and you’d prefer using pre-cut blank puzzles, see the 
note at the bottom of the next page.

NOTE:  If you are working with older kids who like to do crafts but are a little too old for puzzles, you could suggest that 
they make the puzzle as a gift for a younger sibling, cousin, or neighbor.  Perhaps they could also write a little card to 
go with it, explaining what the picture is. Writing assignments that have a practical purpose are often met with more 
enthusiasm than regular “school writing assignments” are.
.    
You will need:
●  A copy of one of the following pattern pages printed onto heavy card stock 
●  Art supplies for coloring and/or painting the picture (Colored pencils would work well, especially if they are the “Berol 
Prismacolor” brand.)  
●  Cardboard:  Ideally mat board , the material they use for framing pictures, but you can substitute a cereal box or the 
cardboard back of an art tablet (which is thicker than cereal box cardboard)
●  A waterproof black marker if you will be drawing your own picture 
●  Scissors (possibly an X-acto craft knife if you are cutting mat board into square pieces)
●  White glue (or spray adhesive, especially if you have to print the design on regular paper which will wrinkle if white 
glue is applied to it)
●  A rolling pin and a piece of plastic wrap or foil to cover the puzzle while rolling
●  OPTIONAL:  A large paintbrush for applying white glue
●  OPTIONAL:  A sheet of sticky-back plastic laminate to put on the top to protect the image from dirt and water

STEP 1:  Choose whether you want to use the “designed-for-you” pattern or the “do-it-yourself pattern.”   Copy the 
pattern onto heavy card stock paper, if possible.  If only regular paper is available, so ahead and use it.  (TIP: If you 
use regular paper, you can avoid wrinkle issues when gluing it to the cardboard if you use spray adhesive instead of 
white glue.)
NOTE:  You also have the option of using a photographic image downloaded from the Internet.  This would be a good 
option if you have student(s) who don’t like to draw and color or you have very limited class time.  Just use Google 
image search and keywords “paramecium, micrograph.”

STEP 2:  Do all your drawing and coloring.  You can use a creative color scheme — you don’t have to be realistic.
OPTIONAL finishing touch:  Put a piece of sticky-back plastic laminate over the finished image to protect it.

STEP 3:  Glue your picture to a piece of cardboard.  Mat board is ideal if you want the pieces to be similar to a real 
puzzle.  (TIP: You can often get page-sized scraps for free at frame shops.  They discard “centers” that have been cut 
out of mats.)  However, you can also use the side of a cereal box or similar non-corrugated cardboard.  Corrugated 
cardboard is not recommended.  
 If you are using white glue, spread the glue on the cardboard and use a large brush, if possible, to spread 
it around very evenly.  (TIP: Small brushes will be useless.  You need a large one because you have to get the glue 
spread around very quickly before it starts to dry.)  Make sure there are no blobs or bare spots.  Lay the paramecium 
picture on the cardboard, covering it with a piece of foil or plastic wrap (something that will not stick).  Roll with a 
rolling pin for several minutes to prevent wrinkles.   If a rolling pin is not available, you could use a piece of PVC pipe, 
a wooden cylinder from a building block set, or any other smooth cylindrical object.  Even rubbing it with a flat ruler or 
with the palm of your hand would be better than nothing.
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Put glue on cardboard.          Spread glue evenly.               Put on picture.             Put a piece 
of plastic or foil on top                        and roll 
firmly for several minutes. 

If you are using spray adhesive, follow direction on can.  (Probably you’ll spray both sides lightly, let it sit a minute, 
then stick them together and press firmly.  Do not breathe the vapor from the spray adhesive!

STEP 4:  Allow the puzzle for dry for at least 10-15 minutes (longer if possible), then use scissors to cut the puzzle into 
pieces.  If you make about a dozen pieces the puzzle will be easy to reassemble.  Making about 15-18 pieces will be 
medium difficulty and 20-25 pieces will be challenging.  

ANOTHER OPTION:  You can purchase blank puzzles on Amazon.com.  
They come in bulk packages of 12 or 24 puzzles. The cost per puzzle 
ranges from 50 cents to one dollar (USD). There is a range of difficulty, 
from 12 to 64 pieces.  The 28-piece puzzle is shown here. 
(You can find other purchasing options [other than Amazon] by using 
Google search or a similar search engine.)

For this option, you would want to draw your own picture using acrylic 
paints or permanent markers.  Don’t try to glue paper to it.

TIP:  If you have really good colored pencils (such as Berol Prismacolor) you can lay down a background “wash” of 
watercolor paint, then apply the pencils after the paint is dry.  High quality colored pencils are fairly opaque and even light 
colors will cover over the paint.  This technique was used on the samples in the center and on the right.

Making the pieces square or rectangular (as in center) will make the puzzle slightly more difficult to put together.
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This is a “dot-it-yourself” pattern with just a few guidelines to get you started.



ACTIVITY 1.2:     Make a Paramecium pillow
 
 This is not necessarily a “girl” activity.  The middle school boys in my class were just as enthusiastic about 
making a pillow as the girls were!
 SUGGESTION:  If you are working with a group, you might want to consider having a few “designated sewers” 
(even some adult help pulled in for the day) who can stitch quickly and efficiently.   If you are taking more than one day 
to do the project, you could send them home with an adult sewer so that in the following session the students would 
only need to stuff them and stitch them shut by hand.

 NOTE ABOUT SIZE OF PILLOW:  If you would like to make a pillow that is larger that the pattern pro-
vided here, this is very easy to do.  Simply print this pattern, then cut it into three pieces and enlarge each 
piece (by the same percentage) using a photocopier or scanner.  If you are using trim, measure around the 
outside of your new, larger pattern to find the length of the fringe.  (HINT: Using the furry fabric is easier.) 

You will need:
●  A copy of each pattern page (on regular paper)
●  Sharp sewing scissors (for cutting fabric)
●  Pins
●  Sewing machine, if possible (threaded with white thread)
●  Two pieces of white cotton fabric (or cotton/poly blend) each measuring about 11” x 17”  (30 x 45 cm)
 NOTE:  Do not use stretchy fabric.  If you can find specialty fabric that looks shaggy (like cilia) you could make 
the reverse side of the pillow hairy — the real texture of a paramecium’s exterior. 
●  White fringe trim for cilia around edge (unless you are using specially fur on the back)  40”  (100 cm)
●  Fabric markers
●  Iron, if needed for the fabric markers (read the instructions on the marker box)
●  Polyfill (stuffing) for pillow
●  Needle and thread for hand stitching the pillow shut after filling it

STEP 1:  Cut out pattern pieces and tape them together.

STEP 2:  Pin pattern to fabric and cut out paramecium pieces.  (NOTE:  If you are using fabric that has right/wrong 
sides, make sure your pieces are cut appropriately so that you have the right sides facing out.)  

STEP 3:  Use fabric markers to draw the cell parts.  You can do this freehand, or you can 
place the pattern under the fabric and trace over the parts.  If you have trouble seeing 
the pattern through the fabric, you could place them on a window so light comes through.  
The cell parts don’t have to look exactly like the pattern, so don’t be overly concerned 
about getting things “exact.”  The color of the parts is up to the artist, as in real parame-
cia the parts aren’t colored at all.  This is a piece of art so the artists are free to express 
themselves as long as the parts remain identifiable. If your markers require ironing, do 
this before proceeding to the next step.
 If you want to label the cell parts (not necessary but nice to do if you want some-
thing to help you remember what all those things are) use a fine point black permanent 
marker.  Sharpie No-Bleeds work very well for tiny letters.  Fine point Sharpies work well 
for medium-sized lettering.  Don’t use the standard size Sharpie — the tip is too large. 

STEP 4:  If you are using two pieces of flat fabric (no furry texture on the 
back piece) then you will be adding the fringe trim around the edge to 
represent cilia.  Pin the fringe to the inside of one of the pieces of fabric 
so that the fringe is on the inside of the seam.  You can tack it down with 
masking tape if you have trouble making it stay in place.  Make sure the 
seam of the fringe goes all the way to the edge.  Use a basting stitch and 
sew around the edge to secure the fringe to the fabric, then remove tape. 

STEP 5:  Place the two sides together (right sides together, wrong sides 
facing out) and pin in place.  Carefully stitch a seam around the edge.  
The dashed line on the pattern shows approximately where the seam 
should be sewn.  Leave a gap somewhere along the seam.  This gap will 
be the hole through which you stuff the pillow in step 6.

STEP 4:  You can use masking tape to help secure the 
fringe.  You will also need to pin it around the edges.  
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STEP 6:  Turn the pillow right side out.  Use “polyfill” or your choice of stuffing to stuff the pillow.  TIP:  Don’t over-stuff 
it.  It will look better if you let the pillow be slightly flat, not totally round.

STEP 7:  Use needle and thread to hand stitch the gap through which you stuffed the pillow.

A pillow with two flat sides should have             A pillow with a flat side and a furry side
fringe around the edges.              doesn’t need fringe.  

Remind students that the furry side represents 
the real texture of a paramecium, as seen in 
SEM images.  The painted side represents 
what we see in TEM images and in compound 
(light) microscopes.  Both are true, but unfor-
tunately,  it is impossible to see both at the 
same time.
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PARAMECIUM PILLOW PATTERN -- bottom
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PARAMECIUM PILLOW PATTERN -- top
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ACTIVITY 1.3:     DUCKWEED WORD ROOTS   (Fun with Greek and Latin)

 In the introduction the students saw a duckweed leaf.  Duckweed leaves float on the water with their roots 
dangling below them.  It is an unusual plants, with the roots attached to the back of the leaf.  Going with the theme of 
roots on the back of leaves, here is a game where we have not actual roots, but “word roots” on the back of leaves.  
The Greek and Latin word roots will be printed onto the backs of paper duckweed leaves.

You will need:
●  A copy of each pattern page printed onto green card stock (or green paper if card stock is not available)
●  Scissors

Set up:
 Cut the cards apart on the lines, as rectangles.  To make them oval like duckweed leaves, stack several cards 
(to make cutting faster) and round the corners so that the cards look more like ovals.  You will end up with a bunch of 
green paper duckweed leaves with a word printed onto the back of each one.  Now you are ready to play.

How to play:
 Use standard “Memory Match” rules.  Take turns turning over two cards.  If they match, you  keep the pair.  If 
not, you turn them over again.  It is up to you whether to allow players who get a match to take another turn.  If one 
player ends up getting three or four matches in a row, it can be demoralizing for some players.  Choose the rules that 
best suit your players.

TIPS:  
1) If there seem to be too many cards, just choose a limited number of sets.  
2) If it would help your students, feel free to make the English words one color and the Greek words another color. 
(If you have two shades of green, that is ideal.  Copy centers usually have several shades of green.)
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    MIKROS    MAKROS     MULTUS

       UNI      ANTE      POST

   VACUUS      MILLE       CILIA

    PROTO         EX      ENDO

    FISSUS      SOMA       CON

      ORA     SKOPOS     TRICHO

     ZOION     KYTOS    NUCULA



     SMALL      LARGE      MANY

       ONE    BEFORE     AFTER

    EMPTY      1,000       HAIR

     FIRST        OUT      INSIDE

      SPLIT      BODY       WITH

    MOUTH   TO WATCH       HAIR

    ANIMAL   CONTAINER        NUT



ACTIVITY 1.4:     Begin your microlife mural

 This activity can be used as a review option, after completing all of the chapters.  Or, you can work on it a little 
at a time, making a batch of the critters that were discussed in each chapter.    

You have several size options:
Option (1)  Make a mini-mural that is only two (or three) pages large.  Each student will make their own. 
Option (2)  Make a small mural using some sheets of poster board as a background.
Option (3)  Make a temporary mural by sticking pictures to a wall.  Your mural can be as large as your wall.

For option (1) you will need:
●  Two pieces of paper (or card stock) for each student. One of them will have the small boat pattern copied onto it.  
●  Clear tape (the thin kind is fine)
●  Pencils, pens, or colored pencils for drawing the microlife

For option (2) you will need:
●  4-6 sheets of poster board (or more) depending on how large you want your mural to be
●  Clear tape (wide for putting posterboards together, and thin for smaller chores)
●  Paper and art supplies for making the creatures  (including a black marker)
●  A copy of each large boat pattern page (following)

For option (3) you will need:
●  Enlarged copies of the large boat pattern pages  (Cut the pages in half and enlarge each of the four sections on a 
copier (or scan them and enlarge them digitally on your computer).  Then assemble the 4 copies with clear tape.  You 
can choose how large you want the creatures to be by controlling the size of the boat.  Just remember that the length 
of the boat represents the size of the larger creatures.   If you are filling a wall, the largest creatures could be several 
feet (half a meter) long, no problem.) 
●  Paper and art supplies for making the creatures  (You could even use fabric or felt if you wanted a “collage” look.)
●  Something to adhere the creatures to the wall, such as poster putty, masking tape, etc.

Directions for option (1):
 Put your two pages side by side and tape along the seam on the back.  (You don’t want tape on the front.)  
Add a third page if you think you’ll need more space to draw.  Use a pencil to sketch in your creatures.  Don’t forget to 
use the boat to measure!  The playing cards at the end of each chapter are a convenient source to draw from, espe-
cially since they also give the size.  You could also find info on the Internet.  See page 140 for a sample of student 
work.  (The sample is actually three pages taped together.)

Directions for option (2):
 Tape the sheets of posterboard together on the back.  If you 
will be drawing right on the posterboard, make the shiny side the back 
side.  The less shiny side will be easier to draw on.  If you will be tap-
ing or gluing your creatures on, then it does not matter as much which 
side you use as the front side. 
 Glue the picture of the boat to the top of your mural.  (Use a 
black marker to extend the waves to the edges.) Also use your black 
marker to connect the middle of the boat and add the “500” mark.
 Decide whether you will be drawing right on the poster or 
whether you will make the creatures individually, collecting them as 
you go along and then assembling all of them after the last chapter.  
The benefit of waiting until the end to assemble the mural is that you 
will then be able to plan how to arrange them before sticking them on.

Directions for option (3):
 You are kind of on your own for this one.  You will have to 
choose materials that are suitable for your students and your location. 
Try to get a class picture of your students with their mural. 

Wall mural done by students in Pennsylvania, 
fall 2015. (Paper drawings taped to blue sheet.)
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CHAPTER 2

NOTE:  All of these activities are optional.  Choose the ones that are most appropriate for your student(s). 

ACTIVITY 2.1:     Ciliate card games
  
You will need:
●  Two copies of each of the following pattern pages printed on heavy card stock (so that the pictures do not show 
through on the back)  NOTE: If you don’t have card stock, but you do have colored paper, the colored paper might also 
prevent the pictures from showing through on the back.  
●  Scissors

 These cards can be used to play a number of different games.  You can choose which ideas suit your students 
best.  You can also make up some games of your own!  (And make sure to hang on to these cards, as you will be us-
ing them again in other chapters.)

IDEA #1:  Standard “memory” game

 Most people have played this game in many different forms.  The downside is that it is very familiar.  The 
upside is that it is very familiar.  Everyone probably knows the format already.  You don’t have to spend time teaching 
everyone how to play.  
 Just take the two sets of cards and lay them out face down.  (You can choose to play with less than all 18 of 
them.  Select as many as your students can handle.)  Line them up in a grid.  Then take turns choosing two cards. If 
they match, you keep them.  If not, you return them.  The player with the most matches wins.  It is up to you if you want 
to allow a player who finds a match to take another bonus turn. (If you want to try to prevent one player from “hogging” 
all the matches, don’t use bonus turns.)
 Extra idea:  Separate the cards into the two sets.  Lay out each set so the cards form the shape of a water 
drop.  (Just do the best you can.)  Then you choose a card from each droplet and see if they match.

IDEA #2:  “Guess who?” 

 This idea is very straightforward and is also a common format that the players have probably played else-
where.  It is a variation on “20 Questions.”  One player will be the guesser and one will give the “Yes” or “No” answers.  
The purpose of the game is to review general information about the ciliates. 
 Lay all 18 cards out on the table, face up, so you can see all of them.  The player who is gong to give the an-
swers secretly chooses one of the ciliates.  The the guesser starts asking questions that can be answered with “Yes” or 
“No.”  
 Examples of questions the guesser might ask:
“Is your ciliate larger than 500 microns?”              
“Is your ciliate cup or cone shaped?”
“Does your ciliate have any very long cilia?”         
“Is your cilia pear-shaped?”
“Does your ciliate have stripes of cilia running lengthwise on its body?”
“Does your ciliate have more than one contractile vacuole?”

 The guesser gets ONE shot at guessing.  If he is wrong, he “loses” and has to take another turn as the guess-
er.  If he is right, they switch places and the other player becomes the guesser.
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IDEA #3:  “Bigger is Better” 

 This idea is also very simple, but is usually well-received nonetheless.  The purpose of this game is to notice 
relative sizes.
 The cards are divided evenly between two players (9 cards each).  Keep the half-decks face down.  Each play-
er turns over his top card.  The smaller of the two ciliates is “out” and is removed from the game.  The player with the 
larger ciliate puts his card onto the bottom of his pile. Then they both draw cards again.  The stack of cards that are out 
of the game will grow with each turn.  Eventually, one  player will run out of cards. The player that still has cards wins 
that round.
 NOTE:  Whenever a range of size is given, use the larger number.  For example, Coleps is 50 to 80 microns; 
use 80.  So of Coleps (50- 80) comes up against Colpidium (50- 70), Coleps wins.

IDEA #4:  “Don’t Get Nibbled by Coleps!” 

 This game will work with any number of players.
 Lay all 18 cards out on the table, face down.  Make sure they were well shuffled and no one knows the posi-
tion of any of the cards.  Players will take turns picking up cards, one by one.  The object of the game is to NOT pick 
up Coleps.  Coleps is a voracious eater.  See those fang-things?  Yes, Coleps will rip into anything and try to eat it.  
Yikes!  Your finger could be in danger!  Turn over a card and hope it’s not Coleps.  The player to turn over Coleps loses 
that round.  Play multiple rounds.
 OTHER OPTIONS:  You could choose any of the cards to be “it.”  You could also make the scenario that you 
were looking for a lucky ciliate (Lucky Loxy?), and the player who happens to turn it over wins instead of loses.  

IDEA #5:  Silly ciliates

 Have each student choose a card.  Ask them to draw their ciliate as a funny cartoon character. They may take 
liberties such as making some cilia longer to look like they might be arms or hands, or adding eyes or mouths so they 
can see and talk.  If you have enough time, make two ciliates (same species or different) talking or interacting with 
each other and add a caption.  
 If you need ideas, you can search Google for “cartoon protozoa.”  
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Paramecium 
(species caudatum)

Didinium
(di-DIN-ee-um)

Dileptus
(di-LEP-tus)

Spirostomum
(SPY-ro-STO-mum)

Loxodes
(locks-O-dees)

Stentor
(STEN-tor)

Vorticella
(vort-i-SELL-uh)

Epistylis
(eh-PIST-ul-is)

Euplotes
(yu-PLO-tees)

Size: 100-200 microns
Loves to eat paramecia.
Its cilia are arranged in two rows.

Size: 150-200 microns
One of the most common ciliates.  
Has two very large contractile vacuoles.

Size: 200-400 microns
Smacks its prey with its proboscis. 
Has a “mouth” and a “tail.”

Size: about 1000 microns (1 millimeter)
Can contract its body to 1/4 normal size in   
6 milliseconds — the fastest cellular 
contraction in the world.

Size:  700 microns
Known for its ability to sense “up” and 
“down” using a structure similar to our inner 
ears.  It also has a “beak.”

Size: 1000-2000 microns (1-2 mm)
Though very large, it generally eats small 
things.  The rim of cilia at the top create a 
current that brings in particles.

Size: 50-150 microns
Can contract its stalk very quickly, making 
it look like a spring.  They can attach to a 
surface or fl oat freely.

Size: individuals are 50-150 microns
Colonies can be up to 5 millimeters.
Though they look similar to Vorticella, they 
cannot contract like Vorticella can.

Size: 80-100 microns
Often looks like it is walking or crawling 
across a surface.   
Also known for being a picky eater.

(di-LEP-tus)

Spirostomum
(SPY-ro-STO-mum)



Paramecium 
(species bursaria)

Colpidium
(cole-PID-ee-um)

Bursaria 
(bur-SARE-ee-uh)

Tetrahymena
(TET-ra-HI-men-uh)

Halteria
(hall-TEER-ee-uh)

Blepharisma
(BLEF-ar-IZ-mah)

Coleps
(COLE-eps)

Stylonychia
(STY-lon-NICK-ee-ah)

Podophyra
(PODE-oh-FIE-rah)

Size: 10-30 microns
“Stands” on a stalk, and has sucking 
tentacles that it can push into prey and 
use like a drinking straw.

Size: 50-80 microns
Barrel-shaped, covered with hard plates.  
Is a scavenger, and will aggressively eat 
almost anything.

Size: 150 microns
Can be identified by the three long cilia 
protruding from the back end.
Feeds on bacteria and algae.

Size: 40-60 microns
One of the most commonly used ciliates in 
science labs.  Many major discoveries about 
cell biology were made using tetrahymena.

Size: 25-50 microns
Can be identified by the bundles of three 
cilia at various points on the body.  Is able 
to jump forward very quickly.

Size: 100-200 microns 
Known for its symbiotic relationship with 
algae.  Green algae live inside P. bursaria.

Size: 50-70 microns
Feeds on bacteria
Swims in slow, spiral motion.

Size: 500-800 microns
Don’t confuse it with Paramecium bursaria.
Has a large funnel-shaped “mouth” and will 
eat large things such as paramecia. 

Size: 150-200 microns
Has a pink or red color.  Is light-sensitive.
Eats bacteria and algae. 



ACTIVITY 2.2:     Make a Vorticella “pencil topper”
  
You will need:
●  A copy of the following pattern page copied onto regular paper (card stock will 
be too heavy)
●  Scissors 
●  White glue (glue sticks probably will not be sticky enough)
●  A white chenille stem 
●  Clear tape
●  A pencil (to be part of the craft)

STEP 1:  Copy the pattern on to regular white paper.  (Card stock will be too 
heavy.)  If you are using the black and white pattern, finish drawing the design.  
Add a nucleus, a contractile vacuole, and many digestive vacuoles.  You can add 
color if you wish. If you have only a hard copy of this book and you need a 
digital pattern to print, go to www.ellenjmchenry.com and click on FREE 
DOWNLOADS, then ANIMALS, then MICROBIOLOGY.

STEP 2:  Cut out the two Vorticella body parts.  

TIP:  An easy way to cut around all those triangles is 
to cut a larger circle first, cutting along the tips of the 
triangles.  Then just make snips into the triangles.    

STEP 3:  Put a small amount of white glue on the 
side tab, and press and hold in place for 10 to 15 
seconds.

TIP:  Don’t use too much glue!  A few tiny dots 
spread out over the area will be adequate.  You 
know you are using too much glue if it seeps out 
when you press your seam together.  White glue is 
very strong and using too much will give you a big 
soggy mess.

STEP 4:  Fold all the triangles back.  Put tiny dabs of glue on the outsides of each 
of the triangle flaps.  Insert the top so that the mouth on the top approximately 
matches up with the gullet on the side.  To press the tabs in place, insert your 
index and middle fingers into the cone from the bottom.  Use your free hand to 
manipulate the top piece, pressing it down as needed.  Press and hold the trian-
gles until they stick in place.  

TIP:  White glue “grabs” very quickly and it usually only takes till the count of ten to have a tab stuck in place.  If your 
glue is taking longer than this, consider trying a different bottle.  If the glue feels slightly runny, it’s bad glue. Glue 
can go bad if it freezes and thaws or if it sits too long.  Make sure you don’t use “school glue” as it won’t grab quickly.  
When I started this project, I was using a bottle of Elmers Extra Strength white glue, which should have been excellent.  
However, it just was not holding.  I switched to a different bottle of the same thing and the second bottle was fine.  I’ll 
never know what was wrong with that first bottle.  Should have been fine, but wasn’t.  So if your glue is having issues, 
try a newer bottle of glue, or a different brand.
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STEP 5:  Glue two opposite bottom tabs.  Then fold over a third and glue that in place.  Let it dry for a few minutes.  
(While waiting for it to dry, you might want to start snipping the “fringe” at the top?  See step 7.)

STEP 6:  Poke a hole in the bottom (carefully use something sharp, like a nail), straight through those three glued 
tabs.  (If they are still a little damp, you can blow a hair dryer on them for half a minute.)  Stick the end of the chenille 
stem up through the hole.  Bend the chenille stem to follow the contour of the inside of the cup, then tape it in place.  
Be sure to make this interior section of chenille stem long enough.  You can even run it up the side of the cup.  After 
the chenille is firmly taped to the inside, you can close up the last tab.  It might be a little tricky, but you can stick some-
thing like a pencil point or scissor tip into the little gap in the paper, and use it to press from the inside.

STEP 7:  Snip the cilia fringe along the top.  When finished snipping, fold them outward slightly.   Then wrap the 
bottom of the chenille stem around the top of a pencil, and secure in place with clear tape.  (NOTE:  I found that the 
chenille stem holds the weight of the paper cup better when it is not coiled. If your vorticella gets “floppy,” try uncoiling 
the chenille stem a bit, and/or sliding it down further onto the pencil.)

ACTIVITY 2.3:     Work on your mural if you are doing it 
                          one chapter at a time

 If you are waiting until the end to do the mural, just ignore this suggestion.  
If you are working on it chapter by chapter, now is the time to add all the ciliates.  
This sample shows how a mini-mural (two regular-sized pages taped together)
might look at this point, with all the ciliates drawn in.  You can add more than one 
of each if you think you will have space.  Definitely draw groups of smaller ones, 
like Colpidium and Halteria.  They are so small you might not see them!
 If you are making a large mural, draw and cut out your ciliates.  Tape them 
on if you are assembling them now, or store them away till the end of the unit. 
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  VORTICELLA  “PENCIL TOPPER”
TIP: Insert your fi rst two fi ngers so 
that they can press on the inside while 
your thumb presses on the outside.1) Glue side tab.                         2) Snip triangles.                             3) Glue top below white area.

4) Glue two tabs.                5) Glue a third tab.    

6) Insert chenille stem,          
bend and tape to inside.       7) Glue fourth tab.

8) Snip fringe.                9) Attach to pencil. 



CHAPTER 3

ACTIVITY 3.1:     Volvox Volleyball!
 As promised, you, too, can play Volvox Volleyball.  First you will need to assemble the ball.  (Or, if you don’t 
want the bother of assembling a paper ball, use a balloon, beach ball, or soft indoor ball.)
  
You will need:
●  A copy of each pattern page, printed onto heavy card stock (as heavy as you can get)  
    NOTE:  If you have only a hard copy of this book and need a digital version of the pattern page in order to print, go 
to www.ellenjmchenry.com, click on FREE DOWNLOADS, then on ANIMALS, then scroll down to MICROBIOLOGY.
●  Scissors
●  White glue (regular “adult” kind, not “school glue”)  
●  Optional: some thin string, green if possible (embroidery floss works well) and a large needle
●  Optional:  polyester “fluff” (the kind you put into pillows and stuffed animals) to help preserve the shape of your ball 
as you are tossing it around

HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE BALL:

NOTE:  For a short video demonstrating how to do this assembly, go to YouTube.com/TheBasementWorkshop, click 
on the Protozoa playlist, and the video will be listed as a chapter 3 video.

STEP 1:  Cut around all outside edges, which are the solid lines.  Make sure you follow those solid lines as they go 
into the green area.  Snip all the way on each solid line.  The dotted lines will be the fold lines.
 
STEP 2:  If at all possible, take the time to score each dotted line.  Use a ruler and a semi-sharp edge such as a com-
pass point, one blade of a scissor, or a dead ballpoint pen.  Scoring leaves an indent (shallow scratch) in the paper 
but does not cut it.  If you don’t score, the folds will be very difficult to get crisp enough.  Crisp folds will make it much 
easier to glue. The extra time you spend scoring will be saved when you do the folding.  Folding without scoring will 
take as much time as scoring.

STEP 3:  Fold on dotted lines, including all flaps.  

STEP 4:  Glue all three pieces together by matching the X, Y and Z letters.  Put the X’s that are on the green area right 
on top of the X’s that are on the glue flaps.  Same with Y’s and Z’s.  After doing the Z’s, you should have a tube shape.

STEP 5:  Begin tucking the white flaps under and gluing them.  Choose the obvious ones first, and as you work the 
others will become obvious, too.  The ball will gradually begin to take shape.  It will get more difficult towards the end 
as it becomes harder to get your fingers inside to press from the back.  Sometimes you can gently insert a scissor tip 
or a pencil tip inside and use that tip to press against.  (Patience is the key to success.)

STEP 6:  If you want to add some polyester stuffing, do so before you close up your last flap.  

STEP 7:  Glue down the last square flap.

OPTIONAL STEP 8:  If you want to put flagella on your cells, use a large 
embroidery needle and some green embroidery floss or some thin string.  
Poke the needle through each “corner” then tie the floss or string so that 
you have two ends hanging off.  Trim the flagella to the desired length.  
(Don’t try to do those smaller cells in the middle.  Just do the big ones that 
stick out on the corners.)
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HOW TO PLAY:

OPTION 1:  NON-COMPETITIVE  (using the non-competitive questions)

 The ball can be passed or tossed around in a circle, similar to the game “Hot Potato” where a “stop” signal is 
given at random intervals (sometimes using music), and whoever has the ball during a “stop” must answer a question.  
This format is really nice with the non-competitive questions and is particularly appropriate for ages 12-14.  Most kids 
in this age group love games like this, especially with silly questions.  These questions, while amusing, also provide 
real review.  While thinking about these questions, players will review the different types of protists they have learned 
about so far.  There are so many new names to learn, and this is a non-threatening way to review.

OPTION 2:  COMPETITIVE  (more like real volleyball)

 The rules of play for this format will mostly be determined by you and your situation.  Factors to consider are 
the number of players per team, the size of the room, the condition of the floor, what you want to use as a net (or if 
you want a net at all), how physical the players are (gentle versus rough), and if you prefer the players to be standing, 
seated, or on their knees.  Perhaps the best choice for you is to make the playing area very small and have all the 
players stay seated.  Or maybe this is a great opportunity to get them up and moving and you want to encourage as 
much body movement as possible.  It’s up to you.  
 TIP: If you have active players and a large area and will be tossing the ball a distance, you might want to have 
an extra on hand, as well as a substitute ball (a balloon or soft indoor ball) in case the volvox ball becomes unusable.

 The general format is to toss the ball back and forth until it is dropped, or goes out of bounds if you have set 
up boundary lines.  The team that missed the ball and let it drop must allow the other team to have a chance to earn 
some points.  The team that didn’t miss the ball is read a question from the competitive question list.  You can decide 
whether to require the players to take turns answering, or whether they can answer as a group.  Often what works best 
is to require that they take turns answering, but allow that player to ask advice from others on the team if they need 
to. If the question is answered correctly, that team gets 2 points.  If they don’t answer correctly, the other team then 
gets a chance to answer it, but if they get it right they only get 1 point. (Allowing the other team to answer if it is missed 
is a good way to help their attention not to wander while the question is being asked.  In my experience, both teams 
stay focused on content much better if this “second try” rule is in play.)  If both teams miss, no one gets any points.  In 
any case, the team that didn’t miss gets to keep serving.  The first team to earn 15 points wins.  (You could make it 10 
points, or 20 points, to adjust the length of a game.  Feel free to tweak other rules of play for your situation and your 
players.)  If you run out of questions, start back at the beginning, or use questions that were missed by both teams.

OPTION 3:  NO SPACE (OR NO PLAYERS) TO PLAY BALL

 If you don’t want to play ball, you can still use the questions to review.  You can use the questions any way 
you want to.  With older kids you could even make the competitive questions into a quiz, either for individuals or for the 
group as a whole.  Perhaps every right answer could earn points towards an edible prize?
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NON-COMPETITIVE QUESTIONS:

1)  Spirostomum can shrink to one tenth of its size in a fraction of a second. Think of a time when you wish 
you could have done this (shrink down quickly).

2)  If you were required to change your last name (your surname) and your only options were these, which 
would you choose?    VORTICELLA, LOXODES, COLPIDIUM, EUGLENA

3)  If you had a rock and roll band and had to name it after a protist, which one would you choose?  (You 
don’t have to worry that the name is already taken.  You are free to choose any protist name you want to.)

4)  If you could magically increase the size of protozoa so that they could be the size of a dog or cat or may-
be a guinea pig, which one would you keep as a pet?

5)  If you were part of a Volvox community, would you prefer a small community of 50 individuals, or a very 
large one with over 10,000 members?

6)  If you were a protist, would you be a predator (eating other protists) or a producer (making your own food 
from sunlight)?  Why?

7)  If you were shipwrecked on an island for several weeks and the only food available was seaweed, would 
you eat it?  If you had a cooking pot and were able to start a fire, would you try to cook it?  

8)  If you worked for a toy company and were asked to design a stuffed animal protozoa, which species of 
protozoa would you choose?

9)  Protists can use binary fission to make a copy of themselves.  Name a time when you wish there had 
been two of you.

10)  Here’s the deal: you HAVE to eat Chlorella.  Your choices are: 1) as a hot soup,  2) dried and pressed 
into a bar (like a snack bar),  or 3) as a green smoothie drink.   Which will you choose?

11)  If you were in a science spelling bee, which of these words would you hope not to get:
trichocyst, proboscis, sessile or chlorophyll?  If you think you would be able to spell all of them, choose one 
to spell out loud.

12) If you were an algae, what color would you be?     1) green    2) yellow-brown   3) red    4) brown

13) If you had to turn into a protist, which habitat would you choose to live in?  
 1) the open ocean       2) a quiet pond         3) s small stream        4) a kelp forest

14) If you were a protist stuck in a jar in a lab, what would you want to say to the scientists?

15)  Who are you secretly routing for, Jupiter or Zeus?  Any reason in particular?

16)  Imagine that you are going to a science costume party and must come dressed as a protist.  Which one 
would you choose to be?

17)  If you were a protist and had to lose a body part due to injury, which one would you choose?
  1) eyespot      2) chloroplast       3) flagella       4) trichocysts

18)  If you could swim around using either cilia or a flagellum, which would you choose?  

19)  Imagine that your skin is covered in nematocysts, like the Paramecium.  Describe a situation in which 
you would fire your tiny harpoons.  (Remember, you can only fire once and then it would take a few days to 
grow them back again, so don’t count on a second round!)

20)  Carnivores eat meat, herbivores eat plants, insectivore eat insects.   Think of a name for an imaginary 
creature that eats nothing but plastic.   What about a creature that used gasoline, like a car?
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COMPETITIVE QUESTIONS:       (The correct answer has an asterisk after it.)

1) Which one of these is a carnivore?    DIDINIUM*     SPIROSTOMUM     CHLORELLA    EUGLENA

2) All of these are primary producers except one.  Which one is NOT a primary producer?
 VOLVOX      PARAMECIUM*      CHLAMYDOMONAS      EUGLENA   

3) What year was Volvox first seen by a human eye?     1700*       1800     1900      2000

4) What part of our body is a Stentor’s peduncle most like?    HAND     HEAD     STOMACH   FOOT*

5) What part of our body is a Vorticella’s spasmoneme most like?    STOMACH    MUSCLE*    KIDNEY

6) What part of our body is a Paramecium’s contractile vacuole most like?   STOMACH  KIDNEY*   HEART

7) Which of these protists can create a whirlpool?   STENTOR*    PARAMECIUM    VOLVOX

8) Which of these protists might remind you of a plesiosaurus?  PARAMECIUM  DIDINIUM  DILEPTUS*

Which one of these cells parts is not considered to be an organelle?   
9)  NUCLEUS         GOLGI BODY        CILIA*         CONTRACTILE VACUOLE

10) One of these organelles in found not only in protists, but in all human cells, as well.  Which one?
 MICRONUCLEUS     GOLGI BODY*     CONTRACTILE VACUOLE      FOOD VACUOLE 

11) Which protist has trichocyst “harpoons” that it can fire when it feels threatened?
     PARAMECIUM*      STENTOR       VORTICELLA        LOXODES

12) Which of these protists is shaped a bit like a tree?   SPIROGYRA    EPISTYLIS*     VORTICELLA

13) Which of these protists is the most nutritious for humans?  EUGLENA*   PARAMECIUM   VOLVOX

14) Which of these protists would you be most likely to find growing on a wet outdoor brick wall?
 CHLORELLA*      SPIROSTOMUM      KELP       SPIROGYRA

15) Which of these protists has daughter colonies?   VORTICELLA    ZYGNEMA      VOLVOX*

16) Which of these protists does NOT have any flagella?   LOXODES*     VOLVOX      EUGLENA   

17) Which of these protists has a proboscis?   PARAMECIUM    DILEPTUS*      STENTOR
      (Hint: A proboscis is a long nose-like structure.)

18) Which of these CAN’T do photosynthesis?   EUGLENA    CYANOBACTERIA    SPIROSTOMUM*

19) Which of these body parts is most like a protist’s pellicle?    SKIN*    HEAD    FOOT     KIDNEY

20) Which one of these is NOT a protist?   KELP    DUCKWEED*     SPIROGYRA     SARGASSUM
 
21) Which one of these is the largest?     CHLORELLA     HALTERIA      LOXODES*

22) Which of these protists was proposed as a solution to world hunger after World War II?
 KELP      CHLORELLA *     VOLVOX

23) Which one of these is NOT a method of reproduction in protists?    
 FRAGMENTATION      BINARY FISSION      CONJUGATION      DIFFUSION*

24) Which of these protists is never colonial?   VOLVOX     SPIROGYRA      PARAMECIUM*    ZYGNEMA

25) Which of these protists has a simple “eye spot”?   LOXODES    EUGLENA*   PARAMECIUM
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ACTIVITY 3.2:     Work on microlife mini-mural (or mural)

   Draw some of the protists you learned about in this chapter.  Make sure you know how large they are (how 
many microns) and use the measurement lines on the boat to make sure your drawings are to scale. If you are run-
ning out of space, just add another piece of paper.

ACTIVITY 3.3:     Eat some algae

  Seriously!  We’ve done a lot of talking about eating algae, why not go ahead and try it?  All types of algae 
are super nutritious. One teaspoon of chlorella is like eating several helpings of green vegetables. Chlorella is easily 
found in any natural foods store, and usually comes as a green powder.  The Internet can provide you with recipes for 
smoothies (mixing it with fruits and veggies).  Some people like to mix it with honey and tahini to make a sauce that 
can be used like salad dressing.  You can mix it with pesto (a very compatible flavor) or with a casserole that contains 
lots of greens like spinach and kale.  The flavor is best categorized as “savory.”
 Spirulina is another type of algae that is very popular as a food supplement.  It has a less intense flavor than 
chlorella, so it might blend in with the flavors of other foods more easily.
 Websites that give advice on purchasing algae supplements will recommend that you make sure your algae 
has been processed in such a way that the cell wall has been broken.  Our bodies can’t digest that think cell wall that 
surrounds plant and algae cells.  (Only bacteria can digest it.)  If you were to eat raw algae you would not get nearly 
the nutritional benefit that you would from eating these processed supplements.
 Euglena is much harder to find.  Japan is one of the only places that produces euglena products.  Amazon 
does carry some euglena supplements but they are much more expensive than chlorella or spirulina.
 For people who want the health benefits of algae without the green smoothies, the green powder also comes 
in little capsules you can swallow like a vitamin pill.  Just in case you were wondering.  

 If you’d like to stay with a more traditional algae, buy a food product made with seaweed.  Stores that 
sell Asian foods will likely have quite a selection of seaweed noodles, crackers, and dried soups.  Those thin 
green wrappers around sushi (nori) are made of seaweed.  
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CHAPTER 4

ACTIVITY 4.1:     Look at some diatom art

 Log on to the Internet and choose a search engine such as Google.  Set it on “images” and type in “diatom 
art.”  Then be amazed by the stunning array of color, beauty, geometry, and human creativity.  Decades ago, people 
had already fallen in love with diatoms, and had found ways to preserve them, arrange them, photograph them, and 
turn them into fine art.  Now, in the age of digital art, images of diatoms are even more amazing.
 Since diatoms are made of glass, they can reflect light in interesting ways, acting like a prism to create colors.  
Experts in microscopy are able to control the colors and directions of the light in order to get the most stunning imag-
es.  People who do fabric arts have also used diatoms for inspiration and there are plenty of examples of embroidered 
diatoms, woven diatoms, crocheted diatoms, and quilted diatoms.  You will also see diatom jewelry, diatom paintings, 
diatom pottery, diatom sculptures made wood and metal, and, of course, glass diatoms.

ACTIVITY 4.2:     Diatom boxes  (some diatom art of your own!)
  
 This activity has been printed as a one-page activity that you can hand to students to do on their own. These 
pages contain the actual patterns you cut out, as well as the instruction.  Just copy the pages and provide colored 
pencils, scissors and glue.  The pattern provided is based on a picture of a real diatom, so it is scientifically accurate. 
Triangular diatoms tend to be found in salty water, not fresh, but the shape and design were ideal for this project.  

You will need:
●  A copy of one or both of the pattern pages, printed onto heavy card stock (as heavy as you can get)  
    NOTE:  If you have only a hard copy of this book and need a digital version of the pattern page in order to print, go 
to www.ellenjmchenry.com, click on FREE DOWNLOADS, then on ANIMALS, then scroll down to MICROBIOLOGY.
●  Scissors
●  White glue (regular “adult” kind, not “school glue”)  
●  Colored pencils 

 As you can see in this picture, the pattern can be 
printed onto colored card stock.  Berol Prismacolor colored 
pencils are opaque enough that light colors will show up 
quite well.  Paint markers would also be suitable for light-
on-dark coloring.

 These colors might not be perfectly realistic, but 
they certainly are attractive and will give the students a 
box they think is beautiful.  That’s the main point.  

 The diatom that this pattern is based on was taken 
by D. Richman.  If you search for “triangular diatoms” using 
Google image search, you’ll see this diatom somewhere 
on the first page.  The original image is black and white.
(This picture can’t be printed here due to possible copy-
right issues.)
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MAKE A DIATOM BOX
This box can hold whatever you want to put into it — paper clips, jewelry, coins, candy, etc.  The name of this particular diatom is 
Triceratium morlandii.  It is an extinct species found in deposits of diatomaceous earth in New Zealand.  Other types of Triceratium 
have different patterns.  (You can see lots of them if you type “Triceratium diatoms” into Google image search.)   



MAKE A DIATOM BOX (“design-it-yourself” version)
This box can hold whatever you want to put into it — paper clips, jewelry, coins, candy, etc.  The name of this particular diatom is 
Triceratium morlandii.  It is an extinct species found in deposits of diatomaceous earth in New Zealand.  Other types of Triceratium 
have different patterns.  (You can see lots of them if you type “Triceratium diatoms” into Google image search.)   



ACTIVITY 4.3:     Desmid ornaments 

 This activity features the artwork of scientific illustrator Ernest Haeckel, who lived in Germany from 1834-1919. 
(However, it could also feature student artwork if they want to create their own diatoms and desmids after looking at 
some samples on the Internet!)
 Most desmids you will see under the microscope probably won’t be quite as fancy as these, but obviously 
Haeckel saw some pretty spectacular desmids, or had them described to him by other scientists.  Remember, desmids 
are green algae, not diatoms, and therefore don’t have glass shells.  

 You will need:
●  A copy of the pattern page  (If you have only a hard copy of this book and need a digital version in order to print, go 
to www.ellenjmchenry.com, click on FREE DOWNLOADS, then ANIMALS, then MICROBIOLOGY.
●  Scissors and white glue
●  Thin cardboard or mat board
●  Yarn or string
●  Optional: clear varnish (water soluble varnish is easily found in any craft store)

 After cutting out these shapes, glue one of each kind onto mat board or thin cardboard. You can use a thin 
layer of white glue or you can use a thin layer of varnish.  (Varnish is usually sticky enough to adhere the paper until 
you can get several coats built up on top.)  When dry, cut the shape out of the cardboard.  You now have a one-sided 
ornament.   Glue the matching shape to the reverse side of the cardboard.  NOTE:  The images of each desmid are 
reverse images.  Make sure the second side fits on properly before you start securing it to the cardboard.
 When both images have been secured to the board, start layering coats of varnish.  Water-based varnishes 
usually dry very quickly so it should not take too long to build up several coats.  A hair dryer can be used to speed up 
drying time.

NOTE:  You may want to color the thin edges to make them match the color of the diatom.  You can use acrylic 
paint, permanent marker, or colored pencil.  (Acrylic paint will give the best results.) Do not use water-based markers 
because the varnish will dissolve the ink.  Crayons will repel the varnish.

 When done, you can punch a small hole and attach a hanger.     

OPTION:  If you don’t mind the ornaments being fairly thin, you could copy the pattern page onto heavy card stock, 
then just glue the sides together, skipping the cardboard middle layer.  If the printed surface is at all shiny, you could 
even forgo the varnish.  This might be the way to go if you are doing the activity with a group and need it to be a short 
and easy project.

ACTIVITY 4.4:     Work on microlife mini-mural

 Add the creatures you learned about in this chapter to your microlife mini-mural (or full-sized mural).  What 
a lot of little things there are to add!  Again, if you are running out of space, you can add another piece of paper.  
However, it’s okay to make the mural very full of creatures.  

This box ca
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NOTE:  All of these pairs are mirror images of each other, just in case you want to match the front and back precisely. 



ACTIVITY 4.5:     Learn about “diatomaceous earth” (broken diatoms)

 Diatoms are so delicate and beautiful that is hard to think of them being smashed and broken.  Yet it happens 
all the time in nature.  Though broken diatoms are technically broken glass, they are so tiny that they do not pose a 
threat to people or animals.  However, to a very small organism, a broken diatom is very much like a dangerous piece 
of broken glass.  Insects and microscopic parasitic worms are excellent examples of organisms that are harmed or 
even killed by broken diatoms.  So where can you find broken diatoms?

 Diatomaceous earth is ancient dirt that contains the 
smashed remains of billions of diatoms.  There are certain plac-
es on the globe where there are large deposits of diatomaceous 
earth.  These areas are “mined” for the earth, then the earth is 
process various amounts to make natural insecticides and cures 
for parasites.  The powder can be dusted around areas where 
pesky insects are living.  The insects will get the powder all over 
themselves and the microscopic glass shards will tear up their 
outer shell.  
 Some diatomaceous earth is made into “food grade” 
powders that can be eaten by people and animals.  If the people 
or animals have parasites living in their intestines, the parasites 
will consume the broken diatoms as it mixed with the contents of 
the intestines.  The parasites are very small, so the glass shards 
rip up their tiny digestive tract and kill them.  
 You can find out more about diatomaceous earth by searching the Internet.

ACTIVITY 4.6:     Card game:  “Red Tide”

You will need:
●  A copy of each pattern page, printed onto heavy card stock 
    NOTE:  If you have only a hard copy of this book and need a digital version of the pattern page in order to print, go 
to www.ellenjmchenry.com, click on FREE DOWNLOADS, then on ANIMALS, then scroll down to MICROBIOLOGY.
●  Scissors
●  The ciliate cards from chapter 2

SET UP:
 Combine these cards with 8 of the ciliate cards from chapter 2.  You can choose your favorite ciliates. This will 
give you a total of 42 cards.  Lay them all out, face down, making a 6 x 7 rectangle.  
 NOTE:  Set aside the Giardia and Plasmodium cards. They are for the next game, not this one.

HOW TO PLAY:
 This game can be played with 2-6 players, though 4 is ideal.  The goal of the game is to collect three different 
cards: 1) a ciliate, 2) a diatom and 3) a flagellate.  The first player to collect all three wins that round.  The problem is 
that you have Gonyaulax (Go-nee-ALL-ax) amongst your cards.  As we know, this dinoflagellate can create toxic red 
tides that kill fish and animals, and make people who eat them sick.  (“Gony” is Greek for “knee,” and “aulax” is Greek 
for “furrow.”  A furrow is a long, thin rut or crack.)  As soon as 3 Gonyaulax cards are turned over, this is a “red tide,” 
and the game is over.  All players lose and Gonyaulax wins that round.  You then re-shuffle the cards and start again.
 There are also 9 extra cards that do not fit into the categories you are looking for.  They are not ciliates, dia-
toms or flagellates.  They are desmids (Closterium and Cosmarium), green algae (Chlorella, Spirogyra and Zygnema), 
cyanobacteria (Anabaena and Merismopedia), and other dinoflagellates (Ceratium and Noctiluca).  When one of these 
cards is turned over, it remains there, in place, face up.
 Also, if you already a card for a category and you pick up another one, you leave that second one there on the 
board, face up.  For example, if you already drew a Paramecium and now you draw a Spirostomum, you must leave 
the Spirostomum there on the board, face up.  No one else may pick it up.  It must remain there until the round is over.
 If you draw a Gonyaulax or a card you don’t need, you don’t get to pick up another card.  You only get to turn 
over 1 card per turn. 
 After someone gets their three cards, or three Gonyaulax create a red tide, the cards are gathered and shuf-
fled well and put out again face down for the next round.  The rounds don’t take that long to play, so hopefully each 
player will be able to win a round.
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Chlorella Chilomonas
(KI-lo-MO-nass)

Chlamydomonas
(KLAM-i-dp-MO-nass)

Euglena gracilis
(Yu-GLEEN-ah  gra-SILL-us)

Euglena acus
(Yu-GLEEN-ah  ay-kus)

Volvox

Pandorina Gonium Phacus
(Fay-kus)

Size: 20-40 microns
Has very large chloroplast. 
Is a primary producer (photosynthesis).

Size: 5-10 microns
Is a primary producer (photosynthesis).
Is a good source of nutrition for humans.

Size: 10-30 microns
Has large, bowl-shaped chloroplast. 
Is a primary producer (photosynthesis).

Size: 100-200 microns
Can do photosynthesis but can also catch 
and eat bacteria and smaller protists.

Size:  150-175 microns
Can do photosynthesis but can also catch 
and eat bacteria and smaller protists.

Size: 500-1000 microns
Colonies can be made of hundreds of cells.  
Some cells specialize into reproductive cells.

Size: colonies can be up to 100 microns 
Colonies stay small, usually no more than 32 
cells.  Likew Gonium and Volvox, a gel-like 
substance keeps the cells together.

Size: colonies can be up to 100 microns
Colonies stay small, usually no more than 16 
cells.  Like Volvox and Pandorina, a gel-like 
substances keeps the cells together.

Size: 40 microns
Is rather fl at, a bit like a leaf.  Is a primary 
producer and does photosynthesis.



Closterium Spirogyra Zygnema
(zig-NEE-ma)

Cosmarium Anabaena
(An-ah-BANE-ah) 

(CYANOBACTERIA)

Merismopedia
(Mare-iss-mo-pee-dee-ah)

(CYANOBACTERIA)

Fragilaria
(Fradj-ill-ARE-ee-ah

or
Fragg-ill-uh-REE-ah

Tabellaria Meridon

Size: cells are 35-45 microns wide
This fi lamentous green algae is a primary 
producer, using photosynthesis.  
Known for its spiral-shaped chloroplasts.

Size: 100-400 microns
This desmid looks like a green banana.  The 
dots along the center are pyrenoids that help 
collect carbon dioxide for photosynthesis.

Size: 20-70 microns wide
This fi lamentous green algae is a primary 
producer, using photosynthesis.
Known for its star-shaped chloroplasts.

Size: 30-70 microns 
This is a desmid and is just one cell, not 
two. The skinny middle is called the isthmus.  
Those circles are pyrenoids that help collect 
carbon dioxide for photosynthesis.

Size:  Each cell is 5-10 microns 
Very common in ponds.  Anabaena can 
make toxins that are harmful to people and 
animals.  But it makes nitrogen accessible to 
plants so it is helpful to the environment.

Size: each cell is 1-3 microns 
Cells reproduce in such a way that they form 
a fl at sheet, as shown.  Very unique!

Size: 40-60 microns wide
Can contract its stalk very quickly, making 
it look like a spring.  They can attach to a 
surface or fl oat freely.

Size: each cell is 40-50 microns long
Their name means “litte tablets.”  Often 
found stuck to rocks or plants in a pond.

Size: each cell is 40-50 microns long
To the naked eye, Meridon would look like a 
brown scum on the bottom of a ditch or pond.



Asterionella
(Ast-eer-ee-on-ell-ah)

Gomphonema
(Gomf-oh-NEE-mah)

Stephanodiscus
(Stef-AN-oh-DISK-us)

Synedra
(Sin-ED-rah)

Navicula
(Na-VICK-u-lah)

Noctiluca
(Nok-tee-LUKE-ah)

Ceratium
(Sare-ah-SHEE-um)

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Size: 20-80 microns
Has H-shaped chloroplast.
Tolerates pollution well.

Size: each cell is 40-80 microns long
Name means “little star.”  Each arm of the 
star is an individual cell.  

Size: 60-70 microns
Very common, and found fl oating freely, 
not attached to anything.

Size: 100-120 microns
Similar to Fragilaria except that they do not 
form colonies.

Size:  100-200 microns
Name means “little boat” because the 
shape is similar to the hull of a boat.

Size: 200-2000 microns (up to 2 mm!)
The thing sticking out is not a fl agella, but 
is a tentacle used for feeding.  Glows when 
disturbed.  Name means “night light.”

Size: 100-500 microns
This dinofl agellate can either do photosyn-
thesis, or capture small prey.  They can 
cause blooms but are not as toxic as others.

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”



Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Gonyaulax
(Go-nee-ALL-ax)

Giardia
(Jee-AR-dee-ah)

Plasmodium 
falciparum

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”

Size: 30-50 microns
This dinofl agellate can reproduce very quickly 
when conditions are good, causing a “bloom.” 
Gonyaulax is often responsible for “red tides.”

Size: 20 microns
This protist is a parasite that lives in the 
intestines of mammals, including humans.  
You catch it by drinking contaminated water.

Size: 10-15 microns
Causes the disease malaria. Belongs to the 
class called Apicomplexans (also known as 
Sporozoans).  Lives in the liver and in red 
blood cells. Mosquitoes transmit the disease.

These two cards are for the game at the end of chapter 5.  Set them aside for now.



CHAPTER 5

ACTIVITY 5.1:     Greek words... in Greek!

 When Zeus writes words, they look a little different from the way they are spelled in this book because he uses 
the Greek alphabet.  Greek letters are very handy to know because they show up in all kinds of places in the world of 
science.  They are used in math, too, and you might already know about π (pi), the letter used to represent the rela-
tionship between the circumference of a circle and its diameter. 
 Here is the Greek alphabet written in lower case letters. (Greek has upper and lower case letters, like English.)

        α   β  γ  δ  ε  ζ  η  θ  ι  κ  λ  μ  ν  ξ  ο  π  ρ  ς  σ  τ  υ  φ  χ  ψ  ω
 The first part of the alphabet probably looks familiar, very much like A, B, C, D, E.  This is correct, except that 
Greek does not have the letter C.  The letter γ  is “gamma,” similar to our G.  So Greek starts with A, B, G, D, E.  You 
might also notice that the Greek alphabet does not end with Z.  That last letter is “omega” and it says “owe.”  The letter 
Z is the sixth letter of the alphabet, so we have:  A, B, G, D, E, Z.  Greek has a few extra letters that English does not 
have, including θ, “theta,” which says “TH.”  Just θink how handy it would be to have a letter for the TH sound!   They 
also have letters for the sounds “ks” and “ps.”  (We met a word that starts with “ps”: pseudopod.)

 Here are the letters listed with their names and their sounds.  You can use this list to do the activity.

Upper case

Lower case

Name

English sound

Upper case

Lower case

Name

English sound

 
DISCLAIMER:  This is not 
an official Greek lesson and should not be used in place of a real Greek curriculum. 

 Make a copy of the following page for each student. Hopefully, the students will have fun trying to write the 
Greek words. For those of you who know a bit about Greek, you will notice that the accent marks have been omitted.  
This is not a Greek language lesson, just an exercise in recognizing Greek letters.  

ANSWERS:
1) gastros, stomach       2) morphe, shape        3) trichos, hair        4) helios, sun (silent “h”)      5) zugos (zygo), joined
6) chloros, green            7) heteros, different     8) monos, one       9) eu, good/well                   10) kustis (kystis), bag
11) trophe, nourishment    12) zoion, animal life      13) puros (pyros), fire    14) phero, bear       
15) karuon (karyon) kernel    16) ostrakon, shell     17) photos, light      18) poros, passageway
 
1) ποδος         2) μακρος        3) μικρος         4) σκοπος       5) ψευδες     6) γαστρος     7) δι       
8) στομα       9) αυτος        10) πρωτος      11) μετρον     12) επι         13) τρια         14) σωμα
     

Α Β Γ Δ Ε Ζ Η Θ Ι Κ Λ Μ

α β γ δ ε ζ η θ ι κ λ μ

alpha beta gamma delta epsilon zeta eta theta iota kappa lambda mu

“a” “b” “g” “d” “eh” ‘“z” “ay” “th” “ee” “k” “l” “m”

N Ξ Ο Π Ρ Σ Τ Υ Φ Χ Ψ Ω

ν ξ ο π ρ ς / σ τ υ φ χ ψ ω

nu xi omicron pi rho sigma tau upsilon phi chi psi omega

“n” “ks” “o” “p” “r” ‘“s” “t” “ew” “f ” “kh” “ps” “owe”
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PROTIST GREEK

Can you match these Greek words with their English translations?  (NOTE:  Notice that the letter η does not say “n,” but “ay”  Many 
words have this last “η” which is taken off when we use the word in English.  Also, notice that there are two letters for “s,” the sec-
ond one being used only at the end of words.  Lastly, Greek does not use “h” as a first letter, so skip the ‘h” and look for the word to 
start with the second letter, instead.)    TIP:  The vocab lists at the end of each chapter might be helpful!

English words:  light, stomach, hair, good, fire, nourishment, different, animal life, sun, one, green, shape, joined, kernel, bear,     
passageway, shell, bag    (NOTE:  A few words have “u” in Greek where there is a “y” in English.  Also, ϕ is often translated as “ph.”)

1) γαστρος ______________

2) μορϕη ________________

3) τριχος _________________

4) ηλιοσ __________

5) ζυγοσ ____________

6) χλωρος ______________

Try writing these words on your own:

1) podos (foot) __________________

2) makros (large) ________________

3) mikros (small) _________________

4) skopos (to watch) _________________

5) pseudes (false)  __________________

6) gastros (stomach) _________________

7) di (two) _________

         Upper case

         Lower case

                 Name

    English sound

         Upper case

        Lower case

                Name

   English sound

Α Β Γ Δ Ε Ζ Η Θ Ι Κ Λ Μ

α β γ δ ε ζ η θ ι κ λ μ

alpha beta gamma delta epsilon zeta eta theta iota kappa lambda mu

“a” “b” “g” “d” “eh” ‘“z” “ay” “th” “ee” “k” “l” “m”

N Ξ Ο Π Ρ Σ Τ Υ Φ Χ Ψ Ω

ν ξ ο π ρ ς / σ τ υ φ χ ψ ω

nu xi omicron pi rho sigma tau upsilon phi chi psi omega

“n” “ks” “o” “p” “r” ‘“s” “t” “ew” “f ” “kh” “ps” “owe”

8) stoma (mouth) ________________

9) autos (self) ________________

10) protos _______________ (use ϖ)

11) metron (measure) ______________________

12) epi (on top of) ____________________

13) tria (three) ________________

14) soma (body) _________________ (use ω)

7) ετερος _______________

8) μονος _______________

9) ευ _________

10) κυστις ___________

11) τροφη ________________

12) ζωον _____________

13) πυρος  ___________

14) ϕερω ____________

15) καρυον _________

16) οστρακον ___________

17) ϕϖτοσ _____________

18) πορος ___________



ACTIVITY 5.2:     “Proto-zoo”     A game that uses all of your cards!

 When zoos plan their exhibits, they usually try to group the creatures into categories.  Often these categories 
correspond to geographical areas such as the African savanna or the rain forests of South America, or biological clas-
sifications such as reptiles or birds.  Occasionally zoos might present a theme such as very small animals, or nocturnal 
creatures—categories that would include a wide range of reptiles, mammals, fish, birds or even insects.  Exhibit plan-
ners at zoos think about categories and which ones would be best to use for their displays.
 In this game, you will collect protozoans for a proto-zoo, and you will decide how to categorize them. Your 
categories can be straightforward, such as ciliates, flagellates or ameboids.  However, you may also use less obvious 
groupings such as protists that are tiny (maybe less than 100 microns) or very large (perhaps greater than 500 mi-
crons), protists that can attach themselves to something, protists that are harmful in some way, protists that have dis-
tinct geometric shapes (circles, triangles, ovals, etc.), or protists that build a shell of some kind.  The category must be 
broad enough that there are at least 4 protists that fall into that category.  The rest of the group, or the adult in charge, 
can be the judge if there is a question about whether a certain category is reasonable.  (For example, you can’t have 
a category such as “Protist that are larger than 10 microns.”  That would be ridiculous because almost all of them are 
over 10 microns.) 
 Most zoos are actively engaged in trading animals with other zoos.  If they have a surplus of a particular type 
of animal, they try to trade their extras for animals that they don’t have. In this game players will trade away protozoans 
they don’t need and hopefully gain ones they do.

You will need:
●  All the previous cards (Include Giardia and Plasmodium, but use only one Gonyaulax.)
●  The cards on the following page, copied onto card stock and cut apart.  
●  A copy of the spinner pattern if you will be using the spinner (Card stock is best, but regular paper is okay.  If you 
have a hard copy of this book, a color copy is provided in the back.  You can also download and print the pattern page 
by going to www.ellenjmchenry.com and clicking on FREE DOWNLOADS, then on MICROBIOLOGY.)
●  A piece of thin cardboard (a cereal box is fine)
●  Glue stick or white glue
●  Scissors
●  A paper fastener
●  OPTIONAL:  Two small washers (or the cardboard washers on the pattern page)

NOTE:  If you would rather not have the bother of making the spinner (or you need to have the game be extremely 
compact), you could play this game with a die (number cube).  The numbers 2, 3, 4, and 5 would represent COLLECT, 
the number 1 would represent TRADE, and the number 6 would represent EXHIBIT.   Playing with a die will make 
COLLECT come up a little more frequently (60 percent of the time compared to 50 percent with the spinner), but it 
should be close enough.

ANOTHER NOTE:  If you have 6 or more players, you will want to use two copies of the card deck, shuffled together.  
If your group is a lot more than 6, you might want to consider breaking into smaller groups and using one deck and one 
spinner for each group.

HOW TO ASSEMBLE:

STEP 1:  Glue the spinner pattern page to a piece of thin cardboard.  (TIP: If you roll it with a rolling pin for a few min-
utes, it should dry relatively wrinkle-free.)  

STEP 2:  When dry, cut out the square and the arrow.  The circular “washers” are provided if you would like to use 
them to get your spinner to spin more freely.  Sometimes you can get these spinners spinning pretty well without wash-
ers, but other times it seems like you need them to make the arrow spin fast enough.

STEP 3:  Punch starter holes in the center of the arrow and the center of the square.  Then insert the paper fastener so 
the arrow is attached to the top of the square.  Spin the arrow around many times to loosen the joint a bit and make it 
spin freely.  If there is too much friction, you might want to use cardboard or metal washers above and below the arrow.  

HOW TO SET UP:

 Shuffle the cards well and distribute 3 to each player.  Put the remaining part of the deck face down as a draw 
pile.  The spinner and the draw pile will be in the middle of your playing area (assuming you are using the spinner).
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HOW TO PLAY:

 The goal of the game is to make several “exhibits” that consist of a group of 4 cards that all have something in 
common.  You will need to make 3 exhibits to win. (If you have 5 or 6 players in your group, you only need 2 exhibits to win.)

 Players will take turns spinning, but the spin will be for everyone.  Everyone will participate in every turn even 
though they are taking turns with the spinner.  

This is what to do when each of these is spun (or rolled with the die):

COLLECT:  All players draw one card.  The person who spun/rolled goes first, then go around the circle clockwise.

TRADE:  All players must choose one of their cards to trade away.  You can’t “pass.”  You MUST put out a card.  
 There are two ways to put out the cards: 1) All players put down their cards right at the same time.  2) Players 
take turns putting down cards, starting with the person who spun/rolled and then moving around clockwise.  If all cards 
go out at once, then no one knows ahead of time what the other players will be trading.  If you lay down the cards one 
at a time, the cards that go down first might influence the choice of the players that are laying down their cards last.  
Your group will need to decide which way you will play and keep that rule consistent throughout the game.
 After all the trades are out on the table, then the person who spun/rolled will be the first person to choose a 
card.  Then the play proceeds clockwise with each player picking up a card.  No one is allowed to pick up the card they 
put down, unless the last person gets stuck with their own card.  The last person is the only exception to the rule that 
you can’t pick up your own card.
 If you are playing with just two players, then the trade will be simply an exchange.

EXHIBIT:  All players get a chance to put out any sets they have acquired.  Remember, a set of 4 makes an exhibit. 
Once the cards get set out as part of an exhibit, they are out of play for the rest of the game.

WINNING:

 The winner is the first person to set out all their exhibits. (3 exhibits, unless you decided to make it only 2.)
(But we all win if we learned something and had fun!)
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GLUE THIS PAGE TO A PIECE OF THIN CARDBOARD



Amoeba proteus Entamoeba histolytica
(ENT-a-MEE-bah  Hist-o-LIT-i-cah)

Arcella
(Ar-SELL-ah)

Diffl ugia
(Di-FLU-gee-ah)

Heliozoans Foraminiferans

Radiolarians Fuligo Physarum
(Fi-SAR-um)

Size: 15-60 microns
Lives inside the intestines of animals, 
including humans.

Size: 300-600 microns
Captures anything it can catch with its pseu-
dopods.  Changes shape constantly.

Size: 30-100 microns
This ameba makes a shell out of a protein 
called “chitin.”  The pseudopods catch prey.

Size: 100-150 microns
This ameba makes a shell out of bit of debris 
that it fi nds, such as sand, dirt, or broken 
shells.  It catches prey with its pseudopods.

Size:  200-300 microns
They can catch prey with their stiff axopods. 
A jelly-like cytoplasm fl ows around axopods.

Size: 100-1000 microns
Shell is made of calcium carbonate with 
added bits of debris.  Forams vary greatly in 
size and feeding behaviors. Generally, they 
eat anything smaller than themselves.

Size: 150-300 microns 
Most live in the ocean.  They take silicon out 
of the water and use it to build their skele-
tons of glass (SiO2).  They are predators, 
using pseudopods or axopods.

Size: colonies can be up to 20 cm
Colony is made of individual ameboid cells 
joined together to make a huge “mega-cell.” 
Fuligo is often bright yellow.

Size: Colonies can be up to 20 cm.
Like all slime molds, it can creep.  It puts up 
little fruiting bodies, like all molds do, which is 
why it is a fungus-like protist.



ACTIVITY 5.3:     “Pond Scum”     A chess-like game about protists eating each other

 This is a two-person game, similar to chess.  Players will try to “eat” each other’s protists.  The player who has 
the most protists left at the end of the game wins.  (Rules for winning are on the next page, at the end.)

You will need:
●  One copy of each of the four game board pages (use card stock if you want the pages to be durable for re-use)
●  Two copies of the protist page copied onto clear transparencies (If transparencies are really not an option, just copy 
onto regular paper and make do.)
●  Scissors
●  Red permanent marker (such as Sharpie) 
●  Clear tape (and wide, clear packing tape, if possible, for taping the seams on back side)

HOW TO ASSEMBLE THE GAME:

STEP 1:  After copying the green pattern pages, trim the copies before taping them together.  The edges that will 
become the outside edges of the board have been darkened.  You can trim off the white from these edges or you can 
leave it on and have a white border around the outside of the green board area.  Either way is fine.  You will need to 
trim a few other edges as you go, so that you can overlap the pages to make the green squares line up flush against 
each other. However, you can do this trimming as you go.  Look and see how the pages fit together, then trim just one 
side, not both.  Overlap the trimmed side onto the non-trimmed side.

STEP 2:  Assemble the four pieces of the game board so that the algae strands match up and the pieces form a large 
rectangle.  (TIP: Match the light brown, oval diatoms first.  Then match those Closterium that look like green bananas.  
Then the fourth page should be easy to match.  Also, notice the tiny red dots in the corners that go in the center.)  Use 
small pieces of tape on the back at first, then go back over the seams with wider clear tape.  

STEP 3:  Before you cut out the protists, take one of the sheets and use a red marker to make a dot on each playing 
piece.  (Or you can be more elaborate and make red around the outline of the protists.)  One player will take the plain 
pieces and one player will take the red dot pieces.  (This is like playing red versus black.)   When you cut the protist 
pieces apart, CUT ON THE STRAIGHT LINES, not around the outside of the protists.  Notice that for Coleps you will 
have four of them all on one square.  The Stentor is an exception and will be the only piece that is not a rectangle. Cut 
around the outline of the Stentor.

HOW TO SET UP FOR THE GAME:

 Players need to place all their pieces on their side of the board before the game starts.  You will notice that the 
board is not square, and is wider in one direction.  You can choose which way to turn the board.  (The recommended 
direction is turning the board so that the longest direction stretches from player to player, with only 16 squares on 
each player’s end of the board.)  If the players would like to place their pieces secretly, you can provide some kind of 
divider to put across the middle of the board.  You can use two books stood up on end, or you can make a divider out 
of a folded piece of card stock paper, or an old cereal box, or whatever else you have on hand.  Some players are not 
bothered about placing their pieces out in the open.  Others prefer not letting the opponent see what they are doing.
 NOTE:  The only piece that does not move during the game is the Stentor.  Think about where you’d like to 
place it because you can’t change it later on even though in real life sometimes Stentors do swim.  But this isn’t reality, 
this is a game, so the pieces must have rules for how they move.  In our game, Stentor is stationary.  The Stentor’s 
peduncle (foot) must touch the edge of the board somewhere.  The top of the Stentor must line up exactly with 4 
spaces.  The other protists can be placed anywhere on your side of the board.  
 TIP:  Read the rules for how each protist moves before you decide where to place your pieces.
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HOW TO PLAY:
 

Rules of movement:
1) The Stentor does not move.
2) The Ameba may move only 1 space per turn, in any direction.
3) The flagellates can move up to 5 spaces per turn in any direction except diagonal.  
4) The ciliates can move up to 3 spaces per turn in any direction except diagonal.  
       No changing direction mid-turn.  A ciliate may pivot during its move, counting the 
       pivot as one of the three spaces for that turn.  To pivot, put your finger on one of the 

piece’s corners.  Keep that corner in that same spot as you turn the piece.   

Rules for eating:
1) The definition for “eaten” is when the predator overlaps at least one space with the prey.  For example:

       Only the plastic piece has to overlap, not the drawing of the protist.  For example, in the case of Dileptus, the 
drawing is smaller than the rectangular piece.  If any part of the Dileptus rectangle overlaps another piece, it 
counts.  (Otherwise it would be too difficult to determine whether something has been eaten. We are keeping it 
simple and saying it’s the rectangle that counts.)

2) “Like species” may not eat each other, even if they are on opposite sides.  In other words, your Paramecium 
cannot eat your opponent’s Paramecium.  Yes, in real life sometimes certain species can “cannibalize” their 
own kind, but this is the exception, not the rule.  Again, this is a game, so the rules have to make it playable.

3) Euglena, Chilomonas and Phacus cannot eat any protists.  They are photosynthesizers.  However, one of 
these little pieces could possibly be your last piece on the board and win you the game.  They can move quickly!

4) The other protists can eat anything that is the same size or smaller than themselves.  Size is determined by 
how many squares the piece takes up on the board.  For example, Didinium is 4 squares so it can eat anything 
that is 4 squares, 2 squares (such as Paramecium) or 1 square.

6) The Stentor can eat anything that comes within 2 spaces of its top.  This is a 2 x 4 area.  
Your own pieces are safe from being eaten by your own Stentor, however, and can pass 
through that area.  The other player’s pieces will be considered “eaten” if they overlap 
even 1 of those 8 squares.  They have to stay away in order not to get sucked down.

7)    Notice that the Coleps function as a single piece even though there are 4 of them.  
Coleps is a species that likes to feed in groups.  The Coleps piece counts as a 4-square, 
so it can be used against Didinium.  (In reality, Coleps might even take a bite out of 
something larger, but we have to keep the rules simple.

Additional rules:
1) Your own protists can’t overlap each other as they move around the board (unless both players agree to 

change this rule in order to make the game easier.  Everyone has to agree to this change.)
2)   As with real chess, your move will be “official” once you take your hand off your piece.  Once you take your 

fingers off, you can’t undo your move.  (It’s only a game; if you make a mistake that’s okay!)
3)   Know that pieces WILL get eaten.  It’s a vicious food chain down there under the microscope!
4) When it is your turn, you are the predator.  When you move onto another piece, you are eating, not being eaten.  
5) You cannot “pass” on your move.  You must move a piece.  If you get eaten, that’s life in the pond!

NOTE:  If you run into any situations that are not covered by these rules, decide on a rule for that situation, and keep 
that rule for the rest of the game.  As long as everyone is playing by the same rules, the game is fair. 

WINNING: 

The game is over when one of these situations occurs:
1) One player has no pieces left on the board (except for Stentor).  The player who still has pieces left wins.
2) There is a stalemate, where no more pieces can be eaten.  In this case, the player with the most pieces wins.  

If both players have the same number of pieces, the game is a tie.  

PIVOTING:
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POND SCUM board, page 1



POND SCUM board, page 2



POND SCUM board, page 3



POND SCUM board, page 4





ACTIVITY 5.4:     Finish the mini-mural

 Add your final creatures and finish up the little mural (or the big one if you chose that option).  
The sample shown here was done by an 11-year-old with a little planning help from an older sibling.  It is three pages 
taped together.  Your mural(s) may be labeled and/or colored, and they might look much more crowded. They certainly  
don’t have to look just like this sample.  The main point is seeing all of them together in their correct sizes.  
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ACTIVITY 5.5:     Protozoa pillowcases  

 This is very optional and is for those of you who have lots of 
enthusiasm for craft projects.  You can use fabric markers to create a 
decorated pillowcase that will showcase your learning while at the same 
time allowing plenty of artistic expression. 

You will need:
●  A white or light blue pillowcase
●  A set of fabric markers (TIP: Crayola offers a set of fabric markers that 
don’t need to be ironed.)

WHAT TO DO:

 Start by doing a quick sketch of where you might place the types 
of protozoans.  Think about where to put the long filamentous algae or 
cyanobacteria strings.  Then plan where to put the larger protozoans 
such as Stentor or Volvox.  Perhaps you might want to make an ameba 
looking like it is devouring something.  The tiny protists can fit in just about 
anywhere, in and around the filamentous and the larger protists.  Also, think 
about overlapping. Perhaps some of the larger protists can look like they 
are behind the filamentous ones.  

 When you have a sketch you like, you are ready to start on your 
pillowcase.  If the case is very wrinkly, you might want to iron it before 
starting to draw.  (TIP:  You might want to put some paper on the inside so 
that the markers don’t bleed through and stain the back side.)  

 Use the fabric markers to make colorful protists.  You don’t have to 
be realistic with your colors.  The only rule of thumb I gave my class was 
that the final result had to resemble the protist enough to be recognizable.

Samples by students ages 10-12
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http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/170721
http://books.google.com/books?id=zN0INlA2SrkC&pg=PA354&lpg=PA354&dq=discovery+of+muller+bod-
ies+in+loxodes&source=bl&ots=Z6MhnuBSvO&sig=x-hbqB1jyuJ72iCLhhXuESJuJAg&hl=en&sa=X&ei=N-
PaCUuLlFMeTkQehi4DgDw&ved=0CE0Q6AEwBg#v=onepage&q=discovery%20of%20muller%20bod-
ies%20in%20loxodes&f=false

Stentor
http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/articles/sten-
tor.html
http://www.micrographia.com/specbiol/protis/cili/hete0100.htm

Euplotes
https://www.ebiomedia.com/walking-with-euplotes.html

Halteria
https://www.ebiomedia.com/three-speedsters-strobilidium-mesodinium-halteria.html
http://eol.org/pages/488647/overview

Tetrahymena
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tetrahymena

Details about mciro and macro nuclei
http://schaechter.asmblog.org/schaechter/2009/08/the-genes-the-whole-genes-nothing-but-the-genes.html

Details about flagella and cilia
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK21698/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flagellum

Coleps
http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/art97/colep-
si.html
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Algae 
http://www.scienceclarified.com/A-Al/Algae.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorophyta
http://cronodon.com/BioTech/Algal_Bodies.html
https://www.e-education.psu.edu/egee439/node/693
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorella
http://userwww.sfsu.edu/biol240/labs/lab_09algae/pages/09algalclass.html
http://classroom.sdmesa.edu/eschmid/lecture11-microbio.htm
http://ecflora.cavehill.uwi.edu/bio_courses/bl14apl/algaenew_green.htm
http://simply-science-nbep.blogspot.com/2011/06/algae-vs-plants.html
http://www.differencebetween.net/science/difference-between-algae-and-plants/

Algal blooms
http://www.algae.info/Algaecomplete.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algal_bloom
http://botany.si.edu/references/dinoflag/Taxa/Nscintillans.htm

Volvox
http://www.britannica.com/science/Volvox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volvox

Euglena
https://microbewiki.kenyon.edu/index.php/Euglena_gracilis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euglena

Spirogyra
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/greenalgae/charophyta/zygnematales.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirogyra
http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/index.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/ponddip/spirogyra.html
http://www.micrographia.com/specbiol/alg/filamen/fila0100.htm
http://www2.mcdaniel.edu/Biology/botf99/algaeheadpages/lowealgaef/greens/Filamentous/filamentous.htm

Cyanobacteria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyanobacteria
http://archive.bio.ed.ac.uk/jdeacon/microbes/cyano.htm
https://microbewiki.kenyon.edu/index.php/Nostoc
http://academic.reed.edu/biology/Nitrogen/Nfix1.html  (nitrogen fixing capabilities)
http://msue.anr.msu.edu/news/nostoc_a_green_jelly_like_substance_growing_in_lawns  
https://microbewiki.kenyon.edu/index.php/Merismopedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gloeocapsa_magma

Kelp
http://www.montereybayaquarium.org/-/m/pdf/education/activities/aquarium-ss-kelpforest.pdf?la=en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macrocystis_pyrifera
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heterokont

Dinoflagellates
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/GeolSci/micropal/dinoflagellate.html
https://scripps.ucsd.edu/labs/mlatz/bioluminescence/dinoflagellates-and-red-tides/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noctiluca_scintillans
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Dinoflagellates, continued
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/protista/dinoflagmm.html
https://microbewiki.kenyon.edu/index.php/Ceratium

Diatoms
http://www.mbari.org/staff/conn/botany/diatoms/jennifer/introa.htm
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2106300/pdf/429.pdf
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/glossary/gloss3/pigments.html
http://westerndiatoms.colorado.edu/about/what_are_diatoms
http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/indexmag.html?http://www.microscopy-uk.org.uk/mag/artjun07/dr-
rc-oamaru.html
http://craticula.ncl.ac.uk/EADiatomKey/html/Fragilaria.html
http://cfb.unh.edu/phycokey/Choices/Bacillariophyceae/Pennate/araphe/araphe_colony/TABELLARIA/Ta-
bellaria_key.html

Desmids
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Desmidiales
http://www.micrographia.com/specbiol/alg/desmi/desm0100.htm
http://www.desmids.nl/maand/english/closterium_navicula.html
http://blogs.scientificamerican.com/artful-amoeba/wonderful-things-desmids-microscopic-plants-of-unusu-
al-beauty/

Pyrenoids
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyrenoid
https://cambridgecapp.wordpress.com/improving-photosynthesis/pyrenoid/
http://www.madsci.org/posts/archives/2004-01/1074896480.Gb.r.html
Ameboids
http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/A/amoeba.html
http://www3.imperial.ac.uk/newsandeventspggrp/imperialcollege/newssummary/news_3-10-2008-12-3-22
https://davidwangblog.wordpress.com/structure-and-functions/
http://cronodon.com/BioTech/Cells2.html

Hermaphrodite etymology
http://polyglossart.hubpages.com/hub/ancient-language

Forams
http://petrifiedwoodmuseum.org/SOForams.htm

Ostracods
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ostracod
http://www.micrographia.com/specbiol/crustac/ostraco/ostr0100.htm
http://www.marinespecies.org/ostracoda/
http://www.lbm.go.jp/smith/ostracod_food.html

Heliozoans
http://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/primer/techniques/dic/dicgallery/actinosphaeriumsmall.html
http://www.britannica.com/science/heliozoan
Heliozoans video eating a protist:
https://sgprotist.wordpress.com/the-guide/heliozoa/
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Shelled amebas
http://www.arcella.nl/lobose-testate-amoeba

Radiolarians
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radiolaria
http://caliban.mpipz.mpg.de/haeckel/challenger/Chap04.htm
http://www.radiolaria.org/what_are_radiolarians.htm

Slime molds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dictyostelium_discoideum
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/protista/slimemolds.html
http://www.microbeworld.org/types-of-microbes/protista/slime-molds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slime_mold
https://nhgardensolutions.wordpress.com/tag/yellow-witchs-butter/

Rotifers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotifer
http://www.vanleeuwenhoek.com/His-Microscopic-World.htm
http://cronodon.com/BioTech/Rotifers.html

Trypanosoma
https://microbewiki.kenyon.edu/index.php/Trypanosoma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trypanosoma
http://www.cdc.gov/parasites/sleepingsickness/biology.html
http://www.who.int/trypanosomiasis_african/parasite/en/
Giardia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Excavate
http://emedicine.medscape.com/article/176718-overview
http://web.stanford.edu/group/parasites/ParaSites2009/NevinsANDLiu_Giardiasis/NevinsANDLiu_Giardia-
sis.htm

Entameba
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entamoeba_histolytica
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The following pages are provided so that you can cut 
them out of the book and use them.  

These pages can also be printed by going to 
www.ellenjmchenry.com, clicking on FREE DOWN-
LOADS, then on MICROBIOLOGY.



POND SCUM board, page 1





POND SCUM board, page 2





POND SCUM board, page 3





POND SCUM board, page 4





  VORTICELLA  “PENCIL TOPPER”
TIP: Insert your fi rst two fi ngers so 
that they can press on the inside while 
your thumb presses on the outside.1) Glue side tab.                         2) Snip triangles.                             3) Glue top below white area.

4) Glue two tabs.                5) Glue a third tab.    

6) Insert chenille stem,          
bend and tape to inside.       7) Glue fourth tab.

8) Snip fringe.                9) Attach to pencil. 
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NOTE:  All of these pairs are mirror images of each other, just in case you want to match the front and back precisely. 
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SPINNER FOR “PROTO-ZOO” GAME


